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NMR investigations of restoration of longitudinal equilibrium magnetization in phase-separated
solid 3He–4He mixtures are carried out in the temperature range 1–200 mK. It is found
that below 100 mK, the results depend on the energy of tipping NMR pulses, while at the lowest
temperatures the restoration of magnetization becomes nonmonotonic. The obtained results
are explained on the basis of a proposed model in which both magnetic~spin-lattice! and thermal
relaxation are assumed to take place between the Zeeman system and the lattice. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00112-1#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The interest to experimental and theoretical investi
tions of isotopic phase separation in solid3He–4He mixtures
increased considerably in recent years.1–5 This is due to the
fact that the kinetics of such a phase transition is quite pe
liar and is determined by quantum diffusion. Besides, ph
separation results in new quantum-mechanical systems
interesting properties. For example, the initial hcp mixtu
can decompose under quite high pressure into a concent
bcc phase in the form of small inclusions of almost pure3He
and a dilute hcp phase, viz., the matrix in which these inc
sions are distributed.

Spin-lattice relaxation in such a system was investiga
by us earlier.4 It was found that the concentrated bcc pha
of the phase-separated solution as well as bulk pure3He
contains a region in which the spin-lattice relaxation timeT1

c

is independent of temperature and can be successfully
plained by a relaxation mechanism associated with di
interaction between the Zeeman and exchange subsyste1!

In contrast to bulk3He, the ‘‘exchange plateau’’ region fo
the concentrated phase of the phase-separated mixture
tended down to millikelvin temperatures.

As regards the dilute hcp phase, the spin-lattice rel
ation timeT1

d in it increases with cooling due to a decrease
the 3He concentration in it. Below 100 mK, the amount
3He in this phase under the experimental conditions4 was so
small that we did not expect any NMR signal from the h
phase. However, an analysis of restoration of longitudi
magnetization of the sample revealed the presence of re
ation processes with a very large time constant along withT1

c

even at very low temperatures. This process could not
described by a single exponential, and its origin remain
unclear. We can indicate at least two possible reasons be
this effect.

~1! A weakened coupling between the ‘‘exchange bath’’ a
8451063-777X/98/24(12)/7/$15.00
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the lattice may lead under certain conditions to the sec
‘‘bottleneck’’ effect; in this case the restoration of equilib
rium magnetization of the sample can be described by
least two exponentials~see, for example, Ref. 6!.

~2! Another possible reason can be the presence~along with
the magnetic spin-lattice relaxation! of a thermal relaxation
of power released under the action of rf field on the samp
The magnetization of thermally overheated sample decre
in this case, and then restored according to Curie’s law,
lowing the restoration of the equilibrium temperature of t
sample. Such a situation was observed, for example, by T
rell et al.7 in NMR measurements for metals.

Thus, the separation of the contributions from therm
and magnetic relaxation required special experiments
which pulses with different thermal power could be suppli
to the sample. Such experiments are described in the pre
paper.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

A crystal with molar volume 20.3 cm3/mole was grown
in a cell ~Fig. 1! by the capillary blocking technique from
gas mixture containing 3.18%3He and had a length of 20
mm and diameter 4 mm. The methods of sample prepara
and cooling are described in detail in Ref. 1. The epo
casing1 of the cell with a capacitive pressure gage2 was
supplied with a centered silver heat exchanger3 intended for
cooling of sample4. Measurements were made by using
pulsed NMR spectrometer operating at a frequency of 2
kHz. A sectional cylindrical receiving coil5 was mounted in
the cell, while a saddle-shaped transmitting coil6 was out-
side the cell. Thermal contact between the cell and
nuclear demagnetization stage was maintained through a
ver brace7. The latter can be regarded as a large therm
bath with a temperatureT0 measured by the3He melting
curve thermometer8.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The time dependence of restoration of longitudinal m
netization of the sample was measured by the standard
pulse technique. The parameters of pairs of pulses use
the experiments are given in Table I.

The durationtp of pulses of the three types satisfied t
‘‘adiabaticity condition’’8 tp!T2* since the effective spin
lattice relaxation timeT2* in the concentrated phase of th
phase-separated solution was;10 ms. Consequently, eac
such pulse produces the same effect on the sample from
point of view of the dynamics of the magnetization vectorM
of the sample, shiftingM to the xy plane ~see Fig. 1!. The
macroscopic magnetization of the sample vanishes in a
period of the order ofT2* !T1 , and the coherence of proces
ing spins as well as any information on the properties of a
pulse is lost completely.

It should be noted that the amounts of energyQp liber-
ated in the transmitting coil in each of the three cases sa
the ratio 1:2:6 sinceQp;Vp

2tp , tp;1/Vp , and t27053t90.
This must lead to different extents of sample overheating

3. RESTORATION OF LONGITUDINAL MAGNETIZATION

Since both~concentrated and dilute! phases make contri
butions to the total magnetizationM (t) of the phase-
separated sample, the restoration of longitudinal magne
tion to its equilibrium valueM0 must obey the law

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of measuring cell: casing~1!, pressure gage~2!,
silver heat exchanger, sintered with a silver screw~3!, sample~4!, NMR
detector coil ~5!, NMR transmitting coil ~6!, silver cold finger~7!, and
crystallization3He thermometer~8!.

TABLE I. Parameters of NMR pulses used in experiments.

Pulse type
Sequence
of pulses

Amplitude
Vp , V

Pulse duration
tp , ms

1 90-t-90 25 240
2 90-t-90 50 120
3 270-t-270 50 360
-
o-
in

he

e

rf

fy

a-

M ~ t !5M0
cF12expS 2

t

T1
cD G1M0

dF12expS 2
t

T1
dD G , ~1!

whereT1
c andT1

d are the spin-lattice relaxation times in th
concentrated and dilute phases respectively, and the
equilibrium magnetization of the sample is the sum of t
magnetizations of the two phases:

M05M0
c1M0

d . ~2!

In the experimental technique used by us, the first
plied pulse rotated the longitudinal magnetization vec
through 90 or 270°, and the amplitudeU0 of free induction
decay~FID! after the passage of the pulse was proportio
to equilibrium magnetization. In turn, the FID amplitud
U(t) after the passage of the second pulse was proporti
to sample magnetization restored during the timet elapsed
between the first and second pulses. SinceU(t)/U0

5M (t)/M0 , expression~1! combined with~2! can be writ-
ten in the form

12
U~ t !

U0
5

U0
c

U0
expS 2

t

T1
cD 1

U0
d

U0
expS 2

t

T1
dD . ~3!

Typical dependences of the quantity (12U(t)/U0) on the
time t elapsed between pulses of the first type~90°, 25 V! at
various temperatures are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen
the results of measurements for shortt coincide for all tem-
peratures, indicating the exponential restoration of longitu
nal magnetization with the same characteristic time;0.2 s,
which can be naturally attributed to spin-lattice relaxation
the concentrated phase with the characteristic timeT1

c ~the
first term in ~3!!, observed at higher temperatures also.4

For t.1 s, the relaxation process is characterized b
relaxation time much larger thanT1

c . It was proved by us
earlier4 that at high temperatures, the relaxation process w
a large time constant on the curves of restoration of long
dinal magnetization is the spin-lattice relaxation in the dilu
hcp phase with the characteristic timeT1

d ~the second term in
~3!!. It was mentioned above that the contribution of th
term at temperatures below 100 mK is negligibly sm
since, according to the phase separation diagram,9 the 3He
concentration in the dilute phase is so small that the NM
signal is difficult to single out against the background of t
receiver noises under the given experimental conditio
This is visually confirmed by the results obtained at 80 a
100 mK ~see Fig. 2!: the relative contribution of a signa
with a slow relaxation amounts to less than;0.01 of the
signal from the concentrated phase. The large spread in
perimental points indicates that the amplitude of the sig
with the slow relaxation is comparable with the noise lev
under these conditions.

In this connection, we can indicate purely technologic
possibility of the origin of a long relaxation time. Under th
conditions when the magnetization of the sample is resto
almost completely, i.e., the actual signal amplitudeU(t) is
close to the equilibrium valueU0 , the measured value of th
amplitudeUi(t) may exceedU0 as a result of radio noises o
some other accidental reasons. In the course of comp
processing, such a result can be omitted in view of ind
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niteness of the expression ln@12Ui(t)/U0#, or the argument of
the logarithm should be treated as a modulus in orde
avoid uncertainty. Thus, the specific contribution of the
sults of measurements withUi(t),U0 increases due to
omission of the results of measurements withUi(t).U0 ,
which leads to an effective decrease in the averaged am
tude of the measured signals, and hence to ‘‘restoration’
a NMR signal with a large time constant.

In order to verify the possibility of such an effect, w
carried out a special computer simulation of such a situa
by using a generator of random number as a noise imita
Thus, we obtained a sequence ofn values ofUi(t)5Ui(1
1a)(12exp@2t/T1#) whereuau!1 is a random noise facto
and T1 the preset spin-lattice relaxation time. ForUi(t)
'Ui , the behavior of the function ln@12Ui(t)/Ui# demon-
strated the emergence of a relaxation with a large time c
stanttR@T1 , although such a relaxation was not defined
the initial formula. For this reason, we processed initial
sults obtained here withU0 as a fitting parameter withou
taking logarithms in order to eliminate this type of effec
Semilogarithmic coordinates were chosen for better visu
ization of the experimental data presented below.

It can be seen that as the temperature decreases fu
the ‘‘relative contribution’’ of the signal with a slow relax
ation increases, and the spread in experimental data bec
smaller. Typical results of measurements obtained by us
the three types of pulses~see Table I! at 20 mK are presente
in Fig. 3a. In all the three cases, rapid restoration of mag
tization (T1

c50.2 s) during the first 1–1.5 s changes into
slow relaxation described by at least two exponentials,
the effective contribution of the signal with slow relaxatio
increases with the energy of the pulses. Similar results w

FIG. 2. Restoration of the longitudinal magnetization of a phase-separ
mixture at various temperatures. Sequence of type 1 pulses was used~see
Table I!.
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obtained at all temperatures of measurements~from 1.5 to
100 mK!. As the temperature increases, the contribut
from the signal with slow relaxation decreases as well as
dependence of this contribution from the type of measur
pulses. At;100 mK, this contribution has the minimum
value, and the effect of the energy of pulses is insignifica
At higher temperatures, this contribution cannot be dist
guished against the background of the signal from the di
phase. The results of measurements at 1.5 mK~Fig. 3b! de-
serve special attention. In this case, the slow relaxation
gion is characterized by especially long time intervals~tens
of seconds!, and the effect of pulse energy is the strongest
broad but clearly manifested peak appearing near;2 s is
worth noting.

4. PHYSICAL MODELS AND EQUIVALENT DIAGRAMS OF
THE SAMPLE

Second ‘‘bottleneck’’ model

In an analysis of magnetic and thermal relaxation in
complex system like solid3He–4He mixtures, it is expedien
to single out main subsystems coupled through certain re
tances, which leads to different temperatures establishe
these subsystems. Radiofrequency pulses in NMR exp
ments affect directly the Zeeman subsystem characterize
the temperatureTZ and heat capacity

ed

FIG. 3. Restoration of the longitudinal magnetization of a phase-separ
mixture at 20 mK~a! and 1.5 mK~b!. Curves1, 2 and3 were obtained by
using pulses of types 1, 2, and 3 respectively~see Table I!. Solid curves
correspond to calculations based on formula~18!, dashed curves are calcu
lated by formula~7!.
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CZ5
\2v2

4kBT2 N, ~4!

wherev is the Larmor frequency,N the number of3He nu-
clei, andkB Boltzmann’s constant. It was proved in Ref.
that the energy is transferred from the Zeeman subsyste
the lattice for the concentrated phase of a phase-sepa
mixture in a wide temperature range through the excha
bath. In other words, energy is supplied to the exchange
system having the temperatureTE and the heat capacity

CE5
3\2zJ2

8kBT2 N ~5!

~J is the tunnel frequency of the3He–3He exchange andz the
number of nearest neighbors! and then to the phonon bath o
the sample, having the heat capacity

Cph5
12

5
p4NkBS T

QD
D 3

, ~6!

whereQD is the Debye temperature.
This mechanism operates as long as strong coupling

ists between the exchange subsystem and the lattice, i.e
value of TE coincides with the lattice temperature. The t
pology of energy transfer for such a case is shown in Fig
where the role of the ‘‘bottleneck’’ is played by the resi
tance between the Zeeman and the exchange subsyste
was proved in Ref. 4 that in this case the spin-lattice rel
ation time in the concentrated phase of the phase-sepa
mixture is independent of temperature virtually in the ent
range of the existence of this phase.

As the temperature decreases, the heat capacity o
phonon subsystem of the concentrated phase decreas
accordance with formula~6! and becomes equal to the he
capacity of the exchange subsystem at a certain temper
~;100 mK!, and the heat capacity of3He under further cool-
ing is mainly determined by the heat capacity of the e

FIG. 4. Topology of magnetic energy relaxation from the Zeeman s
system to the lattice in the concentrated phase of a phase-separated
mixture. IndicesZ, E, and L correspond to the Zeeman, exchange, a
lattice subsystems respectively.
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change subsystem.10 This means that the characteristic tim
of relaxation between the two~exchange and phonon! sub-
systems can increase withCE and become comparable wit
the time of relaxation between the Zeeman and excha
subsystems. In other words, the system acquires ano
‘‘bottleneck,’’ and two relaxation processes with the corr
sponding time constantstZE and tEL must be taken into
consideration.

Such a situation in the general case was considere
Ref. 6; the solution of the problem on restoration of longit
dinal magnetizationMZ(t) of the Zeeman subsystem afte
the application of a NMR pulse can be written in the form

MZ~ t !5M0F12a expS 2
t

tZE
D2b expS 2

t

tEL
D G , ~7!

where the parametersa and b are functions of the heat ca
pacity and resistance of individual subsystems; it follo
from the initial conditions thata1b51.

Experimental data presented in Fig. 3a were compa
with the results of calculations based on formula~7! with
three fitting parameters~7! ~a, tZE , andtEL!. The results are
shown by dashed curves in Fig. 3a. With such an approa
good agreement with the experimental data cannot
reached by any fitting of parameters. This refers to all
available data, including the results corresponding to low
temperatures~Fig. 3b!, for which the curves describing th
restoration of longitudinal magnetization have peaks.

An analysis proved that the obtained experimental d
~see Figs. 3a and 3b! can be described quantitatively b
supplementing formula~7! with the third exponential term
However, this term could appear only in the presence of
additional thermal bath in the diagram in Fig. 4 and cor
sponding additional relaxation channel, which is hard
probable from the physical point of view. The strong effe
of the type of NMR pulses on the relation between the
rametersa and b in ~7! cannot be explained either by th
model.

Thermal relaxation model

Another possible reason behind anomalous restoratio
longitudinal magnetization of the system at ultralow te
peratures can be associated with the fact that the energ
NMR pulses supplied to the sample is not only transferred
the Zeeman bath of the3He nuclei, but also causes liberatio
of a certain amount of heat in the transmitting coil. In tur
this can give rise to heat flow from the casing of the expe
mental cell to the sample. Such an approach requires
amendments should be made in the equivalent circuit
gram of the system under investigation presented in Fig
In order to analyze possible heat flows, it is convenient
single out one more subsystem associated with the casin
the cell having the temperatureTB and the heat capacityCB .
We also assume that the heat sink~nuclear stage! is an ex-
ternal bath and can be regarded as a perfect sink since i
an infinitely large heat capacityC0 and temperatureT0 . The
corresponding equivalent circuit diagram is shown in Fig.

-
olid
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Let us suppose that all the subsystems have their
equilibrium temperatures till NMR pulses are supplied. Af
the passage of a NMR pulse, the heatQ liberated in the
casing of the cell heats it bydT as compared to the initia
temperatureTB0 : (TB5TB01dT). Neglecting the change in
CB upon such a small heating, we can writeQ5CBdT

5CB(TB2T0). This causes the heat fluxQ̇5CBṪB from the
casing to the sample through the resistanceRLB having the
meaning of the Kapitza boundary resistance as well as to
thermal bathC0 through the corresponding Kapitza res
tanceRB0 . In this case, the equation describing the chang
the temperatureTB after the passage of the pulse has
form

FIG. 5. Schematic diagram of thermal and magnetic relaxation in a ph
separated sample after the application of a NMR pulse. The subscriptsB and
0 correspond to the casing of the cell and the nuclear stage of refriger
Arrows indicate the directions of energy fluxes.
n
r

he

in
e

CBṪB52
1

RLB
~TB2TL!2

1

RB0
~TB2T0!. ~8!

After the passage of a NMR pulse, the lattice subsyste
of the sample having the heat capacityCL and temperature
TL receives a thermal flux from the cell casing through th
resistanceRLB and is connected with the heat sink through
the resistanceRL0 .

It follows from Ref. 4 that the coupling between the
lattice in the concentrated phase of a phase-separated mixt
and the exchange bath having the heat capacityCE is so
strong that the exchange bath temperatureTE can be re-
garded as approximately equal toTL ; at any rate, the char-
acteristic time of establishing equilibrium is much shorte
than T1

c'0.2 s. In order to simplify the model, we assume
the exchange subsystem and the lattice to be a single sys
having the same temperatureTEL5TE5TL and the total heat
capacity CEL5CE5CL . Then the heat balance equation
written for theEL system in analogy with~8! has the form

CELṪEL5
1

RBL
~TB2TEL!2

1

RL0
~ ṪEL2T0!

2
1

RZE
~TEL2TZ!. ~9!

This equation~9! also takes into account the coupling
between the exchange–lattice system and the Zeeman s
system having the temperatureTZ through the thermal resis-
tanceRZE .

A similar equation for the Zeeman subsystem has th
form

CZṪZ52
1

RZE
~TZ2TEL!. ~10!

Equations~8!–~10! form a system of three linear nonho-
mogeneous first-order differential equations in the variable

e-

or.
od;
TABLE II. Parameters obtained by fitting Eq.~18! to experimental results by the least square meth
tK5RKCS is the rated thermal relaxation time~see text!.

T0 , mK Pulse type DT/T0 DTN /DT1 B t1 , s t2 , s t3 , s tK , s

1.5 1 0.29 1 0.08 92 0.4 0.46 -
1.5 2 0.57 1.97 0.08 90.4 0.42 0.45 -
7 1 0.26 1 2.11 70.5 5.7 ,0.1 -
7 2 0.53 2.04 2.0 70 4.6 ,0.1 -
7 3 1.5 5.77 1.67 62.2 7.2 ,0.1 -

20 1 0.23 1 1.25 11.4 1.28 ,0.1 62
20 2 0.44 1.91 1.16 11.6 1.25 ,0.1 -
20 3 1.3 5.65 0.86 16.0 1.4 ,0.1 -
60 1 0.034 1 1.4 11.7 2.4 ,0.1 5.8
60 2 0.07 2.06 1.9 10 2 ,0.1 -
60 3 0.2 5.88 1.7 11.5 0.6 ,0.1 -
80 1 0.03 1 0.56 6.6 0.5 ,0.1 4.5
80 2 0.058 1.93 1.35 7.58 0.04 ,0.1 -
80 3 0.17 5.67 1.35 7.6 0.01 ,0.1 -

106 1 0.007 1 1.0 6.0 1.5 ,0.1 6.4
106 2 0.009 1.29 1.0 5.0 2.0 ,0.1 -
106 3 0.015 2.14 1.0 5.0 2.0 ,0.1 -
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TZ , TEL , andTB . Eliminating the remaining variables, w
obtain a third-order differential equation inTi :

aT̂i1bT̈i1cṪi1~Ti2T0!d50, ~11!

where the subscripti 5B, EL, Z, and the coefficientsa, b, c,
andd appearing in~11! can be expressed in terms of the he
capacities and thermal resistances of the subsystems.
general solution of Eqs.~11! has the form

Ti5T01Ai expS 2
t

t1
D

1Bi expS 2
t

t2
D1Ci expS 2

t

t3
D , ~12!

wheret1 , t2 , t3 are the characteristic relaxation times. T
initial conditions for solutions have the form

AB1BB1CB5dT, ~13!

AEL1BEL1CEL50, ~14!

AZ1BZ1CZ50 ~15!

and indicate that at the initial instant only the casing of
cell is overheated bydT, while the lattice as well as the
exchange and the Zeeman subsystems have the equilib
temperatureT0 . It should be noted that Eqs.~14! and ~15!
imply that AEL , BEL , andCEL as well asAZ , BZ , andCZ
r-

he
e
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cannot have the same sign. Since we can prove that the
efficients in~12! are proportional todT, expression~12! for
the temperature of the Zeeman subsystem with~15! can be
written in the form

TZ5T0H 11
dT

T0
AFexpS 2

1

t1
D

1B expS 2
t

t2
D2~11B!expS 2

t

t3
D G J , ~16!

i.e., is a function with a peak describing the overheating
the Zeeman system at a rate;1/t3 by a thermal pulse from
the transmitting coil and subsequent thermal relaxation w
two characteristic timest1 andt2 .

Let us suppose that the amplitude of the NMR sign
from the overheated (TZ.T0) Zeeman system isU* (t),
while the amplitude of the signal from the non-overhea
(TZ5T0) system isU(t)5U0@12exp(2t/T1

c)#. In this case,
in accordance with the Curie law~we assume that the Zee
man system is a paramagnet in the entire temperature r
under investigation!, we can write

U* ~ t !

U0@12exp~2t/T1
c!#

5
T0

TZ
~17!

or, taking into account~15! and ~16!,
U* 5
U0@12exp~2t/T1

c!#

11DT/T0@exp~2t/t1!1B exp~2t/t2!2~11B!exp~2t/t3!#
, ~18!
the
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where DT/T05AdT/T0 has the meaning of relative ove
heating of the Zeeman subsystem. Equation~18! describing
experimental data has five free parameters~t1 , t2 , t3 ,
DT/T0 , andB!. Thus, solid curves in Figs. 3a and 3b are t
result of fitting of formula~18! to experimental data by th
least square method. In can be seen that the results of c
lations are in good agreement with the experimental data

Figure 3b shows that dependence~18! also successfully
describes the peaks appearing at the lowest temperature
the given model explains the emergence of these peak
the arrival of the thermal front from transmitting coils. It
interesting to note that qualitatively similar results were o
tained by Turrellet al.7 in NMR experiments for metals a
ultralow temperatures.

The results of processing of all the experimental data
using formula~18! are presented in Table II. It should b
noted above all that the ratio of the parametersDT/T0 ob-
tained by using the three types of pulses mentioned abov
each temperature are close to 1:2:6, which coincides with
ratio of the energies liberated by a pulse of each type. Th
a direct evidence that the ratio of overheating of the Zeem
system taking into account the assumptions made in the
struction of the model is also the same. This also means
the thermal energy liberated in the transmitting coils is
cu-

and
by

-

y

at
e

is
n
n-
at
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sponsible for the observed effects. The only exception are
results obtained at 106 mK, when overheating is so sm
that its effect can hardly be distinguished against the ba
ground of noises.

As regards the characteristic relaxation timest1 , t2 ,
and t3 , their dependence on the type of applied pulses
weak, confirming our initial assumption on the negligib
small change in all heat capacities and thermal resistan
under overheating. It should be notes that the complex
pendence of the fitting parameters appearing in formula~18!
on heat capacities and thermal resistances complicates
derivation of explicit expressions for these quantities. Ne
ertheless, the increase in the parameterDT/T0 during cool-
ing can be qualitatively associated with a decrease in
values ofCB andCL , while the increase int1 andt3 under
these conditions is clearly caused by an increase in ther
resistances appearing in the model~Fig. 5!, whose compo-
nents are the conventional thermal conductivity as well
‘‘Kapitza jumps’’ at the interfaces between the media. T
real cell containing phase-separated solid mixture is a sys
with distributed parameters, while the schematic diagram
Fig. 5 illustrates a system with concentrated parameters.
difference also complicates the comparison of the obtai
results with the available data from the literature concern
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heat capacity and thermal conductivity. However, if we
sume that the slow relaxation time is mainly determined
the heat capacityCS of a solid helium sample with the
Kapitza thermal resistanceRK at the interface between soli
helium and the centered heat exchanger3 ~see Fig. 1!, we
can estimate the expected values of the relaxation time a
ciated with Kapitza resistance,11 i.e., tK5RKCS using the
values of RK(T)53•T23 (K/W) measured earlier in the
same cell11 and extrapolating the data on heat capacity of
phase-separated solid mixtures at temperatures 20–106
under the given experimental conditions.12 The values oftK

obtained in this way for some temperatures are presente
Table II. As expected, the values oftK coincide with the
maximum characteristic timet1 only in the order of magni-
tude, although a certain correlation can be noted in the t
perature dependences oftK andt1 .

Thus, NMR experiments in phase-separated so
3He–4He mixtures proved that the energy exchange betw
the Zeeman subsystem and the lattice at ultralow temp
tures can occur not only through conventional spin-latt
relaxation, but also through thermal relaxation in the c
when one of the subsystems is overheated by NMR pul
This leads to anomalous restoration of equilibrium longi
dinal magnetization which can be nonmonotonic.

The authors are grateful to V. N. Grigor’ev, T. N
Antsygina and K. A. Chishko for fruitful discussions.
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Metastable states, spin–reorientation transitions, and domain structures in planar
hexagonal antiferromagnets
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Equilibrium states are calculated for a planar hexagonal antiferromagnet in a magnetic field
oriented in the basal plane. As the field is rotated in the basal plane, a number of first-order phase
transitions accompanied by magnetization jumps are observed in the range of metastable
states in the system. The range and equilibrium parameters of the thermodynamically stable
domain structure formed in the vicinity of such transitions are determined. Magnetization
curves in RbMnCl3 are analyzed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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INTRODUCTION

Hexagonal antiferromagnets, including halides of t
type ABX3 as well as several other magnets,1–3 form a fairly
large group of compounds among magnetically ordered c
tals. The magnetic ordering in such crystals is of quasi-o
dimensional type: antiferromagnetic ordering along the h
agonal axis is several orders of magnitude higher than
exchange interactions in the basal plane. The compara
weakness of relativistic interactions in chains and excha
and relativistic interactions between chains results in a div
sity of magnetic structures in this type of magnets. For
ample, ferromagnetic exchange interaction between ch
dominates in the plane antiferromagnet CsNiF3, and hence a
collinear plane structure is realized in this case. The anti
romagnetic exchange interaction taking place in the ba
plane of CsNiCl3 leads to the formation of trigonal antifer
romagnetic lattices. In turn, structures with a uniaxial~e.g.,
in CsNiBr3, CsMnI3, CsVCl3, KNiCl3! or planar type anisot-
ropy ~CsMnBr3, RbFeBr3, etc.!4 are realized in trigonal lat-
tices. Finally, modulated magnetic structures are observe
CsCuCl3 and RbMnBr3.

5

A magnetic field applied to the basal plane causes v
ous spin-reorientational phase transitions in the systems
der consideration.2–4,6,7 In particular, such transitions hav
been studied intensively in recent years in frustrated trigo
structures~see the literature cited in Ref. 6!. Numerous ex-
perimental studies demonstrate the dominating role of h
agonal anisotropy in the formation of equilibrium states
the magnetic systems being considered here. In this con
tion, it is especially important to study collinear plane an
ferromagnets. Materials of this type, whose static as wel
rf properties have been studied most intensively inclu
CsNiF3 ~Néel temperature TN52.65 K!, CsMnF3 (TN

553.5 K) and RbMnCl3 (TN594.6 K).2,3,7,8On account of a
relatively weak hexagonal anisotropy, even weak app
8521063-777X/98/24(12)/6/$15.00
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fields cause a significant rearrangement of the magn
structure and induce a number of spin-reorientational ph
transitions.2,3 However, the available theoretical results o
the equilibrium structures of hexagonal plane antiferrom
nets in a magnetic field applied to the basal plane per
only to selected symmetry directions.8,9

In this work, we study the effect of hexagonal anisotro
and magnetic field on equilibrium spin configurations
plane systems. It is shown that in a certain range of
planar magnetic fieldH, a magnet undergoes several firs
order phase transitions accompanied by magnetiza
jumps. Phase diagrams are constructed and phase tran
curves calculated, while the equilibrium states in compet
phases are also calculated.

We also calculated the equilibrium parameters and
boundaries of thermodynamically stable domain struct
formed in the vicinity of the orientational phase transition
The obtained results are used for analyzing the experime
results of the static magnetic properties of RbMnCl3.

7,8

1. ENERGY AND EQUILIBRIUM STATES

In the framework of the phenomenological theory, t
standard expression for the free energy density of a hexa
nal two-sublattice antiferromagnet without Dzyaloshins
interaction and placed in an external magnetic field has
form

E5lM1•M22H•~M11M2!1EA , ~1!

where M i is the magnetization of thei th sublattice,l the
constant of exchange interaction between sublattices, andEA

the magnetic anisotropy energy density~for the magnets un-
der consideration,EA!lM0

2, i.e the anisotropy is weak!. We
shall also assume that the temperature is much lower
the ordering temperature so that paraprocesses can
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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disregarded, i.e., the conditionuM i u5M0 is preserved in the
magnetic field,M0 being the saturation magnetization.

In the analysis of the energy~1!, it is convenient to go
over to the total magnetization vectorm and the antiferro-
magnetism vectorl:

M1,25M0~m6 l!.

SinceuM1u5uM2u5M0 , we havem• l50, m21 l251.
In the region of weak fields for whichH!lM0 , the

total magnetizationumu!1. Hence terms with componentsm
can be disregarded in the expression for the anisotropy
ergy densityEA .

The potential of the investigated system~1! in compo-
nentsm and l can be written in the form

E52M0~lM0m22H•m!1EA . ~2!

The anisotropy energy of a hexagonal crystal can be wri
by taking sixth-order terms into consideration:

EA5K1l z
21K2~ l x

21 l y
2!21

K3

2
@~ l x1 i l y!61~ l x2 i l y!6#. ~3!

If the second-order anisotropy coefficientK1.0, the an-
tiferromagnet is an easy-plane antiferromagnet withxy as the
easy plane. The last term in Eq.~3! describes the anisotrop
of magnetic properties in the basal plane of the crystal.

Minimizing the potential~2! in m under the condition
m–l50, we arrive at the following expression for equilib
rium magnetization:

m5
1

2lM0
2 @H2~H•a!•a#. ~4!

Here we have introduced the unit vectora5 l/u lu, which is
collinear with l.

Substitution of~4! into ~2! gives

E52
1

2l
@H22~H•a!2#1EA . ~5!

In a magnetic fieldH lying in the basal plane, the ant
ferromagnetism vector in the equilibrium state also lies in
same plane. Introducingw betweena and thex-axis, and the
anglec betweenH and thex-axis, we can present the energ
density~5! in the form

F5
E

luBuM0
2 5h2 cos~2w22c!1

sgn~B!

6
cos 6w,

h5
H

2lAuBuM0

, B5
6K3

lM0
2 . ~6!

The equilibrium states of the system are defined as fu
tions of the anglew by minimizing the potential~6!. For any
values of the field, the states withw andw1p have the same
values of the energy~6! corresponding to them. This is du
to the energy equivalence of magnetic configurations w
antiparallel antiferromagnetism vectorsl.

The hexagonal anisotropy~3! defines in the basal plan
the direction of preferred orientation of the antiferroma
netism vector~easy axes!:
n-

n

e

c-

h

-

w5p/61pk/3~B.0!, w5pk/3~B,0!. ~7!

In the fieldh50, the minimum of the potential~6! cor-
responds to collinear phases (m50) with w from ~7! ~see
Fig. 1a!. On the other hand, the application of a very stro
magnetic field in the basal plane suppresses the effect o
anisotropy~3!. Thus, spin configurations characteristic of
isotropic antiferromagnet, i.e., states in which the antifer
magnetism vectorl is perpendicular to the applied field, mu
be realized in high magnetic fields. Since degenerate st
~7! cannot vanish instantaneously, we come to the conclus
that a region of metastable states must exist on
hx hy-phase diagram of the magnet under consideration.
boundary of this region is determined by the standard te
nique from the system of equationsdF/dw50, d2F/dw2

50. Eliminatingw from this system of equations, we arriv
at the following expression for the lability curve:

@h6 cos 6c1sgn~B!9~4h423!/16#

3Ah421/41h6 sin 6cA9/42h450. ~8!

Depending on the sign ofB, the closed curves~8! are
rotated relative to one another through an anglep/6 ~see Fig.
2!. The lability fields attain their maximum values at th
sharp tips of the curves~8! ~h15A3/2, the anglesc are de-

FIG. 1. Functional dependence of energyF~w! ~6! for some values of mag-
netic field:h50 ~a!, in the region of metastable states~b!, in the field of PT1
~c!, and outside the region of metastable states~d!.
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fined by formulas ~7!!, and the minimum field values
h25A1/2 are attained along the directions rotated through
angle of 30° to~7!.

In order to study the evolution of the system, we co
sider the variation of the potential~6! upon an increase in th
magnetic field for different fixed values of the anglec. The
application of a magnetic field to the basal plane violates
collinearity of magnetic structures and removes the deg
eracy: the spin configurations in which the magnetizat
vector forms the smallest angle with the applied field vec
define the absolute energy minimum, while the remain
solutions of ~7! are transformed into local minima~meta-
stable states! ~Fig. 1b!. Finally, local minima merge with
local maxima and vanish from the lability curve~8!. Outside
the range of metastable states, the energy~6! has the form
shown in Fig. 1d. The situation in which the magnetic field
directed parallel to one of the antiferromagnetism vect
corresponding to the ground state in zero field~see~7!! de-
serves special attention. On thehx hy phase diagrams~Fig.
2!, these symmetry directions have the corresponding s
ments of straight lines

uhu<h1 , c5p/61pk/3~B.0!,

uhu<h1 , c5pk/3~B,0!, ~9!

connecting the origin of coordinates to the sharp tips of
lability curves ~8!. The degeneracy of the ground states
the system is partially preserved upon a variation of the m
netic field along the straight lines~9! ~Fig. 1c!. As the field
increases, the potential barrier separating the ground stat
the system decreases, and both minima merge at the s
tips into a single extremum corresponding to spin configu
tions with the antiferromagnetism vectorl perpendicular to
the magnetic field. Upon a further increase in the field alo
the direction~9!, i.e., forh.h1 , the vectorl remains perpen-
dicular to the field, and the evolution of the system tak
place as a result of the rotation of sublattice magnetizati
towards the direction of the field.

Let us discuss in detail the degeneracy of states
curves~9!. An analysis shows that these states have oppo
values of the magnetization components perpendicular to
applied field. Thus, the departure of the magnetic field fr
the directions defined by~9! leads to a violation of the phas
equilibrium states shown in Fig. 1c. The energy of one of
states decreases while that of the other increases. Su
situation is typical of field-induced first-order phase tran
tions ~PT1!. In other words, it can be stated that curves~9!

FIG. 2. Phase diagramshx hy of a planar hexagonal antiferromagnet f
B.0 ~a! andB,0 ~b!.
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are PT1 curves induced by the components of the magn
field perpendicular to the directions~9!. For example, phase
with

w15
1

4 F2p2arccosS h22
1

2D G ,
w25

1

4 F2p1arccosS h22
1

2D G , ~10!

are realized on the curveuhu<h1 , c50 ~9! for B,0.
Let us determine the value of magnetization along t

curve. For the magnetization components, we obtain fr
~4!

mx5hxAuBu~12ax
2!, my52hxAuBuax ay .

Substituting the equilibrium values ofax and ay , we
arrive at the field dependences for magnetization~Fig. 3!:

mx
~1!5mx

~2!5
1

4
hAuBu~21A112h2!,

~11!

my
~1!52my

~2!5
1

4
hAuBuA322h2.

It follows from the above digression that the magne
field componenthy induces in this case a PT1 between t
phases~11!. This transition is accompanied by a magnetiz
tion jump ~of the componentmy ~11!!. In this case, the sharp
tip h5h1 , c50 corresponds to the termination of PT
~Here, w1,25p/2.! Similar phase transitions are also o
served on other curves~9!.

Equilibrium and metastable states for the potential~6!
were studied earlier for two symmetric directions of the fie
in the basal plane, i.e., along the easy magnetization axe

FIG. 3. Components of equilibrium magnetization at the PT1 curveuhu
<h1 , c50 (B,0): mx ~a! andmy ~b!.
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well as along directions forming an angle of 30° with t
easy axes.9 The results obtained by us for these directio
coincide with those obtained by Bar’yakhtar and Sobole9

who analyzed the evolution of magnetic states in a field p
allel to the easy axis and concluded that a second-order p
transition occurs forh5h1 from the symmetric phasel ' h
(h.h1) to a low-symmetry phase with the antiferroma
netism vector directed at an angle to the field (h,h1) ~see,
for example, Ref. 10!. The component ofl parallel to the
field plays the role of the order parameter. We have show
this work that the ‘‘nonsymmetric phase’’ regions on t
hx hy phase diagram~curves9! are PT1 curves, while the
values of the fieldh5h1 are points of termination of the
corresponding PT1. Formally, these critical points can
treated as isolated second-order phase transition po
However, since any deviation of the field from the easy a
lowers the symmetry of the phasel' h ~‘‘blurs’’ the transi-
tion!, such a transition cannot be observed physically. T
question of limited applicability of the second-order pha
transition concepts to spin-reorientational phase transit
in magnets has been discussed in general by Bar’yak
et al.11

It is also worth noting that the critical curves~8! have a
shape characteristic of lability lines in magnets with a sp
taneous magnetization~e.g., theStoner–Wohlfarth astroid
for a uniaxial ferromagnet12,13! as well as in easy-plane te
tragonal antiferromagnets.14

In the framework of the theory of Whitney’s smoo
mapping singularities, the lability curves are singular lin
describing thebifurcational variations in the systems an
displaying two possible types of mapping singularities, v
folds, i.e., curves of type~8!, and gathers, i.e., sharp tips.15

Numerous examples of mathematical problems describ
such critical processes in physics, engineering, biology
other areas can be found in Refs. 15 and 16.

2. DOMAIN STRUCTURES

It is well known that in multisublattice magnets of finit
size, demagnetizing fields stabilize the domain struct
~DS! comprising of competing phase domains in the reg
of the field induced PT1.10,11 Such multidomain structure
are analogous to the domains of a demagnetized ferrom
net.

In the thermodynamic approximation,17 the equilibrium
states for a two-phase DS are defined by the equation

H~e!5Ht14pM0N̂•@m~1!j11m~2!j2#, ~12!

whereHt is the field corresponding to PT1;j1 and j25(1
2j1) are phase fractions of the two-phase DS, andN̂ is the
tensor of demagnetizing coefficients. Substituting into~12!
the expressions forHt , m(1) andm(2), we obtain the depen
dence of the equilibrium values ofj, w1 , and w2 on the
external fieldH(e). For j1(2)50 andj2(1)51, formula ~12!
defines the walls of the DS. Figure 4 shows thehx

(e)hy
(e)

diagram for a spherical sample withB,0 (N51/3). The
hatched area corresponds to the region in which DS is
served.
s
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We shall also study the domain walls~DW! for the DS
under consideration. For the sake of definiteness, we s
consider the PT1 curve forB,0, c50, uhu<A3/2. In this
case, the domain wall separates the domains in which
equilibrium statesw1 andw2 are defined by formula~8!. In
particular, the anglew of rotation in such a DW is 60° for
h50 ~see Fig. 1a! and decreases monotonically with increa
ing field, vanishing at the pointuhu5A3/2 of termination of
PT1. Sincem!1 in the entire range of PT1, it can be a
sumed that the DW energy is defined only by the quantitl.
Let us find the energy densityEG and the distributionw(x)
in the domain wall under consideration. The energy den
in a DW and the distributionw(x) are defined by the stan
dard relations:18

EG5E
w1

0

w2
0

Aa@F~w!2F0#dw, ~13!

x5E
0

wF a

F~w!2F0
G1/2

dw, ~14!

wherew1
0 andw2

0 are the equilibrium values of the anglew in
adjacent domains, which are defined by formulas~8!, a the
nonuniform exchange interaction constant, andF05F(w1

0)
5F(w2

0) Substituting the expression forF~w! into ~13!, we
obtain

EG5A2a

3
E

w1
0

w2
0

~cos 2w1Ab!A2cos 2w12Abdw,

~15!

whereb5h211/2.
Figure 5 shows the results of numerical integration

the DW energyEW5EG /Aa as a function of the externa
field. Similarly, for the distributionw(x), we obtain

x5E
0

wS 3a

2~cos 2w1Ab!A2cos 2w12Ab
D 1/2

dw.

~16!

FIG. 4. Regions of existence of domains in a spherical sample.
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The dependencesw(j)5w(x/Aa) for some values of
the external fieldh are presented in Fig. 6.

3. EVOLUTION OF MAGNETIC STATES

So far, detailed investigations of the magnetic proper
of easy-plane hexagonal crystals have been carried out
in RbMnCl3 single crystals atT54.2 K.7,8 It was mentioned
in these works that the investigated samples of RbMn3

contain regions with different orientations of antiferroma
netism vectors~antiferromagnetic domains!. Such domains
are created in antiferromagnets during the formation of
ordered state upon a transition from the paramagn
phase.19 On account of the degeneracy of the ground st
~see~7!!, hexagonal easy-plane antiferromagnets have th
types of domains with different orientations of the antiferr
magnetism vector~the states withl and 2l are physically
equivalent!. It was also found that magnetostriction leads
rhombic distortions in domains.8 Thus, the samples studie
in Refs. 7 and 8 consist of three types of orthorhombic
mains whose axes are rotated through 60° relative to
another. Such a multidomain structure hampers the for
tion of thermodynamically stable states, and the field dep
dences of magnetization are mainly determined by comp
irreversible processes in which elastic and magnetoelasti

FIG. 5. Energy of a domain wall at the PT1 curve.

FIG. 6. Structure of domain walls for some values of magnetic field at
PT1 curve.
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teractions as well as microinhomogeneities of the crys
play an important role. For example, sharp jumps in mag
tization observed by Bazhanet al.7 for certain directions of
the planar field are probably due to the stability loss of me
stable states formed in a part of the domains, and not to
orientational phase transitions in the bulk of the magnet.

However, some results on the investigation of magn
zation curves are in accord with our conclusions on ph
transitions induced by a planar field and the related tra
tions of stable domain structures. Thus, in a magnetic fi
parallel to one of the easy axes, the field dependence of
longitudinal magnetization in weak fields displays a char
teristic nonlinear region~like the one shown in Fig. 3a!,
while the magnetization curve becomes linear in stron
fields ~H.15 kOe atT54.2 K!.

If the magnetic field intersects the region of existence
domains along directions not coinciding with curves~7!, the
fractions of phases in DS are not equal, the magnetiza
component normal to the field is nonzero, and its field d
pendence is close to that shown in Fig. 3b. These con
sions are also in good accord with the results obtained
Bazhanet al.7

It follows from what has been stated above that the
fect of magnetic field on equilibrium states must be stud
in monodomain samples. In this connection, it should
recalled that the formation of antiferromagnetic domains
not advantageous from the energy point of view since
increase in the system energy due to the formation of dom
walls is not compensated by a decrease in any of ene
contributions. This distinguishes such domain structu
from regular magnetic domains in which the energy incre
due to magnetic inhomogeneities is compensated by a ga
the energy of demagnetizing fields. Equilibrium geometri
parameters of regular domain structures are determined
competition between these opposing factors in the ove
energy balance of the system and can vary easily under
effect of external parameters~magnetic field and tempera
ture!. Conversely, the antiferromagnetic domains owe th
origin to the kinetics of formation of the ordered state up
cooling of the sample below Ne´el temperature. They are dis
tributed randomly over the bulk of the magnet and th
shape changes only slightly under the effect of exter
agencies.19

According to the results obtained in Refs. 7 and
a strong magnetic field~exceeding the lability field~8!!
violates metastable states, and a phase withl' h is realized
in all antiferromagnetic domains. It can be expected t
such spin states are preserved in domains even upon a
crease in the field. This method was earlier used for s
pressing metastable states in cubic helimagnets.20,21 Another
method of formation of monodomain states is associa
with cooling of the sample in a magnetic field. This meth
was used by Andrienko and Prozorova.8 However, it was
found that cooling from room temperature to helium te
peratures in a field

e
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H'10 kOe does not affect significantly the resonance pr
erties of the investigated samples of RbMnCl3.

CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated the equilibrium states of a hexago
planar collinear antiferromagnet in a planar magnetic fie
On the hx hy phase diagram of the antiferromagnet und
investigation, the region of metastable states is bounded
curve ~8!. The rotation of the magnetic field in this regio
leads to spin-reorientational phase transitions accompa
by magnetization jumps. Thermodynamically stable dom
structures consisting of domains of competing phases
formed in the region of these phase transitions. The bou
aries of such a domain structure are determined and
structure and equilibrium parameters of plane domain w
are calculated. The results of calculations were used to c
struct the phase diagrams of the investigated magnet
components of fields applied to the basal plane.

Until recently, the equilibrium states were not studi
experimentally in hexagonal easy-plane antiferromagn
However, some results7,8 obtained for multidomain sample
of RbMnCl3 are in accord with the results of our investig
tions.

The main results obtained in this work remain valid ev
if the magnetic field deviates from basal plane towards
hexagonal axis. In hexagonal uniaxial antiferromagnets
magnetic field higher than the reversal field, the antifer
magnetism vector lies in the basal plane. In this case,
hexagonal anisotropy leads to a degeneracy of the gro
state~cf. ~7!!. For deviations of the magnetic field from th
easy axis, this would lead to phase transitions similar
those described above.

The authors are obliged to Alexander von Humbo
Foundation for providing the computers. We are also
debted to V. G. Bar’yakhtar for a discussion of several pr
lems considered in this work, and to A. A. Shestakov for
help in numerical computations.
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Screening of electrostatic potential in a composite fermion system
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Screening of the electric field of a test charge by monolayer and double-layer composite fermion
systems is considered taking into account the influence of the sample boundary. It is shown
that the test charge field is partly screened in the system at distances much larger than the magnetic
length. The value of screening as a function of distance depends considerably on the filling
factor. The effect of variation of the value of screening in a double-layer system upon a transition
to a state described by the Halperin wave function is determined. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00312-0#
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The model of composite fermions was proposed by Ja1

to describe the systematically fractional filling factors o
served in experiments on fractional quantum Hall effect
was shown in Ref. 1 that the Laughlin wave function ha
topological structure equivalent to that of a system of co
posite quasiparticles carrying the statistical charge and
statistical gauge field flux. In the mean field approximatio
the interaction of composite quasiparticles with the gau
field is reduced to the action of a self-consistent field wh
partially screens the external magnetic field. Consequen
the fractional quantum Hall effect in the electron syste
emerges as an integer quantum Hall effect in a system
composite fermions.

Lopez and Fradkin2 and Halperin, Lee, and Read3 devel-
oped the Chern–Simons formalism for describing a sys
of composite fermions. The starting point for such a form
ism is the Lagrangian of fermions interacting with th
Chern–Simons gauge field. In this formalism, the mean fi
approximation corresponds to the stationary configuration
the effective Lagrangian of the gauge field obtained a
result of functional integration with respect to fermion fiel
in the expression for the partition function of the system. T
formalism allows us to introduce systematically the corr
tions to the mean-field solution by expanding the effect
Lagrangian in small deviations of the gauge field from t
mean-field configuration.

The approach developed in Refs. 2 and 3 was gene
ized by Lopez and Fradkin4 to the case of a double-laye
system. A specific feature of such a system is the possib
of formation of generalized Laughlin states whose multip
ticle wave function is characterized by an additional set
zeros for coincidingx,y coordinates of electrons in the op
posite layers~here and below, thez-axis is chosen normal to
the two-dimensional electron layer!. The wave function for
such generalized states was proposed by Halperin.5 Although
the original analysis presented in Ref. 5 concerns a mo
layer system of unpolarized electrons, the wave function p
posed by Halperin can be easily generalized to the case
8581063-777X/98/24(12)/5/$15.00
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two-layered system if the pseudospin, which correspond
the layer number, is introduced. The emergence of gene
ized states of the type 5 results in the appearance of
~different from monolayer! filling factors corresponding to
the Hall plateau. In particular, the quantum Hall effe
emerges for a filling factorn51/2, which is indeed observe
in experiments.6,7 Moreover, for certain fixed values of th
filling factor in two-layered systems, a phase transition b
tween different generalized Laughlin states becomes poss
upon a change in the separation between the layers.8

Thus, a two-dimensional electron gas in the fraction
quantum Hall effect regime is characterized by a comp
system of classification of ground states, the transition
tween different states occurring upon a variation of the
ternal magnetic field or of the separation between the lay
~in double-layer systems!.

In this work, we study the effect of screening of th
external electrostatic potential by a system of composite
mions as a function of its ground state structure. We cons
the screening of the field of a test charge located at
boundary of a semi-infinite medium with permittivity«, hav-
ing at a certain distance from the boundary a tw
dimensional electron layer~or a double layer system! in the
fractional quantum Hall effect regime. Since the electr
system in this case is incompressible, there is no screenin
a large distance from the test charge, although the elec
field may deviate considerably from unscreened field of
test charge at finite distances. The specific form of the
pendenceE(r ) is defined by the type of the state in whic
the system is located. Thus, the effect considered in
work may be used for identifying the topological order pr
vailing in the system as a function of external parameter

1. MONOLAYER SYSTEM IN AN INFINITE MEDIUM

To begin with, let us consider the problem of screeni
in an infinite medium containing a two-dimensional electr
layer in the fractional quantum Hall effect regime. In order
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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describe the system, we consider the model of spinless
mionsC ~it is assumed that electrons are completely po
ized in spin! interacting with the two-dimensional Chern
Simons gauge fieldam and the electromagnetic fieldAm . The
action of the system has the form

S5SCF1Sem, ~1!

where

SCF5E dt d2r FC* ~r !S i ] t1m2a02eA0

2
1

2m S i¹21a1
e

c
AplD 2DC~r !1

1

2pw
a0bG , ~2!

Sem5
1

8p E dt d3r ~«E22B2!. ~3!

In Eq. ~2!, m is the mass of composite fermions,m the
chemical potential,b5]xay2]yax the ‘‘magnetic’’ compo-
nent of the gauge field,Apl5 ixAx1 iyAy ; ¹25 ix]x1 iy]y ,
andw the number of gauge field flux quanta transported b
composite quasiparticle~w is even!. It is assumed that the
distribution of composite fermions along thez-axis is de-
scribed by ad-function. Transverse gauge is used for t
field a(] iai50). For the electromagnetic field also, we us
transverse gauge in the plane (]xAx1]yAy50).

Functional integration with respect toC in the expres-
sion for the partition function of the system

Z5E DC* DCDam exp~ iS! ~4!

gives the following effective action for a system of intera
ing gauge and electromagnetic fields:

Seff~a,A!52 i Tr lnF i ] t1m2a02eA02
1

2m

3S i¹21a1
e

c
AplD 2G1E dt d2r

3
1

2pw
a0b1Sem. ~5!

The condition of stationary configuration of the action~5!
upon variation of the fieldam defines the value of the self
consistent effective field acting on composite fermions:

Beff5B2
2pcw

ueu
n0 , ~6!

where n0 is the average electron concentration. The fr
tional quantum Hall effect is observed for an integral num
N of filled Landau levels in a fieldBeff , which corresponds to
the filling factorn5N/@wN1sgn(Beff)#.

We shall confine the subsequent analysis to a consi
ation of the part of the effective action~5! that is quadratic in
fluctuations of the fieldsam and Am . In order to solve the
problem considered here, we take only time-independ
fluctuations into account. Expansion of the action~5! in the
vicinity of the stationary configuration gives
r-
-

a

-
r

r-

nt

Seff
~2!~a,A!5

1

2 E dt d2q@~am* ~q!1Ãm* ~q!!Pmn
C ~q!~an~q!

1Ãn~q!!1am* ~q!Pmn
CS~q!an~q!#1

1

2

3E dt d2q dqz Am* ~q,qz!Pmn
em~q,qz!An~q,qz!,

~7!

where the subscriptsm and n assume the values 0 and
corresponding respectively to zeroth and transverse com
nents of the fieldsam andAm in the (x,y) plane~in Eq. ~7!,
we disregard the contribution of the componentAz which can
be put equal to zero without any loss of generality in t
time-independent problem under consideration!, andq is the
wave vector component parallel to the (x,y) plane. In Eq.
~7!, Ã0(q)5eA0(q,z50), Ã1(q)5(e/c)A1(q,z50),

Pmn
C ~q!52

1

2pvc
S q2S0 iqvcS1

2 iqvcS1 vc
2~S21N!

D , ~8!

Pmn
CS~q!5

1

2pw S 0 iq

2 iq 0 D , ~9!

Pmn
em~q,qz!5

1

4p S «~q21qz
2! 0

0 2~q21qz
2!
D . ~10!

In Eq. ~8!, we have introduced the notation

S j~q!52@sgn~Beff!#
je2x (

n50

N21

(
m5N

`

3
n!

m!

xm2n21

~m2n!
@Ln

m2n~x!#22 j

3S ~m2n2x!Ln
m2n~x!12x

dLn
m2n~x!

dx D j

, ~11!

where x5(qleff)
2/2, l eff5(N/2pn0)1/2 is the effective mag-

netic length,vc52pn0 /(mN) is the effective cyclotron fre-
quency, andLn

m2n(x) is the generalized Laguerre polyno
mial. The quantities~11! are computed through Green
current–current functions for the fermion system in a fie
Beff ~the temperature is assumed to be equal to zero!. Expres-
sions of the type~11! were first derived in the theory o
anyons.9

Integration over fluctuations of the fielda leads to the
following expression for the action of the electromagne
field:

S~A!5
1

4p E dt dqzdqz8d
2qAm* ~q,qz!Lmn~q!An~q,qz8!

1
1

2 E dt dqzd
2qAm* ~q,qz!Pmn

em~q,qz!An~q,qz!,

~12!

where
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Lmn~q!52
e2

2pvcD2

3S q2S0 iqc21vc~S11wD1!

2 iqc21vc~S11wD1! c22vc
2~S21N!

D ,

~13!

with

D15S0~S21N!2S1
2, ~14!

D25~12wS1!22w2S0~S21N!. ~15!

Here and below, we omit the arguments of the functionsS j

andD j to keep the expressions simple.
Action ~12! leads to the following expression for th

electromagnetic field potential in a system with a test cha
eext placed at the origin:

1

2p E dqz8Lmn~q!An~q,qz8!1Pmn
em~q,qz!An~q,qz!5dm0 j 0 ,

~16!

wherej 05eext/(2p)3/2. The solution of Eq.~16! is sought in
the form

Am~q,qz!5
Cm~q!

q21qz
2 . ~17!

Consequently, we obtain the following expression for t
quantityA0(q,qz):

A0~q,qz!5
4p j 0

q21qz
2 S «2

qe4c22vcD11q2e2S0

e2c22vc
2~S21N!1qvcD2

D 21

.

~18!

In the electrostatic limit (c→`), formula ~18! is re-
duced to the form

A0~q,qz!5
4p j 0

«

1

q21qz
2 S 11

f qS0

D22 f qS0
D , ~19!

where f q5e2q/«vc . Formula~19! differs from ~18! signifi-
cantly only for

q,
e2vc

c2 . ~20!

The values ofq satisfying this inequality~20! are several
orders of magnitude lower than the characteristic scale
wave vectors of the problem; l eff

21 . A consideration of the
difference between Eqs.~18! and ~19! in the region ~20!
leads to a very weak screening of the electric field of the
charge at large distances. Here and below, we shall not
lyze this very weak effect, but confine to the approxima
expression~19!. Note that this approximation corresponds
negligible nondiagonal components of the tensorL in Eq.
~16!, which will be taken into consideration in the followin
sections.

The expression for the component of the screened e
tric field of a test charge parallel to the plane, calculated fr
~19! for z50, has the form

Epl~r !52
eext

«r 2 ~11F~r !!, ~21!
e

e

of

st
a-

e

c-

wherer is the distance up to the test charge, and

F~r !5r 2E dq J1~qr !
q fqS0

D22 f qS0
~22!

~Ji(x) is the Bessel function!.
To complete the picture, we also present the express

for thez-component of the magnetic field~for z50! induced
by the test charge:

dBz~r !52
eexte

2

c« E dq qJ0~qr !
S11wD1

D22 f qS0
. ~23!

In this expression~23! also, we have omitted the correctio
emerging in the region~20!. For characteristic values of th
parameters and foreext5e, the numerical estimate fordBz is
found to be smaller than 1 Oe for allr, i.e., the effect is of
theoretical interest only. From the experimental point
view, the most important effect is associated with the dev
tion of F(r ) from zero in formula~21!, which may be of the
order of unity for finite values ofr, while the specific form of
the dependenceF(r ) is determined to a considerable exte
by the ground state of the quantum Hall system and is mo
fied significantly upon a transition to another Hall step. T
following two sections are devoted just to an analysis of t
effect in a semi-infinite medium.

2. MONOLAYER SYSTEM IN A SEMI-INFINITE MEDIUM

Let us now consider the geometry which appears to
most appropriate for observing the screening effect. We s
assume that the test charge is located at the surface
semi-infinite medium with permittivity«. At a distancea
from the surface, the medium contains a two-dimensio
electron layer in the fractional quantum Hall effect regim
We shall seek an expression for the screened field of a
charge at the interface.

Disregarding the nondiagonal components of the ten
L, we can present Eq.~16! in the geometry under conside
ation as follows:

1

2p E dqz8S ei ~qz2qz8!aL00~q!

1«qz2q
z8

q21qzqz8

2 DA0~q,qz8!5 j 0 , ~24!

where

«qz
5

«11

2
d~qz!1 i

«21

2p
PS 1

qz
D . ~25!

The solution of Eq.~24! is sought in the form

A0~q,qz!5
C1~q!1C2~q!eiqza

q21qz
2 . ~26!

As a result, we arrive at the following expression for t
electrostatic field in the plane (x,y) at the interface:

Epl~r !52
eext

«8r 2 ~11F1~r !!, ~27!

where
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F1~r !5
«

«8
r 2E dq J1~qr !

3
q fqS0e22qa

D22 f qS0~11~«21!~«11!21e22qa!
~28!

with «85(«11)/2.
The dependenceF1(r ) is shown in Fig. 1 for filling fac-

tors n51/3, 3/7, 5/11. Calculations were made by using
following values of the parameters:n051011cm22,
m50.25me , «512.6, a5500 Å. It can be seen from th
figure that the system has a significant screening of the e
tric field of the test charge at distances considerably lar
than the magnetic length. As the filling factorn approaches
the value 1/2, the dependenceF1(r ) becomes oscillatory
Note that an increase in the value ofa weakens the effect. A
decrease in this parameter leads not only to an increase i
amplitude of the effect, but also to a wider range of fillin
factors for whichF1 oscillates as a function of the distanc
In particular, numerical computations for the geometry co
sidered in Sec. 1 lead to an oscillatory dependenceF(r ) for
all filling factors corresponding to the fractional quantu
Hall effect. In order to observe these oscillations, we m
measure the electric field inside the dielectric medium.
the case considered in this section, oscillations emerge w
the effective magnetic length becomes of the order of 2a

3. DOUBLE-LAYER SYSTEM IN A SEMI-INFINITE MEDIUM

Let us now consider the screening of the field of a t
charge by a double-layer electron system. We shall cons
a system in which the states described by Halperin’s w
function5 are realized. Such a system can be described
introducing two types of Chern–Simons fields correspond
to statistical charges belonging to composite quasiparticle
opposite layers, and to an additional term in the Lagrang
of the system, which is nondiagonal in gauge fields. T
action of the system has the form

FIG. 1. Relative screening of the test charge field by a monolayer sys
e

c-
er

the

-

t
r
en

t
er
e
y

g
in
n
e

SCF5E dt d2r (
k51

2 H Ck* ~r !F i ] t1m2ak02eAk02
1

2m

3S i¹21ak1
e

c
Ak

plD 2GCk~r !1 (
k,k851

2

Qkk8ak0bk8J ,

~29!

whereAk0 andAk
pl are the scalar and vector components

the electromagnetic field potential in the layerk, and

Qkk85
1

2p~w22s2! S w 2s

2s w
D . ~30!

In this equation,~30! w ands are the numbers of gauge fiel
flux quanta carried by a composite quasiparticle, which c
respond to the statistical charges of quasiparticles in
same layer and in the adjoining layer respectively.~w is even
while s is an arbitrary integer!. For the sake of simplicity, we
confine the analysis to two equivalent layers. Fractio
quantum Hall effect in the system~29! is realized for filling
factorsn52N/@(w1s)N61# ~n52n i , wheren i is the fill-
ing factor per layer!. Carrying out a procedure analogous
the one in Sec. 1, we arrive at the following expression
the action of the electromagnetic field of the system~29!:

S~A!5
1

2 E dt d2qAkm* ~q!Lkk8mn~q!Ak8n~q!1Sem,

~31!

where

L̂kk85
1

2 S L̂11L̂2 L̂12L̂2

L̂12L̂2 L̂11L̂2
D . ~32!

Matrices L̂1 and L̂2 in Eq. ~32! are defined by formulas
~13!–~15! in which the parameterw is replaced byw1s and
w2s respectively. Note that although formulas~29! and~30!
become meaningless forw5s, the expressions~31! and~32!
remain valid even in this case. The situationw5s corre-
sponds to infinite rigidity of the antiphase oscillations
gauge fields. Going over in~29! and ~30! to new variables
corresponding to synphase and antiphase oscillations,
must consider for the integration variables in the casew5s
only synphase oscillations of the fieldsaim and put the vari-
able corresponding to antiphase oscillations equal to zer
can be easily verified that in this case also we arrive at
relations~31! and ~32!.

For the geometry in which thez-coordinate of the first
and second layer is equal to2a and2(a1d) respectively,
we obtain from~31! the following equation for the scala
potential of the system:

1

4p E dqz8$e
i ~qz2qz8!a@~L00

1 ~q!1L00
2 ~q!!~11ei ~qz2qz8!d!

1~L00
1 ~q!2L00

2 ~q!!~e2 iqz8d1eiqzd!#

1«qz2q
z8
~q21qzqz8!%A0~q,qz8!5 j 0 , ~33!

where the nondiagonal components of the tensorsL1 and
L2 are neglected as before.

.
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The solution of Eq.~33! is sought in the form

A0~q,qz!5
C1~q!1C2~q!eiqza1C3~q!eiqz~a1d!

q21qz
2 . ~34!

As a result, we arrive at an expression for the electric fie
whose form forz50 coincides with~27! in which the func-
tion F1(q) is modified to the form

F1~r !5
«

«8
r 2E dq J1~qr !

3
qSqe22qa

Rq2~«21!~«11!21Sqe22qa , ~35!

where

Rq5~D2
12 f qEq

1S0!~D2
22 f qEq

2S0!, ~36!

Sq5 f qS0F1

2
~Eq

1!2D2
21

1

2
~Eq

2!2D2
12 f qEq

1Eq
2S0G .

~37!

In formulas ~36! and ~37!, the functionsD2
1 and D2

2 are
defined by formula~13! in which w is replaced byw1s and
w2s respectively, andEq

65(16e2qd).
It can be seen from formulas~35!–~37! that screening in

a two-layer system depends on parameterw1s as well as
w2s. Hence for a fixed value of the filling factor whic
depends only on the first of these parameters, the expres
~35! differs for the casess50 and sÞ0. Consequently, a
transition from a state withs50 to a state with nonzeros
~such a state corresponds to Halperin’s wave function! will
be manifested in a variation of the dependence of scree
field of a test charge on distance.

By way of an example, let us consider a system w
filling factor 2/5. In such a system, the fractional quantu
Hall effect may correspond to sets of parameters~w54 and
s50! and ~w52 ands52!. Figure 2 shows the dependen
F1(r ) for these two cases for the same values of the sys
parameters as in Sec. 1 and ford5400 Å. It can be seen
from the curves that the dependencesF1(r ) differ consider-

FIG. 2. Relative screening of the test charge field by a double-layer sy
for n52/5, w52, ands52 ~solid curve! andw54, s50 ~dashed curve!.
,

ion

ed

m

ably for these two cases. An experimental observation
such a sharp variation in screening upon a slight variation
the separation between layers points towards a phase tr
tion between different ground states in a two-layer syste
Note that the situation considered in this work differs fro
the one considered by us in Ref. 10 where we studied scr
ing in a two-layer system in an infinite medium with two te
charges located in adjoining layers. In such a case,
screening of the test charge field depends only on param
w1s, and the variation of the spatial distribution of th
charge induced during a phase transition between gen
ized Laughlin states is associated just with a variation of t
parameter with a simultaneous reversal of the sign ofBeff .
Only a few of the possible transitions satisfy this conditio
In particular, the transition considered above forn52/5
~which is most suitable for observation since it correspon
to lowest level in the hierarchy of the generalized Laugh
states! does not satisfy such a condition. The origin of t
effect considered in this work is associated with the asy
metric arrangement of the test charge relative to the tw
layer system. In particular, this is manifested in that a
crease in the separation between layers leads to a suppre
of the effect.

Thus, we have considered in this work the screening
the field of a test charge by a monolayer and a two-la
systems of composite fermions. The expressions for
screened test charge field are obtained by taking into acc
the effect of the interface. It is shown that a partial screen
of test charge occurs in the system at distances much la
than the magnetic length. The specific form of the dep
dence of the screened field on the distance from the
charge is modified considerably upon a variation of t
ground state of the system. The observation of the scree
effect as a function of the filling factor and separation b
tween layers~in a two-layer system! can be treated as a pos
sible experimental verification of the model of compos
fermions and the method of recording changes in the to
logical order in a quantum Hall system. The solutions o
tained in this work specify the case when the test charge
the electric field detector are placed on the surface of
sample containing a two-dimensional electron layer. The
proach used in this work can be modified easily to describ
different geometry of the experiment.

*E-mail fil@isc.kharkov.ua
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The point-contact spectroscopy is used to study singularities of the electron–phonon spectra of
heterojunctions made of different metals Cu–Cu~1 at. % Fe! and Cu–Au. Measurements
at high frequencies made it possible to distinguish and identify contributions to the spectrum from
the nonequilibrium phonon relaxation. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~98!00412-5#
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Point-contact spectroscopy, i.e., the measuremen
nonlinear singularities in the electrical conductivity of poi
contacts at low temperatures, is a very effective tool
studying the spectra of elementary excitations including
electron-phonon interactions~EPI! in metals and alloys.1,2 A
large number of experiments were carried out on heteroju
tions, viz., point contacts made of different metals. The s
cific nature of heterojunctions led to the discovery of so
new effects, such as superposition of the EPI spectra of
metals in contact,3–5 asymmetry of point-contact~PC! con-
ductivity with respect to the polarity of the applied voltage6

and the asymmetry of the EPI spectra.7 Singularities of the
PC spectra of bimetallic contacts revealed in these invest
tions were explained satisfactorily in theoretical works8–10 in
which nonlinear contributions were calculated in the cond
tivity of heterojunctions, taking into consideration the pr
cesses of electron scattering as well as the kinematic
processes of reabsorption of nonequilibrium phonons.
‘‘dirty’’ contacts with a small mean free path of electron
and phonons~thermal regime of point-contact spectroscop!,
the asymmetry of electrical conductivity is attributed6,9 to the
contribution from the Seebeck thermoelectric effect. T
asymmetry of PC spectra in contacts with a diffusive mot
of quasiparticles is explained by the drag of conduction e
trons by the flow of nonequilibrium phonons from the regi
of current concentration to the bulk electrodes.7,10

The recently developed method of high-frequency
spectroscopy11,12 makes it possible to study the kinetics
relaxation processes and to single out the contributions to
PC spectra from various mechanisms of quasiparticle sca
ing in the junction. In this communication, we present t
results of experimental investigations of asymmetric effe
in heterojunctions carried out by using the high-frequen
PC spectroscopy. Measurements were made at 4.2 K
point contacts between copper and an alloy of copper wit
at. % iron, as well on point contacts between copper
gold. For the Cu–Cu~1 at. % Fe!, the bulk electrodes form
ing the point contact are characterized by practically ide
cal phonon spectra, but have quite different degrees of
rity. Electrodes in Cu–Au point contacts were made
metals of identical purity, but having quite different phon
spectra. The copper electrode was in the form of a nee
8631063-777X/98/24(12)/5/$15.00
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with a radius 1mm of the tip formed by sharpening electro
chemically a copper wire of diameter 0.25 mm with a res
tance ratioR300/R4.2;85. Measurements of PC spectra we
made by using modulation technique involving the record
of the second harmonic of the modulation current in lo
frequency experiments and of the rectified voltage amplitu
in high-frequency measurements. A detailed description
the measuring technique is given in Ref. 11.

The PC spectra of a Cu–Cu~1 at. % Fe! junction are
presented in Fig. 1 for two polarities of the applied bi
voltage: the electron flux forV.0 is directed from the cop-
per electrode towards Cu~Fe!. The spectra were measured
modulation frequencies of 0.21~curve 1! and 79.5 GHz
~curve2!. The dependence for the frequency 0.21 GHz fu
coincides with the dependence obtained by the conventio
low-frequency modulation technique,1! and is a correct re-
production of the analogous spectrum for the contact
Ref. 6.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the PC spectra of
heterojunction Cu–Cu~Fe! are considerably asymmetric. I
addition to a well-defined singularity at low bias voltag
caused by scattering of the conduction electrons by the m
netic moments of iron impurity atoms~Kondo effect!, the
spectra reveal a considerable difference in the height of
phonon lines foreV;617 meV, as well as in the level o
the background signal for large values of the bias voltage
order to emphasize this, a part of the spectrum for nega
voltages is inverted to the region of positive bias voltag
~curve 3!. The asymmetry of the spectrum is enhanced
measurements at a frequency 79.5 GHz. This can be jud
from a decrease in the intensity of the phonon singularity
eV;117 meV. The curves for 0.21 and 79.5 GHz are sp
cially normalized foreV;217 meV and coincide in the re
gion of the Kondo minimum. The justification for such
procedure comes from the fact that in these energy reg
the nonlinear contributions to the contact conductivity a
associated with rapid processes of electron scattering
phonons and magnetic impurities with characteristic frequ
cies (;1013s21)11,14 considerably exceeding the curre
modulation frequency in the experiment. Besides, all m
surements were made for extremely weak signals~;1 mV!,
when the amplitude of the signal being measured depe
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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linearly on the power of the electromagnetic radiation.
According to the results obtained in Refs. 8, 10, co

tamination of one of the electrodes in the heterojunction~i.e.,
a decrease in the elastic mean free path of electrons in
electrode! leads to an identical weakening of intensity
spectral singularities and of the background signal amplit
in both electrodes. However, the results presented in Fi
show that although the ratio of the phonon intensity peak
the background is identical for both polarities of the b
voltage, their absolute values differ significantly. Moreov
the asymmetry of the spectra is observed for both frequ
cies at which measurements were made. Following Naid
et al.,6 it is reasonable to assume that the asymmetry of
PC spectra observed in our experiments is associated
the contribution from the Seebeck thermoelectric effect
the signal being measured. For small elastic and inela
mean free paths of electrons and phonons in the con
~l i ,l e ,l r ,l ph!d, whered is the contact diameter!, which is
typical of the thermal regime of PC spectroscopy, the dep
dence of the asymmetric part of the differential resistance
a heterojunction on the applied bias voltage is defined by
expression9,15

Rd
a~Vc!5R0DS~Tc!F r1r2

~L1r21L2r1!~r11r2!G
1/2

, ~1!

whereRd
a(V)51/2@Rd(V1)2R(V2)#, R0[Rd(V50) is the

contact resistance,r1 andr2 are the resistivities andL1 and
L2 the Lorentz numbers for the two constituents of the c
tact, andDS is the differential thermo-emf of the metals
contact. The relation between the contact temperature
the voltage across it is described by the expression

Tc5uVcuF r1r2

~L1r21L2r1!~r11r2!G
1/2

. ~2!

The quantities in the radicand are the characteristics
metals in the direct vicinity of the contact and hence m
differ considerably from analogous parameters for b

FIG. 1. Spectrum of a Cu–Cu~1 at. % Fe! point contact, measured at
frequency of 0.21~curve1! and 79.5 GHz~curve2!. Curve3 describes the
part of dependence~1! inverted from the region of negative bias voltage
For V.0, electrons are injected into Cu~Fe! alloy.
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electrodes because of the introduction of structural defe
and surface contamination into the volume of the cont
during its formation. However, the quantitiesr andL appear
in the same proportion in formulas~1! and ~2! connecting
Rd

a(Vc) with DS(Tc) andVc with Tc respectively, and hence
we can compare the experimental dependencesRd

a(Vc) ob-
tained by us for the asymmetric part of the differential res
tance with the temperature dependenceE(T) of the differen-
tial thermo-emf for the Cu–Cu~Fe! couple, selecting
identical scale factor along the vertical and the horizon
axes. The results of such a comparison are presented in
2. The scale factor for curve2 was chosen equal to 1.47, s
that the values ofDS(Tc) calculated by using formula~1! do
not exceed the thermo-emfE(T) for the Cu–Cu~Fe!
couple.16,17The relation between the contact temperature a
the voltage across it has the form

Tc@K#51.47@K/mV#Vc@mV#,

which is practically identical with the data obtained by Nai
yuk et al.6 Curve 3 in Fig. 2, calculated for a modulation
frequency of 79.5 GHz for the same value of the scale fac
is slightly higher than the dependence for 0.21 GHz, and
deviation increases with the contact temperature~voltage!.
Let us analyze the possible reasons behind such a disc
ancy. It is well known16 that the phonon drag thermo-emf
inversely proportional to the phonon–electron relaxat
time, i.e., Sg}t/(t1tph2e ), where t is the characteristic
time of other relaxation processes. Consequently,Sg de-
creases upon a slowing down of the process of energy tr
port from phonons to the electron subsystem of the meta
high-frequency experiments atV579.5 GHz (Vtph2e

@1),2!, nonequilibrium phonons do not have time to trans
their excess energy to electrons during a period of the
field, and the contribution from the drag effect to the therm
emf must become weaker in contradiction to the data p
sented in Fig. 2. Apparently, the normalization of the P

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of differential thermo-emf of the cou
Cu–Cu ~1 at. % Fe! ~curve 1! and the values ofDS(Tc) calculated by
formulas ~1! and ~2! for different frequencies, GHZ: 0.21~curve 2!, 79.5
~curve3!, and corrected data for 79.5 GHz~curve4!.
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spectra in Fig. 1, which is usually carried out by the hig
frequency PC spectroscopy for taking into account the e
trodynamic mismatching of the contact with the hig
frequency guide at various frequencies,11 is not quite correct
for our experiments. This is due to the fact that in this ca
the nonlinear contribution to the electrical conductivity
the contact has a frequency-dependent componentSg with a
significant frequency dispersion even for small contact v
ages. Hence we believe that it would be more realistic
normalize the asymmetric components of differential res
tance for different rf modulation frequencies.3! Curve 4 in
Fig. 2 shows the thermo-emf of the contact calculated
using formula~1!, proceeding from the normalized values
the asymmetric part of differential resistance at a freque
79.5 GHz. It can be seen from the figure that in this case,
dependenceDS(Tc) lies below the curve for a frequenc
0.21 GHz, which is in complete accord with the abov
mentioned expected decrease in the contribution from
drag thermo-emf. The difference in the curves2 and4 is of
the same order of magnitude as the absolute value of
thermo-emf of phonon drag~e.g.,;1.5 mV for copper!.16

Theoretical dependences ofDS(Tc) ~curves2 and 4 in
Fig. 2! for both frequencies of the rf field differ from th
temperature dependence of the thermo-emf of a Cu–Cu~Fe!
couple. However, it must be borne in mind that calculatio
are based on formulas for the thermal regime of PC spect
copy, while the high-intensity line of the phonon spectrum
copper in the PC spectra of Cu–Cu~Fe! shown in Fig. 1
indicate that the actual regime of the flight of electrons in
contacts under investigation was diffusive. Hence it sho
be certainly interesting to calculate the kinetics of therm
electric phenomena in point contacts at high frequencie
order to understand the nature of the ongoing processes
to carry out a more correct comparison of the obtained
perimental data with the theory.

The second series of experiments was carried out
Cu–Au heterojunctions formed by metals of identical pur
~electrolytic copper and gold were used! but having quite
different phonon spectra. Since the contacts were formed
controllably as the two bulk electrodes approached e
other, individual volumes of copper and gold could diff
considerably in the bulk of the contact. This led to a cor
sponding modification of the overall PC spectrum from
decrease in intensity to a complete disappearance of
spectral lines characterizing one of the electrodes. Hence
carried out our investigations only on those heterojuncti
whose PC spectra were a superposition of the spectr
electron–phonon interaction of copper and gold. Figure
shows the spectrum of one such contact, measured at d
ent modulation frequencies for two polarities of the appl
bias voltage. The observed singularities correspond to
peaks for transverse and longitudinal branches of the pho
spectra of contacting metals whose position is indicated
arrows in the lower part of the figure. It can be seen fro
Fig. 3 that the intensity of the spectral lines varies consid
ably upon a reversal of the polarity of the applied bias vo
age, but the level of the background signal at high energ
does not depend on polarity and remains constant.

The above-mentioned singularities of the PC spec
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cannot be attributed to the thermoelectric effect conside
above for the Cu–Cu~Fe! contacts. Since the spectra of th
Cu–Au point contact shown in Fig. 3 do not display a
enhancement of asymmetry upon an increase in bias vol
~as in the case of Cu–Cu~Fe! contact shown in Fig. 1!, and
since the values of the absolute thermo-emf for copper
gold are identical,16 the thermoelectric contribution to th
nonlinearity of the current-voltage characteristics must
negligible.

The asymmetry of the PC spectra of Cu–Au heteroju
tions, which is analogous to the one shown in Fig. 3, w
first investigated experimentally by Naidyuk and Yanso7

who interpreted their experimental results by using the th
retical computations of the drift of electrons dragged by no
equilibrium phonons.9,10 According to Itskovich and
Shekhter,10 the diffusion drag of nonequilibrium phonon
from the bulk of the contact to massive banks in the case

FIG. 3. Spectra of a Cu–Au contact with resistanceR053.3V for different
polarities of the applied bias voltage: positive potential at the copper e
trode ~curve1! and the opposite bias polarity~curve2!. Measurements are
made at frequencies 3747 Hz~a!, 0.7 ~b!, and 3.7 GHz~c!.
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a strong elastic scattering of phonons in the contact (l r!d)
accelerates the electron flow in one conductor and retar
in the other. For a bimetallic contact, the phonon drag
electrons in normal processes of electron-phonon scatte
leads to a decrease in the intensity of the PC spectrum o
metal into which electrons are injected, and increases
amplitude of the spectral line of the other conductor. If t
electron-phonon umklapp scattering processes dominate
metal as in the case of scattering by transverse acou
phonons in copper and gold, the sign of asymmetry is
versed. The degree of asymmetry, i.e., the ratio of the as
metric and symmetric parts of the spectrum, is proportio
to the ratio l r /d. The drift drag does not affect the bac
ground in the PC spectrum whose level must be prese
for both polarities of the bias voltage applied to the contac10

The data presented by us in Fig. 3a are in good ag
ment with the results obtained by Naidyuk and Yanson7 and
completely fit into the theoretical concepts presented in R
10. Indeed, it follows from Fig. 3a that injection of electro
to the copper electrodes increases the intensity of the pea
transverse phonons line for copper (eV;17 meV). For the
opposite polarity~injection into the gold electrode!, the in-
tensity of transverse phonons line for gold increases (eV
;10 meV), the background level remaining the same
both curves. Using the values of the characteristic parame
(r l ) for copper and gold19 from the formulaR058@(r l )1

1(r l )2#/3pd2, we can determine the contact diame
(d;20 nm). The difference in the spectra shown in Fig.
can be used to estimate the elastic mean free path of pho
in the contact. The obtained valuesl r;1 – 2 nm coincide
with the earlier estimates.7,11 An increase in the curren
modulation frequency to 0.7 GHz, close to the frequency
thermal relaxation of the contact, did not lead to any cha
in the PC spectrum~see Fig. 3b!. In experiments at a fre
quency of 3.7 GHz~Fig. 3c!, comparable with the characte
istic phonon–electron relaxation frequencies11 in gold
(tph2e

21 52 GHz)) and in copper (tph2e
21 55 GHz)), the spec-

tral asymmetry was preserved but, as expected, the b
ground level decreased considerably due to a decrease i
contribution to the spectrum coming from reabsorption
nonequilibrium phonons at high frequencies.11

In order to interpret the results of rf measurements,
use the expression for the PC spectrum of a heterojunc
from Ref. 10:

d2V

dI2 ~ ueVu!; (
n51

2
dn

vFn

Fgn
~1!~ ueVu!1Qn~ ueVu!gn

~2!

3~ ueVu!12E
0

ueVu
Qn~v!gn

~2!~v!
dv

v

1~21!n sgn~eV!gn
2~ ueVu!G . ~3!

HerevF is the Fermi velocity, and summation overn takes
into account the partial contributions of metals. The fun
tions g( i )(eV) ( i 51,2) describe the EPI spectrum fo
the processes of spontaneous and stimulated emis
of phonons. They differ only in the magnitude of th
it
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geometricalK-factor which is more weakly directional fo
g(2). The coefficientQ(v) is defined by the kinetics of non
equilibrium phonons in the contact and for a complete p
non reabsorption, its value is equal to about 0.3 at the De
energies for the model of the contact in the form of a lo
channel.18 The first term in formula~3! is the PC spectrum o
the EPI, the second corresponds to the renormalization
this spectrum caused by the interaction of electrons with
nonequilibrium phonons, the third to the background in t
spectrum for high energies, and the fourth term determi
the asymmetry of the spectrum for different directions of t
current through the contact.

If the current modulation frequency is quite hig
(Vtph2e.1), the correspondence between the number
nonequilibrium phonons and the instantaneous value of
alternating voltage across the contact is violated. The num
of acts of reabsorption of phonons occurring synchronou
with a change in voltage is reduced, and the amplitude of
background part of the spectrum decreases. The remai
components of the spectrum~3! are characterized by th
electron–phonon scattering time~te2ph!tph2e , Vte2ph

!1!, hence their magnitude must remain unchanged in
investigated frequency range. The experimental results
sented in Fig. 3 are confirmed by the mechanism of mod
cation of the PC spectrum at high frequencies conside
above.

Thus, we have observed in this work the effect of t
electromagnetic radiation frequency on the asymmetry of
current–voltage characteristics of different types of hete
junctions, which is associated with the specific features
the relaxation of nonequilibrium phonons. The obtained
sults considerably supplement the results of previo
investigations.6,7 In conclusion, it should be remarked th
theoretical computations of the asymmetric effects in bim
tallic contacts at high frequencies and their comparison w
the experimental results presented here are undoubted
considerable interest.

The author is indebted to I. K. Yanson for his continu
attention and support in the course of this research, an
A. G. Shkorbatov for fruitful discussions.

*E-mail: balkashin@ilt.kharkov.ua
1!This is an expected result since the modulation frequency of 0.21 GH

much lower than the characteristic frequency of slowest relaxation pro
in the contact, viz., the relaxation of temperature with a characteri
frequencyf T;1 GHz.13

2!The characteristic phonon relaxation time in copper with Debye energie
tph2e;2310210 s, while the opposite inequality holds for the frequen
0.21 GHz.

3!The theoretical values ofDS on curve3 cannot be reduced simply by
magnifying the scale of the coefficient, since this would lead to a con
erable increase in the contact temperature in rf measurements for the
values of the d.c. bias voltage, which contradicts the experimental resu11

indicating a decrease in contact heating upon rf modulation.
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Anomalous skin effect in magnetic field: dependence on the shape of the Fermi surface
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A non-traditional point of view to the nature of anomalous skin effect is proposed on the basis
of an analysis of the problem of coupling modes in the electron plasma of a metal. It is
shown that the anomalous skin effect in an applied magnetic field is in fact the result of interaction
and coupling of a number of intrinsic electromagnetic modes excited due to nonlocal effects
and specific properties of doppleron modes. It is proved that the magnetic field dependence of
anomalous skin effect is determined by the shape of the Fermi surface of the metal and that
the classical anomalous skin effect in the model of free electrons is just a special case. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00512-X#
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Dedicated to I. M. Dmitrenko and A. M. Kosevich, pio
neers in electron physics of metals, ‘‘who, consuming m
night oil in studies diligent and slow, teach themselves, w
painful toil, the things that other people know’’~from Piet
Hein!

INTRODUCTION

Skin effect is closely related to the problem of excitati
and propagation of electromagnetic waves in conducting
dia and is one of classical effects in the electrodynamics
metals. In relatively ‘‘dirty’’ metals, the so-called norma
skin effect takes place, and the wave vectorkns of the elec-
tromagnetic wave obeys the relationkns}( iv/n)1/2. In pure
metals at low temperatures, the interaction between the
rent and the electric field becomes nonlocal, and the s
effect becomes anomalous.1–3 The wave vectorkas}( iv)1/3

and is independent of the electron relaxation frequencyn,
which points to a collisionless mechanism of attenuation
waves. Herev is the frequency of an electromagnetic wav
The developed theoretical methods were naturally exten
to metals in an external magnetic fieldH.4–6 It was proved
that the presence of the magnetic field weakly affects
anomalous skin effect in a certain region of fields and f
quencies.

At first sight, anomalous skin effect has been stud
extensively by the present time. Nevertheless, it is exped
to carry out a detailed analysis of this phenomenon o
again, especially anomalous skin effect in an external m
netic field. The present paper is devoted to such an anal
Our attention will be concentrated on the following two a
pects of the problem.

~1! The anomalous skin effect exists due to nonlo
effects in the conductivity of a metal. Consequently, cert
preferred groups of charge carriers on the Fermi surface~FS!
take part in the formation of skin components. As a res
the solution of the dispersion equation is determined t
considerable extent by peculiarities of the electron ene
spectrum and hence is ‘‘model-dependent.’’ Along with t
8681063-777X/98/24(12)/7/$15.00
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conventional model of free electrons, we consider here so
simple, but typical and quite realistic models of the FS a
prove that the magnetic field dependence of skin effec
determined to a considerable extent by the properties of
FS. The ‘‘classical’’ anomalous skin effect~for a spherical
FS! is generally a special case of the phenomenon.

~2! In strong magnetic fields, the solutions of the disp
sion equation describe the spectrum and attenuation of e
tromagnetic waves forming a system of coupled modes
certain ranges of extrinsic parameters, these modes pos
typical features determining~together with historical rea-
sons! their names. We prove that anomalous skin effect in
external magnetic field can be interpreted as the resul
coupling of these electromagnetic modes~Gelicons and
dopplerons in the given case!. The existence of the dopple
ron mode and its hybridization with agelicon are associated
with nonlocal effects and specific properties of dopplero
distinguishing them from the series of collective excitatio
of other types.

We confine our analysis to the spectra of electrom
netic modes in an infinite translation-invariant medium in t
geometrykiHi ẑ. We assume that the FS of the metal po
sesses rotational symmetry relative to theẑ-axis. The disper-
sion equation for the circularly polarized field componen
(E65Ex6 iEy) in this case has the form

k2c254p ivs6~k!, ~6polarization!, ~1!

wheres65sxx6 isyx is the conductivity defined by the in
tegral over the Fermi surface:

s6~k!5 i
2pe2

~2p\!3 E
FS

umuv'
2 dpz

v1 in6vc2kvz
. ~2!

Herevz andpz are thez-components of the electron velocit
and momentum,v' is the electron velocity component pe
pendicular to theẑ-axis, andvc5eH/mc is the cyclotron
frequency.

We shall describe the shape of the FS by the functio
dependenceS(pz)5p(mv')2, whereS(pz) is the area of the
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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section of the FS by the planepz5const. We write Eqs.~1!
and ~2! using the relationvz52(]S/]pz)/2pm and intro-
ducing the dimensionless parameters

q5
kvm

vc
, j35

vc
3c2

vp
2vvm

2 , g5
n2 iv

vc
~3!

in the form

7q2j35F6~q!, ~6polarization!, ~4!

F6~q!5
2 sgn~m!

N~2p\!3 E
FS

S~pz!dpz

16 ig6q~]S/]pz!/u]S/]pzum
.

~5!

In Eqs.~3!–~5!, vm5u]S/]pzum/2pm;u]S/]pzum is a certain
typical value of the derivative]S/]pz ~maximum value in
the present case!, vp5(4pNe2/m)1/2 the plasma frequency
F6(q) a nonlocal factor in the conductivity (s6

56 i (Nec/H)F6), sgn(m) the sign of the cyclotron mass
andN the carrier concentration defined as

N5
2

~2p\!3 E
FS

S~pz!dpz . ~6!

In this paper, we do not consider the excitation of ele
tromagnetic waves in a metal and the complicated bound
problem associated with it and confine ourselves to an an
sis of solutions of the dispersion equation~which was solved
numerically!. The zeros of the analytically defined functio
f 57q2j32F6 were determined by the Muller metho
~generalized method of secants! with deflation.7 The nature
of the roots of the dispersion equation was also determi
by using the graphic method of the solution of the equati

MODELS OF FERMI SURFACE: CONDUCTIVITY OF METAL

The existence of the FS is associated with the Fe
degeneracy of conduction electrons in metals. An import
property of real FS is the existence of extremal cross sec
S(pm)5Sm(]S/]pz50) and cross sections with extrem
values of the derivative]S/]pz . We consider here the mod
els of FS for which the quantityu]S/]pzu as a function ofpz

varies continuously from zero to a certain valueu]S/]pzum .
Naturally, we choose simple models to simplify the deriv
tion of an analytic expression for conductivity and the n
merical solution of the dispersion equation.

In the region of relatively low frequencies and stro
fields we are interested in, which is defined by the inequ
ties

v!n!vc , ~7!

collisions can be neglected. Consequently, we calculate
function F6 ~5! in the limit g→0(F6ug505F0).

Let us consider several FS models, assuming for the s
of definiteness that all the surfaces are of the electron ty
Three of them will be described by the even function

S~pz!5pp0
2~12uxun!, uxu<1. ~8!

Here and below,x5pz /p0 . Model A(n52) is the basic
model and is the well-studied model of free electrons. T
other models, viz., modelB(n53) and modelC(n53/2) are
proposed to determine the effect of distortions of a spher
-
ry
y-

d
.

i
nt
n

-
-

i-

he

ke
e.

o

al

FS, which is described by an increase or a decrease in
value of the parametern relative to the valuen52 on the
solutions of the dispersion equation. The functionF0 for
these three models has the form

F0
A5

3

4q2 F S 12
1

q2D ln
11q

12q
1

2

qG , ~9!

F0
B5

1

3 F 1

q1/2 ln
11q1/2

12q1/21
1

q2 ln~12q2!

1
2

q1/2 arctan~q1/2!G , ~10!

F0
C5

5

3q2 F S 1

q321D ln~12q!2S 1

q3 11D ln~11q!

1
2

q2 1
2

3G . ~11!

The curves describing the functions]S/]pz and F0 are
shown in Fig. 1a and in the inset to Fig. 2 respectively.

The fourth model~D! described by the expression

S~pz!5pp0
2~12ax22buxu3!, uxu<1, ~12!

FIG. 1. Dependence of the normalized derivative (]S/]pz)/u]S/]pzum on
pz /p0 for modelsA, B, andC @see Eq.~8!# as well as the ‘‘parabolic lens’’

~PL! model and the cylindrical FS~along theẑ-axis~Cl! ~a! and the same for
modelsD andE ~see~12! and ~13!! ~b!.
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is a ‘‘hybrid’’ of models A and B.12 In this equation,a1b
51, a.0, andb.0. We do not write here the expression f
F0

D since it is very cumbersome. The curves describing
function]S/]pz in modelD for various values of the param
eterb/a are shown in Fig. 1b.

The function]S/]pz in modelsA–D has extrema at the
points pz56p0 , at whichS(pz)50 and]2S/]pz

2Þ0. Con-
sequently, the functionsF0

A2D are finite forq251 even in
the collisionless limit, although the denominator in the in
grand in~5! vanishes at these points forq251 ~singularity of
the ‘‘weak logarithm’’ type; see the ‘‘hierarchy’’ of singu
larities in Ref. 8!. For this reason, we consider for compa
son one more model~E! of the ‘‘corrugated cylinder’’ type:8

S~pz!5S01S1 cos~px!, uxu<1. ~13!

Here S0 , S1,S0 , and p0 are the model parameters. Th
curve describing the function]S/]pz is presented in Fig. 1b
In this model, the expression forF0 , i.e.,

F0
E5~12q2!21/2 ~14!

has a root singularity forq251 ~cf. insets to Figs. 2 and 4!.

ANALYSIS OF SPECTRA OF ELECTROMAGNETIC MODES

We present numerical solutions of the dispersion eq
tion graphically in the coordinatesqj}k/v1/3, j}H/v1/3. In
the limit g→0, these coordinates are universal since the

FIG. 2. Spectrum of electromagnetic modes in the ‘‘2’’ polarization for
modelsA, B, and C ~numerical solution of Eq.~4! with conductivity ~9!,
~10!, and ~11! respectively!. The inset illustrates graphical solution of Eq
~4! for modelsA, B, andC. The curves describe the functionsF0

A , F0
B , and

F0
C . Straight lines a and b describe the left-hand side of Eq.~4! in the ‘‘2’’

polarization for successively large values ofj, c is the left-hand side of Eq.
~4! in the ‘‘1’’ polarization; G andD are the gelicon and doppleron solu
tions respectively, andG8 is a damped gelicon.
e

-

-

-

tained dependences describe uniquely the spectrum of e
tromagnetic modes for any values of the extrinsic parame
v andH.9

1. Figure 2 shows the spectra of electromagnetic mo
in the ‘‘2’’ polarization for modelsA, B, andC. The graphic
solution of the dispersion equations~see inset to Fig. 2!
shows that one of the spectral branches corresponds
purely real gelicon~G! solution of the dispersion equation i
the ‘‘2’’ polarization for all values ofj larger than certain
threshold valuesjm . Besides, one more~doppleron! solution
~D! of this equation exists in a relatively narrow range ofj.
For q2.1, the functionsF0 become complex-valued due t
collisionless damping of electromagnetic waves associa
with the Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance~DSCR!. The
formal condition for the DSCR is the vanishing of the d
nominator of the integrand in~2! and ~5!. Consequently,
points ai are not solutions of the dispersion equation, a
solutions also become complex-valued forj,jm . In the
‘‘ 1’’ polarization the unique solution (G8) existing for all
model is a damped gelicon. These solutions are not show
Fig. 2 to simplify the figure.

The solution of the dispersion equation in modelA for
j→0(H→0,v5const) coincides with the well-known solu
tion qj5(3p i /4)1/3 which was obtained earlier in zero mag
netic field. It is natural to assume that all the solutions o
tained by us forj,jm describe anomalous skin effect in a
external magnetic field. There are two such solutions
each model in the ‘‘2’’ polarization, which differ only in the
sign of the phase velocity of the wave, i.e., the sign of
quantity Re(qj).

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the value of Re(qj) for
model A is virtually independent ofj up to the gelicon
threshold, while Im(qj) decreases monotonically to zero wi
increasingj. Hence the impedance of alkali metals depen
weakly onH for j,jm .5 In the region of smallj, we have
uq2u@1, and hence the solution of the dispersion equatio
determined by the asymptotic form of the functionF0

A in the
essentially nonlocal limitq2@1:F0→73p i /4q13/q2. The
second term can be neglected, and we obtain from~4! the
following well-known expression:

k5S 3p i

4

vp
2v

c2vm
D 1/3

. ~15!

We shall call the anomalous skin effect defined by t
asymptotic formF0} i /q(g→0) the ‘‘classical’’ anomalous
skin effect.

For q2,1 in the limit g→0, F0 is obviously a pure
real-valued function. Forq2.1, FS cross sections appear f
which the denominator in the integrand in~2! and ~5! van-
ishes, i.e., electrons emerge for which the DSCR conditi

]S/]pz

u]S/]pzum
56

1

q
, ~16!

is observed. As a result, the dissipative component of c
ductivity becomes nonzero forq2.1. It can be seen from
~16! that for q2@1, ‘‘resonant’’ cross sectionsSr(pz5pzr)
are localized near extremal cross sectionsSm of the FS~see,
for example, Fig. 1!. Consequently, the asymptotic form o
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Im(F0) for large values ofq2 is determined by the behavio
of the functionS(pz) and its derivatives in the vicinity o
these cross sections. Using the expansion of the func
S(pz) at the pointpzr defined by formula~16!, we can easily
derive from ~5! the following expression for the functio
Im(F0):

Im~F0!57
p i

q
USSm

~1!

VS~2!U
pz5pzr

. ~17!

Here S( i )5] iS/]pz
i and V is the volume occupied by elec

trons. It can be seen from~17! that the asymptotic form o
the function Im(F0

A) in the model of free electrons~modelA!
is determined by the fact that the second derivat
S(2)5const, andSr'Sm in the limit q2@1.

Using ~8!, we can write~17! in the form

Im~F0!57
p i

q1/~n21!

Sr

Sm

n11

2n~n21!
. ~18!

It can be seen that the anomalous skin effect is classical
for n52: Im(F0

A)573pi/4q in the limit q2@1. For example,
we have Im(F0

B)57pi/3q1/2 for model B and Im(F0
C)

575pi/3q2 for modelC. Consequently, the spectra of ele
tromagnetic modes for modelsA, B and C in the region of
small j differ significantly. Naturally, it should be borne i
mind that the form of the spectra is also determined by
asymptotic form of the function Re(F0) since uIm(F0

A)u
@Re(F0

A) only for model A. On the other hand,uIm(F0
B)u

5Re(F0
B) for model B and uIm(F0

C)u!Re(F0
C) for model C,

where Re(F0
C),0. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the spec

of electromagnetic modes for modelsA, B, andC differ radi-
cally in the region of anomalous skin effect. In contrast
modelA, both imaginary and real components ofqj increase
indefinitely for j→0 in modelB and tend to zero in mode
C. Such a qualitatively definite form of the spectra is p
served for anyn.2 andn,2 respectively. This is assoc
ated with the asymptotic form of the second derivativeS(2)

for pz→0 ~pzr→0 for j→0! since its magnitude is inversel
proportional to the number of resonant~effective!1 electrons
participating in the formation of spin component of the fie
For models described by formula~8!, S(2)→0 for n.2 and
S(2)→` for n,2. It should be noted, however, that electr
relaxation must be taken into account forj→0. For this rea-
son, the values of Re(qj) and Im(qj) for j50 are equal to
their values forj5juvc5n . It should also be noted that in th
two limiting cases~n→` andn→1!, formula ~8! describes
two more characteristic FS models. In the first limit, we
over to a cylindrical~relative to theẑ-axis! FS for which
F051, sincevz50 for all electrons, and nonlocal effects a
absent. As a result, the dispersion equation has only
solutions:G andG8 ~see the straight line and curveL in Fig.
4!. In the other limit, we have the model of ‘‘parabol
lens’’10 for which ]S/]pz5const and Im(F0)50(F05(1
2q2)21) since the DSCR condition is satisfied only forq2

51. Nevertheless, the dispersion equation for this model
solutions describing anomalous skin effect. The spectrum
electromagnetic waves corresponding to these solution
qualitatively similar to the spectrum for modelC.
n
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2. Let us now analyze an important aspect of the pro
lem under investigation, associated with the correctnes
the choice of the FS model. In view of the presence of
inversion center,S(pz) is an even function ofpz . We as-
sume thatpz50 at the inversion center. If the functionS(pz)
is analytic at this point, it can be presented in the form of
expansion only in even powers ofpz :

S~pz!5a01a1pz
21a2pz

41... . ~19!

In this connection, a very important question arises: must
function S(pz) be analytic since the function~8! is not ana-
lytic at the pointpz50 for n53 and n53/2? We cannot
give an answer to this complicated question here and con
ourselves only to an analysis of analytic functionsS(pz).
The function~8! for n54 is such a function. In this case
however, the expression forF0 was found to be so compli
cated that we could not obtain a numerical solution of
dispersion equation. It was proved above, however, t
model B provides a correct qualitative description for th
spectrum of electromagnetic modes forn54 also. An insig-
nificant quantitative difference is for example, that for sm
j and n54, the curve lies above the corresponding cur
obtained for modelB. This is due to a continuous transitio
to a cylindrical FS forn→`. Model ~8! of a FS withn54
obviously describes a specific particular case. For this r
son, we consider a more realistic model, retaining the fi
three terms in expansion~19! and assuming that the nex
terms are negligibly small for small values ofpz . In this
case, however, we cannot obtain an analytic expression
the functionF0 . This model can obviously be approximate
qualitatively by modelD ~12! which is a ‘‘hybrid’’ of mod-
els A and B. For b/a50, modelD coincides withA, while
for b/a→` we go over to modelB. Figure 3 shows the

FIG. 3. The spectrum of electromagnetic modes for modelD in the ‘‘1’’
polarization. Forb/a50, modelD coincides with modelA ~see Eqs.~8!,
~12!, and Fig. 1!.
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spectra of electromagnetic modes in the ‘‘2’’ polarization
for modelD, which were obtained for different values of th
parameterb/a. It can be seen that the solutions of the d
persion equation become functions of the quantityj for small
j even for relatively small values ofb/a. As a result, the
anomalous skin effect described by these solutions is
‘‘classical’’ any longer.

3. It was noted above that the type of anomalous s
effect for smallj in the model of free electrons~modelA! is
determined by the asymptotic form of the dissipative co
ponent of conductivity forq2@1 since Im(F0)@Re(F0) in
this model for largeq2. Consequently, it is natural to assum
that anomalous skin effect for the model of free electron
associated with collisionless absorption of electromagn
waves due to DSCR. It was noted above, however,
uRe(F0)u@Im(F0) for q2@1 in the case of largen andn;1.
However, complex solutions of the dispersion equation
ists for these models also, which describe the skin effect
is anomalous but not ‘‘classical’’ by nature. We do not co
sider here the correctness of application of such models.
important for us that solutions indicating that the skin effe
in a magnetic field may not be due to collisionless damp
of electromagnetic waves exist in principle. This fact is
lustrated by solutions of the dispersion equation for the
model. For this reason, we analyze the spectrum of elec
magnetic modes from a nontraditional point of view. Wit
out any loss of generality, we use modelE ~13! for this
purpose.

Figure 4 shows the spectrum of electromagnetic mo
for modelE. It can be seen that in contrast to modelsA–C,
the doppleron solution~D! is purely real-valued for all
j.jm . This is due to the fact that the singularity in condu
tivity ~14! in model E is of the root type~cf. the graphic
solution of the dispersion equation in Figs. 2 and 4!. The
simplicity of expression~14! for the functionF0

E allows us to
write the dispersion equation in the form

~q22qGL

2 !~q22qG
L8

2
!~q22qD

2 !52q2/j6, ~20!

whereq251 is the equation of the straight line correspon
ing to the edge of collisionless damping of waves due
DSCR in Fig. 4, andqGL

2 5qG
L8

2
5j23 are solutions of Eq.~4!

in the local limit ~curveL in Fig. 4!. It can be seen that th
dispersion equation written in such a form can be regarde
the equation of three coupled modes. Two of them can
naturally identified as the gelicon and the damped geli
modes, while the third can be called the DSCR mode,
doppleron. It can be seen from Eq.~20! and Fig. 4 that cou-
pling of modes can be neglected for relatively large values
j far away from the point of mode degeneracy (j51). As
the value ofj decreases, theG- andD-branches of the spec
trum converge and are coupled~to be more precise, hybrid
ized! for j5jm(jm5(27/4)1/6). As a result, the solutions o
the dispersion equation in the ‘‘2’’ polarization become
complex-valued in the rangej,jm , i.e., a ‘‘non-
transparency’’ region or ‘‘gap’’ is formed. It is important t
note that the point of mode coupling lies below the strai
line q251:qG,D

2 52/3 for j5jm . Consequently, there are n
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electrons obeying the DSCR condition~16! at this point and
in its neighborhood. All the three solutions forj,jm obvi-
ously describe anomalous skin effect in an external magn
field for modelE. For smallj, they coincide with solutions
obtained for modelA to within the factor 3p/4 on the right-
hand side of~15!.

Just as in the case of modelsA–D, the phase (vph

5v/k) and group (vgr5dv/dk) velocities of a doppleron
for modelE have opposite directions in contrast to those o
gelicon. This can be easily verified by using Eq.~4! which
leads in the limitg→0 to the following relation:

vgr52vph

j32]F0 /]~q2!

j3 , ~21!

connecting the values ofvgr and vph. The inset to Fig. 4
shows thatj3,]F0 for a doppleron, while for a gelicon we
have j3.]F0 , which confirms what has been said abov
Consequently, the doppleron and gelicon modes hav
phase velocities of the same direction, but propagating
wards each other, are hybridized. This explains the hyb
ization of theG- and D-branches of the spectrum and th
formation of the ‘‘gap.’’ In the opposite case, spectr
branches are not coupled together, but are ‘‘pushed apa
which is illustrated by the structure of the spectrum

FIG. 4. Spectrum of electromagnetic modes for modelE ~numerical solution
of Eq. ~4! with conductivity ~14!!. The symbols of circular polarization ar
shown in squares. The inset illustrates the graphic solution of Eqs.~4! and
~14!. The curves describe the functionF0

E ~14!. The straight lineL describes
the functionF0

E in the local (q2→0) limit. Straight lines a, b and c describ
the left-hand side of Eq.~4! in the ‘‘2’’ polarization for successively large
values ofj, d is the left-hand side of Eq.~4! in the ‘‘1’’ polarization; G and
D are the gelicon and doppleron solutions respectively,G8 is a damped
gelicon, andGL andGL8 present a gelicon and a damped gelicon in the lo
limit.
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coupled modes in gelicon-phonon resonance under the
ditions of strong coupling of a gelicon with sound.11

We analyzed several simple models of the FS a
proved that the anomalous spin effect can be interprete
the result of coupling of weakly damped electromagne
modes of gelicons and dopplerons. Let us now conside
more complex model (E8) consisting of two electron sur
faces~13! having the same volume (N15N25N), but dif-
ferent values ofu]S/]pzum . In this model, the functionF6

has the form

F6
E85@~16 ig!22q2#21/21@~16 ig!22b2q2#21/2, ~22!

whereq5kvm1 /vc ; b5u]S/]pzum2 /u]S/]pzum1 . Subscripts
m1 andm2 mark the parameters corresponding to the fi
and second groups of electrons respectively. In contras
~14! and ~22!, gÞ0, which facilitates the identification o
different spectral branches. In this case, we assume
m5const andn5const for all charge carriers.

Figure 5 shows the fragment of the spectrum of elec
magnetic modes for modelE8 with the parameters

N51022 cm23, u]S/]pzum/2p\5108 Å 21,
~23!

v5108 s21, n5231010 s21, b51/3.

The graphic solution of Eqs.~4! and~22! shows~see the
inset to Fig. 5! that if we neglect collisionless dampin

FIG. 5. A fragment of the spectrum of electromagnetic modes in the ‘‘2’’
polarization for modelE8 ~numerical solution of Eq.~4! with conductivity
~22!!. The inset illustrates the graphic solution of Eqs.~4! and ~22! in the

limit g→0. The curves describe the functionsF0
E8 ~22!. Straight lines a and

b describe the left-hand side of Eq.~4! in the ‘‘2’’ polarization for succes-
sively large values ofj, G1 is a gelicon solution,D1 andD2 are doppleron
solutions; pointG2 is not a solution of the equation since Re(F0) and Im(F0)
are of the same order of magnitude in this range ofq2.
n-

d
as
c
a

t
to

at

-

(Im(F0)50), the dispersion equation has four purely re
valued solutions in the limitg→0. SolutionsG1 andG2 are
of the gelicon type andD1 andD2 of the doppleron type. For
Im(F0)Þ0, point G2 is not a solution of the equation an
longer since Re(F0)<Im(F0) in the corresponding range o
q2. The solutionD2 is essentially real-valued if the value o
Re(F0) ~to be more precise,](Re(F0))/](q2)!12 is large
enough as compared to Im(F0). For nÞ0, all the four solu-
tions become complex-valued.12 It can be seen from Fig. 5
that the gelicon (G1) and the doppleron (D1) modes are
coupled in the vicinity of a certain valuej5jm1 , and both
solutions become essentially complex-valued forj,jm . As
the value ofj decreases further, one of the mode~the one for
which vgr andvph have the same sign! is now coupled with
the doppleron modeD2 in the vicinity of the second critica
value j5jm2 . As a result, forj,jm2 we go over to the
conditions of anomalous skin effect, which is ‘‘classical’’ i

the region of quite smallj: Im(F0
E8)'6i(11b21)/q for q2

@1.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we analyzed the nature and forms
anomalous skin effect in normal metals in an external m
netic field. The analysis was based on the graphic and
merical solutions of the dispersion equation. We conside
a few simple but typical FS models in order to establish
relation between the peculiarities of the electron energy sp
trum and the details of the spectrum of electromagne
modes. The main results obtained here can be formulate
follows.

~1! From the classical point of view, anomalous sk
effect is associated with nonlocal effects in conductivity a
the existence of the region of collisionless absorption
waves. The functionF0} i /q in the limit q2@1, and the so-
lutions of the dispersion equations are almost independen
H in the region of relatively weak fields~see Fig. 2, modelA,
and Figs. 4 and 5!. The analysis of the spectrum of electr
magnetic waves for modelsA–D proved that in actual prac
tice such a mode can be realized if all the terms in expans
~19! except the first two can be neglected for smallpz . Oth-
erwise, anomalous skin effect is not ‘‘classical’’ any long
since the solutions of the dispersion equation can dep
significantly on magnetic field. It should also be noted tha
zero field this leads to a dependence of anomalous skin e
on the quantityn.

~2! We proposed a nontraditional point of view to th
nature of anomalous skin effect. It was shown that anom
lous skin effect can be interpreted as the result of coupling
electromagnetic modes: gelicons and dopplerons.
mechanism responsible for coupling of these modes invo
nonlocal effects leading, first, to the emergence of a dop
ron solution of the dispersion equation, and second, to
bridization of the gelicon and doppleron spectral branch
This results in the emergence of a ‘‘gap’’ in fields small
than the threshold value since the solutions of the disper
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equation become essentially complex-valued~see Figs. 2 and
4!. These solutions describe anomalous skin effect in an
ternal magnetic field. The problem of coupling of electr
magnetic modes is illustrated successfully by modelE8 ~see
Fig. 5!, in which one of spectral branches is hybridized su
cessively with two doppleron branches. It should be not
however, that the conditions of the ‘‘classical’’ anomalo
skin effect are created only in the regionj,jm2 . However,
the conditions of skin effect in the generally accepted se
are not formed in the intervaljm2,j,jm1 since in addition
to complex-valued solutions of the dispersion equation, th
exist a solution corresponding to weakly damped dopple
modeD2 .
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The influence of heating of two-level systems on low-temperature spin–lattice relaxation is
studied. Effects of the type of a ‘‘phonon bottleneck’’ are investigated in amorphous substances in
which the role of resonant phonons is played by resonant tunnel two-level systems.
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The heating of ‘‘resonant phonons’’ during spin–latti
relaxation is known as the ‘‘phonon bottleneck effect.’’1 This
effect has been reliably established in electron spin–lat
relaxation.2–4 According to some indications,5–7 this effect is
also manifested in the nuclear spin–lattice relaxat
~NSLR!.

What has been said above refers directly to NSLR
amorphous materials~glasses! as well as dielectric crystal
with defects. It was proved8–11 that a significant role in
nuclear relaxation in these materials is played by two-le
systems~TLS! responsible for additional channels for ener
flow from a nuclear spin system~NSS! to a thermostat~an
aggregate of phonons in the case under investigation!. The
analysis was based on the prevailing ideas concerning
nature of the relaxation process, according to which the T
ensuring energy removal from relaxing spins remain in th
mal equilibrium with the lattice during the entire process.
the same time the first-order relaxation studied by Buish
et al.9–11 and associated with modulation of constants
dipole–dipole interaction between the nuclear spins of
matrix and the spins of electron shells of paramagnetic
purities by TLS tunneling from one region of an asymmet
potential well to another is a one-quantum process. This p
cess involves resonant exchange of energy between
nuclear spin and the TLS, during which the NSS intera
directly only with a comparatively small part of the TL
with quasi-Zeeman frequencies which are close to the Z
man frequency of nuclei. In other words, the situation in t
case is completely similar to the one-phonon relaxation,
heating of resonant TLS can generally take place in
course of NSLR when the heat capacity of NSS is consid
ably larger than the heat capacity of resonant TLS on the
hand, while the rate of energy supply from relaxing nucle
higher than the rate of energy removal from resonant TLS
the thermostat on the other hand.

The ‘‘phonon bottleneck’’ effect can not only change t
temperature and field dependences of the observed N
time, but also increase this time by two-three orders
8751063-777X/98/24(12)/4/$15.00
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magnitude and hence affect the hierarchy of relaxat
mechanisms. For this reason, the study of one-quan
NSLR involving TLS taking into account possible heating
the latter systems is of considerable importance. This co
munication is devoted to an analysis of this problem for
modulation mechanism of relaxation proposed in Ref. 9.

1. Let us consider an amorphous sample a fraction
whose atoms form a TLS in a magnetic fieldH0 oriented
along thez-axis. Using the model of spin analogy,12,14 we
can write the Hamiltonian of interacting two-level systems
the form

HD5(
m

HD~m!1HDD . ~1!

The first term in this expression is the pseudo-Zeeman
ergy of a TLS, written as the sum of the energies of T
packets with identical quasi-Zeeman frequenciesvm in the
expression for the Hamiltonian

HD~m!5\vm(
j m

dj m

z . ~2!

The second term contains the part of interaction betw
TLS responsible for spectral diffusion and is defined as

HDD5 (
mÞn

(
i mj n

Bi mj n
~di m

1 dj n

21di m
2 dj n

1!, ~3!

where vm5Em /\; Em5(«m
2 1Dm

2 )1/2 is the energy differ-
ence between the levels of TLS,«m the asymmetry param
eter, Dm the binding energy due to tunneling,di m

a the TLS

pseudospin with the properties of spin 1/2,Bi j ;1/64
3g2prv2r i j

3 , g– the TLS–phonon coupling constant,r the
density of the material,v the velocity of sound in it, andr i j

the separation between TLS.
We neglect the secular part of the interaction betwe

TLS belonging to packetm as compared to the quasi-Zeem
energy of the packet, retaining for it only the role of th
factor ensuring ‘‘instantaneous’’~from the point of view of
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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the characteristic time scale of a relaxation process! estab-
lishment of thermal equilibrium in packets. The part

HDD8 5 (
mÞn

(
i mj n

Ai mj n
di m

z dj n

z , ~4!

of interaction between packets, where the constantAi mj n

;Bi mj n
, is also omitted in Hamiltonian~1! since it does not

affect the form of kinetic equations describing the relaxat
process under investigation. However, this part must
taken into account in the calculation of corresponding co
lation functions that determine some coefficients in t
equation. The remaining part of the interaction between T
is neglected.

We write the NSS Hamiltonian in the form to the Ze
man energy of the system, i.e.,

HI52\v I(
i

I i
z ~5!

~v I is the Zeeman frequency of the nuclear spins of the m
trix!, neglecting the secular component of the dipole–dip
interaction of nuclei in view of its comparative smallnes
However, this component still plays the role of a source
randomization in the NSS, which establishes thermal eq
librium in the nuclear Zeeman reservoir during the timeT2

of transverse relaxation. We also assume that the timeT2 is
smaller than the characteristic time scales of the relaxa
process.

The Hamiltonian describing the interaction of nucle
spins with TLS and responsible for the relaxation mechan
under investigation follows from the Hamiltonian of dipo
dipole interaction of nuclear spins of the matrix with electr
spins of paramagnetic impurities in the representations c
sen for describing TLS:9,11

HID52
1

4 (
m

(
m

(
j m

~v j mm
z2 I j m

1 1v j mm
z1 I j m

2 !

3sm
z ~dj m

1 1dj m

2 !sin um , ~6!

where

v i j
z65~3g Ig\2/r i j

3 !~ l /r i j !Fi j
z6~u i j w i j !;

sin um5
Dm

Em
;

g I and (2g) are the gyromagnetic ratios for matrix nucl
and electrons of impurities (g.0), l the separation betwee
the minima of the asymmetric potential well of the TLS~we
neglect the spread inl m!, r j mm is the radius vector connectin

the j mth nucleus with themth impurity, Fi j
z6 is the r i j func-

tion depending on the meridional (u i j ) and azimuthal (w i j )
angles~its explicit form will not be required in our analysis!,
andSm

z the electron spin.
Expressions~1!, ~5!, and~6! must be supplemented wit

the HamiltonianHL of the lattice~thermostat! and the Hamil-
tonian HDL describing the interaction of the TLS syste
with the thermostat, whose explicit forms will not be r
quired either. Thus, we can write the initial Hamiltonian d
scribing the interacting NSS and the lattice in the form
n
e
-

s
S

-
e
.
f
i-

n

r
m

o-

-

H5H01H8, ~7!

where

H05HI1(
m

HD~m!1HL ,

~8!
H85HDD1HID1HDL .

2. Let us go over to a semi-thermodynamic descripti
of the NSLR process. Taking into account the presence
fast randomization sources in the NSS and TLS packets
presuming the presence of such a source in the thermo
~lattice!, we regard them as thermodynamic subsystems c
acterized by the temperaturesTI , Tm , andTL respectively.
In this case, NSLR is the process of establishment of co
plete thermal equilibrium in the quasi-equilibrium syste
comprising the thermodynamic subsystems~NSS, TLS pack-
ets, and thermostat!.

We shall describe the time evolution of this system
using the method of nonequilibrium statistical opera
~NSO!.13 After simple calculations~similar to those made by
Buishvili et al.6,16,17!, we obtain the following system o
equations in the high-temperature approximation in nucl
spins:

db I

dt
'2

b I2b~EI !

TIEI

, ~9!

]b~E!

]t
5D

]2b~E!

]E2 2
b~E!2b I

TEI
2

b~E!2bL

TEL
, ~10!

where

1

TIEI

5
p

4
f ID f s~s0

z!2
6v2~a!

\Emax
, ~11!

1

TEI
5

p

2
f s~s0

z!2^I 0
1I 0

2&
6v2~a!

\2 G~E/\2v I !, ~12!

D52p
@12A~a!B~a!#2

\bLEmax
2 f ID

4 , ~13!

1

TEL
5

g2E2

prv5\4bL
. ~14!

Hereb(EI) is the reciprocal temperature of a TLS with e
ergy EI , f ID the relative concentration of TLS,f s the rela-
tive concentration of paramagnetic impurities,Emax the
maximum energy of splitting of tunnel TLS,D the diffusion
coefficient obtained earlier,16, andG(E/\2v I) the Fourier
transform of the correlation function

Gm~ t !5
^d̃i m

1 ~ t !di m
2 &

^di m
1 di m

2 &
.

While deriving Eqs.~9! and~10!, we considered limited
spectral diffusion in the ensemble of TLS, assuming that
diffusion length is smaller thanv I . In this case, an active
role in NSLR is played only by TLS with quasi-Zeema
frequencies from a frequency interval of the order of diff
sion length in the vicinity ofv I . The remaining TLS rather
play a passive role in this process and can be included in
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thermostat~as if often done in an analysis of the ‘‘phono
bottleneck’’ effect!.1,4 While deriving Eq.~9!, we assumed
that b(E) changes insignificantly over the correlator wid
Gm(t)5G(t) and neglected the first moment of the co
relator

Gmn~ t !5
^d̃i m

1 ~ t !d̃ j n

2~ t !di m
2 dj n

1&

^di m
1 dj n

2di m
2 dj n

1&
,

which is small in the high-temperature approximation. W
also took into account the fact that only resonant TLS w
energiesE;EI5\v I@ l D play an active role in the NSLR
~here l D is the spectral diffusion length which will be est
mated below!. Finally, Eq.~10! is supplemented with a term
describing the relaxation of TLS to the lattice. The source
this term is the interactionHDL whose explicit form is bor-
rowed from Ref. 15.

Concluding the section, we observe that the limiting ca
in which the width of the NMR line is much larger than th
width of the Fourier transform of the correlatorGm(t) can be
considered in complete analogy with the case analy
above. In this limiting case, the Fourier transform of the T
correlator in expression~12! is replaced by the Fourier trans
form of the nuclear spin correlator

I 12~v!5
1

2p E
2`

1`

dteivt
^ Ĩ i n

1~ t !I i n
2&

^I i n
1I i n

2&
,

Ĩ i
1~ t !5eiH II t/\I i

1e2 iH II t/\.

3. Let us now analyze qualitatively the system of equ
tions ~9! and ~10!. It is natural to expect that when the the
mal equilibrium between the NSS and the thermostat is v
lated, heat transfer emerges first of all between the NSS
the TLS packets belonging to a narrow energy rangeuE
2EI u;\/tD , where tD5128rv2a3bLEmax\/g2fID is the
time of correlationG(t) given in Ref. 17. Since the value o
TEI is virtually the same for all these TLS packets and is
the same order of magnitude asTEII

, we can assume tha
these packets will have the same temperature in the cour
heat transfer, forming together a certain ‘‘initial’’ thermod
namic subsystem. It can easily be seen that the heat cap
of this subsystem is given by

e* 5
1

4
kB~2\/tDEmax!NID~bLEI !

2

~here NID is the number of TLS per unit volume of th
sample! and is negligibly small as compared to the heat
pacity of the NSS. It follows hence~according to Eqs.~9!
and ~10!! that if TEII

!TEIL
, the temperature of the TLS

subsystem formed during mutual relaxation with the N
tends to the NSS temperature at the rate

1

T*
5

p

4
f s~s0

z!2^I 0
1I 0

2&S 6v2~a!

\2 D tD;
1

TEII
.

At the same time, spectral diffusion ‘‘smears’’ the ener
supplied from the NSS over a ‘‘distance’’ of the order
diffusion lengthl D;ADT* during the time of the order o
f

e

d

-

-
nd

f

of

ity

-

T* . Consequently, we can assume in our qualitative anal
that a subsystem of resonant TLS characterized by the s
reciprocal temperaturebp and consisting of TLS packets be
longing to the energy interval of the order ofl D near the
frequencyv I is formed in the aggregate of TLS at the initi
stage of the relaxation process. As regards the remain
TLS packets, they can be assumed to be in equilibrium w
the thermostat, forming a single entity with it.1! It was men-
tioned above that such a simplified approach is often use
analysis of the ‘‘phonon bottleneck’’ effect.1,4

The equations describing the next stage of NSLR incl
ing the relaxation of the NSS and the subsystem of reson
TLS to the thermostat can be obtained from the initial syst
by multiplying Eq. ~10! by (1/4)(NIDE2/Emax), integrating
with respect toE over the intervalEI6 l D for b(E)5bp and
substituting the values ofb(EI)5bp into Eq.~9!. This gives

db I

dt
52

b I2bp

TIp
,

dbp

dt
52

bp2b I

TpI
2

bp2bL

TpL
, ~15!

where

1

TpI
5

p

2
f s~s0

z!2^I 0
1I 0

2&S 6v2~a!

\2 D ~\/2l D!; ~16!

TIp5TIEI
is defined by expression~11! and TpL5TEIL

by
expression~14!. The system of equations~15! formally co-
incides with that obtained in Refs. 1, 4 while analyzing t
phonon bottleneck effect, and its consequences are
known. If TpI@TpL , the subsystem of resonant TLS remai
in equilibrium with the thermostat during the entire NSL
process (bp5bL), while the NSS relaxes~according to the
first equation from~15!! to the thermostat during the tim
TIp which is independent of magnetic field and temperat
in the given case. This obviously corresponds to the conv
tional NSLR. If, however,TpI!TpL , the ‘‘light’’ subsystem
of resonant TLS whose heat capacityep51/4@kB

3(2l D /Emax)(bIEI)
2NID# is much smaller than the heat ca

pacity of the NSS is the first to attain equilibrium with th
NSS during the time of the order ofTpI ~short stage!, after
which the resulting combined thermodynamic subsyst
NSS1TLS comes in equilibrium with the thermostat ov
the time TIL5TpLl I / l p@TpL ~long stage!. The total relax-
ation time is virtually determined byTIL which is longer than
TIp , i.e., the NSLR time that would have been observ
under given conditions in the absence of heating of reson
TLS, by a factor ofs5TpL /TpI . It is important thatTIL

}(H0TL)22. Thus, we can see that the heating of reson
TLS slows down NSLR and also changes the field and te
perature dependences of relaxation time. In the opposite
iting case, the field and temperature dependences ofTIL are
slightly modified and assume the formTIL}H0

22TL
23/2.

Concluding the section, we give some numerical e
mates. Assuming thatf ID;1024, f s;1024, g;10212erg,
Emax;4310214erg, r;3 g/cm3, v;43105 cm/s, a;5
31028 cm, l /a;531022, g I;2.53104 G21

•s21, g
;107 G21

•s21, T;1022 K, H0;33103 G, (s0
z)2;1/4,

^(I 0
z)2&;1/4, ^I 0

1I 0
2&;1/2, we obtainT2;231024 s and

tD;331023 s, i.e., the NMR line width is larger than th
width of the correlatorG(t). Using the corresponding ex
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pressions for kinetic coefficients, we obtainT* ;0.8
31022 s, D;7.6310242erg2

•s21, l D;2.5310222erg, TpI

;431021 s, andTpL;10 s. It follows hence that the high
temperature approximation in nuclei, the hierarchy of tim
scalesT2!tD!T* !TpI!TpL , and the hierarchy of energ
scales\/T2! l D!\v I which were adopted in the constru
tion of the theory are preserved. The bottleneck coeffici
s525. For l /a;1021 and g I;104 G21

•s21, we obtain
Emax;10214erg for constant values of the remaining para
etersT2;1023 s andtD;731024 s, and hence the opposit
limiting case is realized. The corresponding expressions
kinetic coefficients give in this case

T* ;331023 s, D;10240 erg2
•s21,

l D;10221 erg, TpI;1 s,

i.e., the conditions assumed in the construction of the the
can be observed in this case also, and for the bottlen
coefficient we haves;103.

Thus, the above estimates suggest that the heatin
resonant TLS in one-quantum NSLR in amorphous mater
can affect significantly the relaxation process at ultral
temperatures also.

The authors are grateful to R. R. Homeriki for valuab
remarks made during the discussion of this paper.
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Optical spectroscopy of disorder in molecular chains „J-aggregates …
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The form of the exciton absorption band for 1D molecular chains and their luminescence are
investigated in glass matrices of various composition and in Langmuir–Blodgett~LB!
films under selective excitation. It is shown that the exciton absorption band for 1D chains is
always asymmetric. The shape of the low-frequency edge of their absorption band
changes from the Gaussian to the Lorentzian depending on the method of obtaining of 1D
chains due to a change in the diagonal and off-diagonal disorder in molecular chains. Under
selective excitation of 1D molecular chains, the effect of considerable luminescence band
narrowing is not observed. This is associated with statistical properties of the exciton absorption
band and with relaxation processes in the materials under investigation in the excited state.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00712-9#
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1. INTRODUCTION

From the moment of their discovery in 1930’s,1,2

J-aggregates~molecular chains!3 remained exotic objects o
chemical investigations for a long time. During the last d
cade, however, the situation has changed radically. A n
ber of fundamental physical results on exciton dynamics
these systems were obtained by usingJ-aggregates.4–13 The
concept of exciton delocalization played the key role in
interpretation of these results.12–17The degree of delocaliza
tion of an exciton inJ aggregates is usually expressed
terms of the number of coherently coupled molecules i
molecular chain.12–17 Delocalization of an exciton in a
J-aggregate is determined by two physical parameters,
resonant dipole–dipole interaction and diagon
disordering.12–17

It should be noted that an analysis of the effect of~diag-
onal and off-diagonal! disordering18 on the electron states o
1D systems extends far beyond the application specific
to J-aggregates and is of general importance.18–20 The over-
whelming majority of publications in this field are of theo
retical type, and the conclusions have not received a deta
experimental verification. For example, the well-known ge
eral concept18,19concerning complete localization of electro
~and any other!18 excitations in 1D systems with an indefi-
nitely small diagonal disordering gives rise~from the experi-
mental point of view! to the following questions~which are
quite important even today!: is this statement applicable t
actual 1D systems? how can the quantitative characteristic
the degree of delocalization of electron wave functions
obtained from the results of experiments? and how can
disorder of actual 1D systems be monitored and controlle

Some answers to these questions were obtained as
sult of analysis of the spectra and dynamics of exciton e
tations inJ-aggregates.4–8,12,13Considerable advances in th
8791063-777X/98/24(12)/8/$15.00
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solution of the problem concerning the effect of disorderi
on exciton dynamics were made just forJ-aggregates both in
the experimental4–8,12,13 and in the theoretical12–17 aspects.
An analysis of the effect of disorder on the spectra and
citon dynamics of 1D systems was based on the model o
completely noncorrelated diagonal disordering associa
with the Gaussian distribution of optical transition freque
cies in individual molecules forming a 1D system. Knapp17

proved that the full width at half maximum (DnFWHM) of the
absorption band forJ-aggregates is smaller by a factor
N1/2 ~N is the number of coherently coupled molecules in t
J-aggregate! than DnFWHM of the absorption band for iso
lated molecules. Besides,N appears in the relation connec
ing the radiation decay constant for excitons inJ-aggregates
with the radiation decay constant for an electron excitation
individual molecules: the time of exciton radiation decay
smaller by a factor ofN than the radiation decay constant f
an electron excitation in individual molecules.14–16 In other
words, the results obtained in Refs. 14–17 make it poss
to connect independent experimentally observed quant
with exciton delocalization inJ-aggregates.

It was established in the same simple approximation
noncorrelated diagonal disorder21,22that this disorder leads to
asymmetry of the exciton absorption band in 1D systems.
The form of the absorption band is described by half
Gaussian contour from the low-frequency side and half
Lorentzian contour on the high-frequency side.21,22 Such an
asymmetry of the exciton absorption band was observe
TKhB crystals23 and inJ-aggregates of PIC12,13 and TDBC.5

Knoester24 analyzed a more complex model of diagon
disorder with interstitial correlation, which can be estimat
only on the basis of experiments on two-frequen
pumping.24 The shape of the exciton absorption band for 1D
systems is insensitive to the degree of correlation of diago
disordering.17,24 Experiments with two-frequency pumpin
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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were carried out forJ aggregates of PIC6 and TDBC.5 It
follows5,6 that the correlation scale of diagonal disord
amounts to 50–100 molecules forJ-aggregates in PIC6 and
several hundred molecules forJ-aggregates in TDBC.5,6 On
the other hand, the exciton absorption band forJ-aggregates
in PIC (DnFWHM534 cm21)25 is much narrower than that fo
J-aggregates in TDBC (DnFWHM5240 cm21).5 These contra-
dictory results are not quite clear5,6 and indicate that the
model of correlated diagonal disorder requires further
tailed investigations.

In analogy with 3D systems,12,13,18,19it was assumed for
a long time that off-diagonal disorder in 1D systems is mani-
fested similarly to diagonal disorder. It was prove
however,12,13 that off-diagonal disorder associated with
random distribution of distances~orientations! between near-
est molecules in a 1D system leads to a change in the co
tour of the low-frequency edge of the exciton absorpt
band in the 1D system. In this case, it is described by h
the Lorentzian contour like the high-frequency edge.12,13,21,22

This fact has not been confirmed experimentally so far
should also be noted that the degree and type of disorde
in experiments with real 1D systems4–9,12,13,18,19virtually re-
mained uncontrolled.

Having analyzed the known methods of obtaini
J-aggregates in solutions1,2,26,27and monomolecular layers,28

we drew the preliminary conclusion that the method of o
taining J-aggregates used by us earlier10,11 can make it pos-
sible to monitor and control the disordering in molecu
chains, which would apparently provide a real opportunity
verify experimentally the basic concepts concerning the
fect of disordering on the exciton spectra and exciton dyna
ics in 1D systems, which were formulated in Refs. 12, 1
18–22.

This research aims at a detailed analysis of the con
of the low-temperature exciton absorption band
J-aggregates in 1-methyl-18-octadecyl-2,28-iodide cyanine
~S120! in glass matrices of various compositions and
Langmuir–Blodgett~LB! films28 as well as at an analysis o
the luminescence spectrum forJ-aggregates under selectiv
excitation to the absorption band.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Absorption and luminescence spectra of the samples
der investigation were recorded by automated spectrofl
rimeter based on the monochromatorMDR-23. The mono-
chromator was controlled and spectra were recorded by u
electronic moduli manufactured in the CAMAC standa
The CAMAC crate was connected through an interface w
a PC based on an INTEL-286 processor.

Low temperatures were attained by using an optical
lium cryostat P-46 with evacuation of helium vapor. T
cooling rate for the samples was constant when the cryo
was filled with liquid nitrogen and helium in each expe
ment.

The technique used for obtainingJ-aggregates of S120
in solution was borrowed from Ref. 27. The essence of
method is that the association of molecules into the ini
S120 solution in dimethyl formamide~DMFA! with a con-
r
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centration of 1024 M is initiated by adding a fraction of dis
tilled water. Only in this case the association of molecules
observed, and the narrow long-wave absorption band
J-aggregates appears.27 A gradual increase in water concen
tration in the binary solution did not lead to a monoton
increase in the number of associated molecules. We fo
that the fraction of associated molecules changes abru
from 30 to 45% when the water content in the binary so
tion is ;50%. A further increase in water concentration fro
50 to 80% led to an insignificant increase in the number
associated molecules. The binary solution prepared in
way and containingJ-aggregates and nonassociated m
ecules of S120 was poured into glass cells and cooled
superfluid helium temperature. If we assume that
J-aggregate consists of 50 molecules of S120~according to
estimates given below, the number of coherently coup
molecules in aJ-aggregate of S120 amounts to 25–30!, the
actual concentration of free S120 molecules andJ aggregates
~a J-aggregate is treated as a single molecule! in the glass
matrix is of the order of 1026 mole/l. For such concentra
tions, the interaction between free S120 molecules
J-aggregates is ruled out completely, and the overall abs
tion spectrum of the investigated samples is an additive s
of the absorption spectra of nonassociated molecules
J-aggregates.

Molecular layers of S120 were deposited on glass s
strates prepared preliminarily according to the Langmu
Blodgett technology.28 Molecular piles of S120 molecule
were stacked on a substrate to form two-dimensional st
tures of the ‘‘brick-laying’’ type.29

While processing experimental spectra, we used, in
dition of minimization of the standard deviation, the visu
representation of the result of approximation in the form
deviations of experimental points from the approximati
curve. In the ideal case, statistical noises in the experime
spectrum should be distributed uniformly relative to the a
proximation curve which is taken as the zero line.

3. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The absorption spectrum of the samples under invest
tion was an additive sum of the narrow absorption band
J-aggregates of S120 and a broad absorption band for n
associated S120 molecules. In order to analyze the form
the exciton absorption band forJ-aggregates, we had to de
termine the effect produced on it by the absorption band
S120 molecules. The most important case that will be c
sidered in detail is observed in a glass matrix with 50%
water, when the intensity of the absorption band for in
vidual S120 molecules is higher than the intensity of abso
tion band forJ-aggregates~Fig. 1!. In order to choose the
correct number and type of contours for approximating
experimental spectra by the least squares method, we
ceeded from physical considerations following from expe
ments. Above all, we were interested in the shape of
long-wave edge of the absorption band for S120 molecu
which could produce the strongest effect on the absorp
band ofJ-aggregates.
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The absorption spectrum of S120 molecules in a bin
solution with 15% of water~without J-aggregates! contained
the principal peak (lmax5528 nm) and an oscillatory repet
tion (lmax5492 nm) ~Fig. 2!. The absorption spectrum o
S120 molecules was described best of all~we mean the mini-
mum standard deviation and the criterion of uniform dis

FIG. 1. Overall absorption spectrum of S120 molecules andJ-aggregates in
the glass matrix DMFA:B with 50% water (T51.5 K).

FIG. 2. Absorption spectrum of S120 molecules in the glass matrix D
FA:B with 15% water (T51.5 K): deviation of experimental points from
the approximation curve (G11G2) ~a! and (L11L2) ~b!. ~The L2 contour
and the overall theoretical curves are not shown!.
y

-

bution of noises relative to the zero line! by the sum of two
Gaussian contoursG1(DnFWHM51206 cm21, lmax5528 nm)
and G2(DnFWHM51005 cm21, lmax5492 nm) ~Fig. 2a!. The
description using two Lorentzian curves deteriorated the
proximation considerably especially near the long-wave e
~Fig. 2b!. This is in accord with the fact that low-temperatu
spectra of individual molecules in dielectric matrices of va
ous structure are broadened nonuniformly as a rule and
described by Gaussian contours.30–34 Normalizing the ab-
sorption spectra presented in Figs. 1 and 2 to unity, we
perimposed them on the same diagram~Fig. 3!. It can be
seen that the spectrum of individual S120 molecules in
binary solution with 20% of water exactly coincides with th
absorption spectrum of S120 molecules in the presenc
J-aggregates. Consequently, we can rightfully use t
Gaussian contours for approximating the absorption ban
S120 molecules in the spectrum shown in Fig. 1. We
proximated the absorption band forJ-aggregates~see Fig. 1!
by symmetric and asymmetric Lorentzian and Gaussian c
tours as well as the asymmetric compound Gauss–Lor
contour with different half-width of the components. Th
best approximation of the spectrum presented in Fig. 1 w
obtained by using two Gaussian contoursG1(DnFWHM

51176 cm21, lmax5527.5 nm) andG2(DnFWHM5995 cm21,
lmax5493.3 nm) and an asymmetric Lorentzian conto
LA(DnFWHM5380 cm21, lmax5580 nm). The parameters o
the Gaussian contours are close to those used for app
mating the spectrum of S120 molecules without the abso
tion band forJ-aggregates~see Fig. 2!. The contour ampli-
tudeG1 in the region of the absorption band ofJ-aggregates
is negligibly small~equal to zero at the low-frequency edg
of the J-band!. Consequently, the effect of the absorptio
band for S120 molecules on the absorption band
J-aggregates is insignificant, and theJ-band can be singled
out from the overall spectrum~see Fig. 1! by subtracting the
experimental absorption spectrum for S120 molecules or
contoursG1 and G2 with the parameters obtained from th
approximation. The results of such a subtraction in b
cases are identical and are presented in Fig. 4. The s

-

FIG. 3. Absorption spectrum~a! shown in Fig. 2 inscribed in the absorptio
spectrum~b! shown in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 4. Absorption band forJ-aggregates of S120 atT51.5 K in the glass matrix DMFA:B51:1, approximated by an asymmetric Lorentz contour~a! and
by a compound Gauss–Lorentz contour~b!; in the glass matrix DMFA:B51:2.5 approximated by a compound Gauss–Lorentz contour~c! and by an
asymmetric Lorentz contour~d!.
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figure shows a comparative approximation of theJ-band by
an asymmetric Lorentzian contour~Fig. 4a! and a compound
Gauss–Lorentz contour~Fig. 4b!. It can be seen that th
Gaussian function describes worse the low-frequency e
of the J-band since the statistical spread deviates noticea
from the zero line~see Fig. 4b!. In the dielectric glass matrix
DMFA:B51:2.5, theJ-band was broader than the absor
tion band of nonassociated S120 molecules by a facto
several units,11 and hence the effect of this band on t
J-band was even smaller. However, we singled out
J-band in the same way as above for the sake of unifica
in the glass matrix with a high water content~see Fig. 4c!,
the absorption band forJ-aggregates is described most su
cessfully by a compound asymmetric Gauss–Lorentz c
tour. The application of an asymmetric Lorentz–Loren
curve in this case deteriorated the approximation of the
perimental spectrum considerably~Fig. 4d!.

Our analysis shows that the shape of the exciton abs
tion band forJ-aggregates in the glass matrix with a hig
ge
ly

-
of

e
n

-
n-

x-

p-

content of water~see Fig. 4! coincides with those predicte
for 1D systems with diagonal disordering21,22 and observed
earlier forJ aggregates of PIC and TDBC.5,6,12,13The micro-
scopic mechanism of the emergence of diagonal disorde
the molecular chain of aJ-aggregate is associated with flu
tuation of local molecular fields leading to the well-know
nonuniform broadening of optical transitions of impuri
centers in crystals and glasses.30–34 The change in the shap
of the long-wave edge of the absorption band
J-aggregates in the glass matrix with a low content of wa
~see Fig. 4! should be attributed to the emergence of o
diagonal disorder in the molecular chain.12,13 It is well
known that water molecules play a key role in the formati
of J-aggregates: in the absence of water,J-aggregates are no
observed.26,27 Consequently, a small number of water mo
ecules in a binary solution can lead to the formation of i
perfect molecular chains with a random spread in separat
between nearest neighbors or random relative orientatio
molecules. Both factors ultimately lead to fluctuations in t
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resonant dipole–dipole interaction, and hence to the em
gence of off-diagonal disorder.12,13,18,24

In our experiments, we traced the variation ofDnFWHM

and the position of the peak of theJ-band and the absorptio
band of nonassociated S120 molecules upon a variatio
the composition of the glass matrix. As a result of transit
from the glass matrix DMFA:B51:1 to the glass matrix
DMFA:B51:2.5, the absorption band of individual S12
molecules was broadened by 25.4 cm21 and shifted to the
long-wave region by 45 cm21, which is usually observed
upon an increase in the polarity of dielectric gla
matrices.31,32 At the same time, the value ofDnFWHM for the
absorption band ofJ-aggregates remained practically u
changed~see Fig. 4!, and the peak of the band was shifted
the long-wave region by 16 cm21. The observed long-wave
shift of the peak in theJ-band as well as in itsDnFWHM is
apparently determined by the joint operation of two mec
nisms. On the one hand, an increase in water content in
glass matrix reduces the degree of disorder inJ-aggregates,
and their exciton absorption band must be shifted to
short-wave region and become narrower.12,13 However, on
the other hand, an increase in water content leads to an
crease in the overall polarity of the dielectric glass matr
which must shift the absorption band ofJ-aggregates to-
wards the long-wave regions in accordance with the Lipp
rule35 and its broadening. In this case, the absorption ban
nonassociated molecules obeys only the Lippert rule.35 In-
deed, theJ-band and the absorption band of nonassocia
S120 molecules shifted in experiments by different values
a result of an increase in the water content in the gl
matrix.

The absorption spectrum of an LB film virtually did no
contain a band corresponding to nonassociated S120
ecules. The absorption band ofJ-aggregates of S120 in th
LB film was asymmetric in shape~Fig. 5! and was charac
terized by a much larger value ofDnFWHM than that for the
glass matrix~see Fig. 4!. The shape of theJ-band could not
be described correctly by an asymmetric Lorentz–Lore
contour or by an asymmetric Gauss–Lorentz contour~see
Fig. 5!. In both cases, the statistical spread of the points
the experimental spectrum relative to the approximating c
tour noticeably deviates from the zero line~Figs. 5a and 5b!.
The absorption band forJ-aggregates of PIC in a LB film12 is
described best of all by an asymmetric Lorentz–Lorentz c
tour, which was attributed to a considerable off-diagonal d
order. Off-diagonal disorder is also observed f
J-aggregates of S120 obtained in a LB film, but it is smal
than in the glass matrix with a low water content~see Fig. 4!.
A comparison of the values ofDnFWHM for the absorption
band ofJ-aggregates in the LB film~see Fig. 5! and in the
glass matrix~see Fig. 4! indicates that their diagonal disorde
in the LB film is much larger.

It was noted above that the numberN of coherently
coupled molecules in a 1D system is a very important pa
rameter determining the dynamics of excito
excitations.12–17 The value ofN for J-aggregates can be e
timated proceeding from two independent experimenta
observed quantities12–17sinceN appears in relations connec
ing the spectral characteristics of absorption and kinetic
r-
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rameters of luminescence of nonassociated molecules
J-aggregates:14

tJ5p2
tM

8N
, sJ5

sM

A2~N11!/3
, ~1!

wheretJ andsJ are the luminescence time and the full wid
at half maximum of the absorption band forJ-aggregates,
and tM and sM are the same quantities for nonassocia
molecules.

If we use the experimental results on luminescence
netics for J-aggregates of S12010 and nonassociated S12
molecules as well as the values ofDnFWHM for the J-band
and absorption band for nonassociated molecules, we
substitute the following values of parameters~for the glass

FIG. 5. Absorption band forJ-aggregates of S120 atT51.5 K in the LB
film approximated by an asymmetric Lorentz contour~a! and by a com-
pound Gauss–Lorentz contour~b!.
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FIG. 6. Luminescence band forJ-aggregates of S120 under selective excitation atT51.5 K in the glass matrix DMFA:B51:2.5 ~a! and in the glass matrix
DMFA:B51:1 ~b!.
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matrix DMFA:B51:2.5! into relation ~1!: tJ50.12 ns,
tM53.2 ns,s j5382 cm21, sM51460 cm21. It follows from
the two independent relations~1! that delocalization of an
exciton in J-aggregates of S120 atT51.5 K amounts to
25–30 molecules. The number of coherently coupled m
ecules in aJ-aggregate is determined by the resonant dipo
dipole interaction tending to delocalize an exciton as well
by diagonal disordering having the opposite tendency. Th
three parameters are connected through the following gen
relation14

D

V
5

3p2

~N11!3/2, ~2!

whereD characterizes diagonal disorder andV the resonant
dipole–dipole interaction.

Using formula~2! and substituting the value ofN deter-
mined from~1!, we obtain the average diagonal disorder
J-aggregates of S120 in the units of resonant dipole–dip
interaction D/V;0.2 ~V;600 cm21 according to the esti-
mate obtained from the experimental spectra10 in the nearest
neighbor approximation!.

Selective excitation of luminescence ofJ-aggregates to
the exciton absorption band by a narrow-band (DnFWHM

50.2 cm21) laser with a tunable frequency did not lead to
considerable narrowing of their luminescence band~Fig. 6!.
l-
–
s
se
ral

le

For the glass matrix DMFA:B51:2.5 in which the lumines-
cence of J-aggregates is mainly due to emission of fr
excitons,10,11,36–39the luminescence band was characteriz
by DnFWHM5118.8 cm21 for lB5574.4 nm andDnFWHM

5112.9 cm21 for lB5579.3 nm~Fig. 6a!. In the case when
the luminescence band ofJ-aggregates is formed by the lu
minescence of free and self-trapped excitons10,11,36–39in the
glass matrix DMFA:B51:1, the scanning of the laser lin
within the absorption band ofJ-aggregates from 579.4 to
582.9 nm led to a change ofDnFWHM of the luminescence
band from 761 to 603 cm21 ~Fig. 6b!. It can be seen from the
figure that the narrowing of the luminescence band occur
the long-wave edge formed by the luminescence of s
trapped excitons.10,11,36–39

In experiments on selective excitation~see Fig. 6!, a fre-
quency shift was always observed between the peaks o
laser line and the luminescence band ofJ-aggregates. This
shift decreased and ultimately vanished when the laser
was displaced towards the long-wave edge of the absorp
band of J-aggregates. For example, this shift for the gla
matrix DMFA:B51:2.5 was 162 cm21 for lB5574.4 nm
and 62.6 cm21 for lB5579.3 nm. Such a shift for the glas
matrix DMFA:B51:1 was larger than for the matri
DMFA:B51:2.5 for the excitation at the same waveleng
For example, for lB;579 nm, this shift amounted to
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276.9 cm21 for DMFA:B51:1 and 62.6 cm21 for DMFA:B
51:2.5 ~see Fig. 6!. The spectral shift of the luminescenc
band ofJ-aggregates under investigation was not obser
for the excitation at the long-wave edge of the absorpt
band~to the bottom of the exciton band! ~see Fig. 6b!.

The absence of a considerable narrowing of the lumin
cence band of free excitons~see Fig. 6a! can be explained by
two factors. First, the absorption of a photon in aJ-aggregate
occurs in a segment containingN molecules, whose length
changes in each act of absorption and is localized at ran
over the entire physical length of theJ-aggregate.12,13 For
this reason, a singleJ-aggregate can form the entire absor
tion band observed in experiments. It should be noted
the optical absorption band for simple impurity centers~ion
or molecule! in dielectric matrices of various structure is a
additive sum of uniformly broadened lines belonging to ea
impurity center separately.30–34 However, the absorption
band of an ensemble ofJ-aggregates cannot be presented
the sum of uniformly broadened spectral contours co
sponding to each individualJ-aggregate with the correspond
ing function of nonuniform broadening,30–34 and hence the
effect of selective excitation of luminescence in an isola
group of molecular impurity chains cannot be observed
J-aggregates. Second, the formed exciton preserves its
bility while migrating over the molecular chain of
J-aggregate. This follows from the exciton–excito
annihilation4,40 and quenching of luminescence band of fr
excitons by traps.37,39 If a laser line falls into the short-wav
edge of theJ-band, short segments of theJ-aggregate with a
large diagonal disorder are excited predominantly. Howe
a migrating exciton reaches segment with a lower degre
disorder, in which its energy decreases insignificantly. T
peculiar properties of the absorption band forJ aggregates
mentioned above and the migration of excitons are resp
sible for the absence of narrowing of the luminescence
for J-aggregates~see Fig. 6! under selective excitation o
their luminescence, which is usually observed for impur
centers in dielectric matrices.30–34 Besides, the migration o
free excitons to segments ofJ-aggregates with a smaller d
agonal disorder is responsible for the shift of the peak of
luminescence band for free excitons relative to the laser
~See Fig. 6!. Naturally, this shift decreases and vanishes
together when the laser excitation line is displaced to
long-wave edge of the absorption band ofJ-aggregates.

Along with luminescent relaxation and migration, fre
excitons inJ-aggregates have one more relaxation chan
associated with their self-trapping.10,11,36–38Luminescence of
self-trapped excitons forms a broad luminescence band~see
Fig. 6b!. Self-trapping of excitons in segments
J-aggregates with a higher degree of diagonal disorder~such
segments are excited at the short-wave edge of theJ-band! is
more effective in view of its higher probability as well as
strong lowering of the level of a self-trapped exciton belo
the bottom of the exciton band. For this reason, a displa
ment of the laser line to the long-wave edge of the absorp
band for J-aggregates causes an insignificant narrowing
the luminescence band in the luminescence range of
trapped excitons~see Fig. 6b!.

Thus, we have proved that the asymmetric shape of
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exciton absorption band ofJ-aggregates of S120 in a glas
matrix with a high water content coincides with that pr
dicted earlier21,22 for 1D systems with diagonal disordering
A change in the shape of the low-frequency edge of
absorption band forJ-aggregates in a glass matrix with a lo
content of water and in a LB film is associated with t
emergence of off-diagonal disorder in molecular chains. T
absence of a considerable spectral narrowing of the lumin
cence line forJ-aggregates under the excitation of their l
minescence by a narrow-band laser is due to statistical p
erties of the absorption band forJ-aggregates and th
presence of nonradiative relaxation processes occurrin
the excited state. The results obtained here demonstrate
possibility of controlling the type of disorder in molecula
chains constructed from molecules of the same type, bu
different methods and under different conditions.
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We consider the energy stored in a one-dimensional ballistic ring with a barrier subjected to a
linearly time-dependent magnetic flux. An exact analytical solution for the quantum
dynamics of electrons in the ring is found for the case when the electromotive force multiplied
by the electron charge,e«, is much smaller than the interlevel spacing,D. Electron states
exponentially localized in energy space are found for irrational values of the dimensionless ratio
A[D/2e«. Relaxation limits the dynamic evolution and the localization does not develop
if A is sufficiently close to a rational number. As a result the accumulated energy becomes a regular
function of A containing a set of sharp peaks at rational values with small enough
denominators~fractional pumping!. The shape of the peaks and the distances between them are
governed by the interplay between the strength of backscattering and the relaxation rate.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00812-3#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Physical properties of mesoscopic system are stron
influenced by quantum interference of electronic state1

Anderson localization of electrons,2 universal fluctuations of
conductance,3 as well as periodic magnetic field dependen
of thermodynamic- and transport properties of multiply co
nected devices~e.g., metallic rings! are important examples

Previous extensive studies in mesoscopic physics w
concentrated mainly on thermodynamics, as well as on lin
response of nanostructures to dc or slowly time-varying e
trical and magnetic perturbations. At the same time, re
tively little is known about thenonlinear response of meso
scopic systems to a time-dependent bias. In general
electron driven by an external time-dependent force does
conserve the energy. In spite of the fact that energy is
conserved, interference processes remain crucially impor
if the phase breaking rate is much less than the rate cha
terizing dynamicalredistribution of the electron wave func
tion between different states in energy space.

In this paper, we consider an example of such a syst
namely a single-channel mesoscopic ring subjected to a
stationary perpendicular magnetic field, linearly depend
on time. We concentrate on the energy accumulation in s
a system as a function of time. To investigate the role
interference, we take into account electron backscatte
from a single potential barrier~‘‘defect’’ !, embedded in the
ring. It is shown that tuning either the time derivativ
8871063-777X/98/24(12)/9/$15.00
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of the external magnetic field variation, or the transmiss
amplitude through the barrier~by the gate potentials! one can
influence the interference pattern, and in this way change
dynamics significantly.

Disordered conducting rings have been extensively d
cussed in connection with energy dissipation in mesosco
metallic systems.4,5 Gefen and Thouless6,7 have suggested
that randomly distributed impurities lead to the so-call
dynamical localizationof electrons inenergy space. This
phenomenon, similar to Anderson localization in real spa
should exist even in ballistic rings, i.e., when the elas
mean free path is much bigger than the ring’s diameter.
be more precise, the electron energy as a function of t
should saturate rather than increase without bound~as is
expected to happen in a perfectly ballistic ring without a
impurities at all8!. In the saturation regime the time-averag
electric current vanishes. Consequently, a slow-varying m
netic flux F(t) through the ring induces a circular slowl
varying currentonly in the presence of phase breaking pr
cesses. The role of these processes was analyzed numeric
in Refs. 9 and 10.

Dynamical localization in energy space, as well
Anderson localization in the real space, occurs due tode-
structive interferenceof partial waves with random phase
forming the electron state. However, in our case the natur
the randomness is dynamic~cf. the case of so-called kicke
rotator11,12!. Consequently, the interference is crucially se
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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sitive to the rate of change of magnetic flux, scattering a
plitude against the barrier, etc. As was shown in Refs. 13

14, for certain values ofḞ(t) the energy-space propagatio
of the electrons can in the single-impurity case be map
onto the real-space motion of a particle in aperiodic poten-
tial. Such a Bloch-like state results in the conductance
havior qualitatively similar to the one of pure rings.

At the same time, according to numerical studies10,13 the
electron appears localized in energy space at other rate
magnetic flux variation; the energy pumped into the syste
saturates as expected for disordered systems. This r
makes the crucial importance of the rate of change of fl
clear; by tuning the time derivative of the flux~i.e., the in-
duced electromotive force in the ring! one can crossove
from one regime to the other, and in this way control t
energy pumping. This is the subject of the present pape15

We shall show that the scenario of the crossover is
follows. Consider the conductance of the ring,G, defined as
the ratio between the circulating current and the electrom

tive force E52Ḟ/c induced in a ring of radiusr 0 by a
magnetic field linearly dependent on time. If scattering
strong,G}E22. As the scattering strength decreases, a se
peaks in theG(E) dependence appears. The peaks co
spond to rational valuesp/q of the dimensionless ratio
A[D/2eE , whereD5\2NF /mr0

2. HereNF is the number of
filled electron states whilem is the effective mass. The shap
of the peaks as well as the distances between them are
erned by an interplay between the heightV of the potential
barrier and the relaxation rate,n, the maximum value ofq
being determined by the conditiontq/q.\n/e«. Here
t[exp(2Ec /E) is the effective amplitude of Zener tunne
ing through the energy gaps in the electron spectru
Ec5p2V2/2De. The peak structure near a maximum can
described by the interpolation formula

g5t2q
\nD

~\n!21~eEq!2«2 1hq2
\nD

~eE !2 , «5A2
p

q
.

~1!

Hereg5G/G0 , G05e2/h, while h ~«! is a smooth function
of «. If u«u&tq/q2 the functionh;1, beyond this region it
decreases asu«u increases. As the barrier becomes more tra
parent, t→1, the inter-peak distance~determined by the
maximum value ofq! decreases. Finally, the peaks overl
forming the conductanceg5D/\n independent of the barri
er’s properties.

To understand the result conjectured above let us c
sider the electron energy levels in the vicinity of the Fer
level, EF , where the energy dispersion can be considere
linear. In a ballistic ring, one has then two sets of adiaba
energiesEl(F) corresponding to clock- and countercloc
wise motion~Fig. 1!. The scattering from the barrier open
gaps for the flux valuesEl5EF1 lD/2, l 50,61,62,... the
energy levels for clockwise and counterclockwise motion
incide. Consequently, the energy pumping into the system
a slowly varying magnetic flux can be mapped onto the o
dimensional motion of a quantum particle in the field
periodically placed scatterers~cf. Refs. 6, 7 and 13!.
Landau–Zener tunneling~with the amplitudet introduced
-
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above! through the gaps corresponds to forward scatter
while reflection from the gaps is similar to backscatterin
The important difference from the usual impurity problem
that there is no translational invariance at an arbitrary va
of the driving forceE . This invariance is only present fo
rational valuesp/q of the dimensionless ratioA.13 In this
case we arrive at a superlattice containingq ‘‘impurities’’
per unit cell. As a result, the motion alongE-axis is de-
scribed byq allowed bands, the ‘‘velocity’’ beingvE[Ė

;Dtq/t0 ~here t0[h/eE5F0 /Ḟ is twice the time interval
between two sequential Landau–Zener scattering eve!.
Since the upper bound of the Brillouin zone is 4p\/qD, the
corresponding bandwidth for the motion alongE-axis is
W.vE4p\/qD.4p\tq/t0q. At rational valuesp/q of the
quantityA the electron experiences 2p rotations around the
ring while the enclosed magnetic flux changes byq quanta.
As a result the «motion» of the system alongE-axis can be
mapped onto the motion of a quantum particle in a o
dimensional periodic potential, the corresponding eigenst
being extended. Ifp/q is irrational the equivalent potential i
quasi-periodic. It turns out that in such a case the corr
sponding states are then localized~see below! in spite of the
fact that there is no real disorder in the system. The local
tion length in energy space, Rloc , can be estimated fo
A5p/q1«, u«u!1/q as follows. At finite« the phase mis-
match with respect to the case of rationalA5p/q can be
ascribed to a quasiclassical potentialU(E)5«aE with
a58p\/Dt0 . This potential gives rise to band bendin
which creates semiclassical turning points for the mo
propagating along theE-axis. The localization length can b
estimated as half the distance between the turning po
produced by the upper and lower band edg
Rloc.W/2au«u5Dtq/4qu«u. Consequently, the localizatio
time is t loc;4Rloc /vE;t0 /qu«u.

The manifestation of localization in the energy pumpi
depends on the productnt loc . At nt loc@1 localization has no
chance to develop and the band picture of energy pumpin
relevant. The conductance is estimated as~cf. with Ref. 7!
G5P/E2, whereP is the average energy accumulation ra
The quantityP, in its turn, is determined asn(dE)Neff . Here
dE;vE /n is the energy accumulated by a single state, wh
Neff(dE);dE/D is the number of involved states. It follow
that g;t2q(D/\n). If nt loc!1, on the other hand,G is de-
termined by hops between intraband localized states. In
case, dE;2Rloc , and we obtaing;\nDt2q/(eEq«)2.
These estimates are consistent with the first term in Eq.~1!.

The paper is organized as follows. In the following se
tion the theoretical model is described and basic express

FIG. 1. Diagram showing coincidence of flux-driven energy levels~corre-
sponding to clockwise and anti-clockwise motion of electrons around ri!
at a special flux value~cf. text!.
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for the electrical current are obtained. These expressions
analyzed and discussed in Sec. 3, the details of calculat
being outlined in Appendices.

2. THEORY

A. The model

The following model is employed. The electron syste
is described by the Hamiltonian

H~ t,w!52DszS i
]

]w
1

t

t0
D1H imp~w!. ~2!

Heres i are Pauli matrices. We are interested in the curre
averaged over the timet0 ,

I ~ t !5
1

t0
E

t2

t1

dt8 Tr r̂ ĵ ~3!

wheret65t6t0/2,

ĵ [~ ie/\!@H,ŵ#

is the current operator. The single-electron density matrixr̂,
is calculated from the equation

]r̂

]t
5

i

\
@r̂,H#2n~r̂2 f 0@H~ t !# !, ~4!

where f 0 is the Fermi function.

B. The average current

The formal solution of Eq.~4! can be expressed in term
of the evolution operatorû(t, t8), which satisfies the equa
tion

i\
dû~ t, t8!

dt
5Hû~ t, t8!

with the initial conditionû(t, t)51. It has the form

r̂~ t !5nE
2`

t

dt8en~ t82t !û~ t,t8! f 0@H~ t8!#û1~ t,t8!. ~5!

The average current can be expressed through the He
berg operators for the current,ĵ (t), and the velocity in en-
ergy space,v̂(t),

ĵ ~ t !5û1~ t, 0! ĵ û~ t, 0!,

v̂~ t !5û1~ t, 0! ḟ 0@H~ t !#û~ t, 0!

as

I ~ t !5
1

t0
E

t2

t1

dt8E
2`

t8
dt9e2n~ t82t9!Tr@ ĵ ~ t8!v̂~ t9!#. ~6!

Using the symmetry property of the Hamiltonian~2!

ei ŵĤ~ t,w!e2 i ŵ5Ĥ~ t1t0 ,w! ~7!

one obtains the symmetry properties of the operatorsû, r̂
and v̂:

û~ t1t0 ,t81t0!5ei ŵû~ t,t8!e2 i ŵ,

r̂~ t1t0!5ei ŵr̂~ t !e2 i ŵ,
re
ns

t,

en-

v̂~ t1t0!5T̂1v̂~ t !T̂, ~8!

where operatorT̂ is

T̂5e2 i ŵû~ t0,0!. ~9!

Using ~7! and~8! it is easy to prove that the average curre
~3! is time-independent,I (t)5const[I. Having in mind the
symmetry properties~7! and~8! it is convenient to divide the
integration interval (2`,t8) in ~6! into the intervals2t0/2
2mt0,t9,t0/22mt0 , m50,1,... . In this way one can ex
press the average currentI as

I 5 (
m50

`

e22n̄m Tr~ T̂2mĴT̂mF̂ !2Tr Ĵ1 , ~10!

whereñ[nt0/2, while

Ĵ5
1

t0
E

2t0/2

t0/2

dt e2nt ĵ ~ t !,

F̂ 5E
2t0/2

t0/2

dt entv̂~ t !. ~11!

Ĵ15
1

t0
E

2t0/2

t0/2

dtE
t

t0/2

dt8e2n~ t2t8! ĵ ~ t !v̂~ t8!.

Thus the average current is expressed in terms of the op

tors Ĵ, F̂ , Ĵ1 defined along the time interval2t0/2, t0/2
which are dependent on the dynamics between the suc
sive Landau–Zener tunneling events, and by the operatoT̂
which describes the long-time dynamics. Below we sh
show that long-time behavior of the system is actually de
mined by the eigenstatesub& and eigenvalues exp(ib) of the
unitary operatorT̂.

C. Analysis of the operator T̂

As was shown above, one has to analyze the unit
operatorT̂ in order to understand the long-time dynamics.
eigenstates and eigenvalues are determined by the equa

T̂ub&5exp~ ib!ub&. ~12!

In the following, we restrict ourselves to the case of we
scattering, i.e., we assume that the relevant matrix elemeV
~which corresponds to a momentum transfer;2pF) is much
smaller than the interlevel spacing,D. For uVu!D the impu-
rity potential is important only near the crossings of ‘‘cloc
wise’’ and ‘‘counterclockwise’’ adiabatic terms, that take
place at the timestm5mt0/2. As a result of scattering, gap
are created in the adiabatic spectrum att5tm . Beyond the
adiabatic approximation, these gaps can be penetrated
Landau–Zener tunneling.

Consequently, one can discriminate between rather la
time intervals of ballistic evolution~with the duration;t0/2)
and small intervals of Landau–Zener tunneling. The typi
duration of the later intervals is&At0\/D ~cf. with Ref. 16!.
Thus at Dt0 /\@1 the Landau–Zener tunneling is indee
essentially confined within narrow intervals and therefo
can be described in terms of the scattering matrix
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Ŝ5exp~ iu0!@A12t2 exp~ iu1sz!1 i tsx#. ~13!

The physical meaning oft is the probability amplitude for
Landau–Zener ‘‘forward scattering,’’ i.e., to the transitio
into the state with the same angular moment while travers
the interval of non-adiabatic motion. It turns out that t
quantities of interest here are independent of the phaseu0

andu1 . For simplicity we putu05u150.
Having in mind the periodicity ofw we introduce the

vector basis

un,6&[
e6 i ~NF1n!w

A2p
s6 , s15S 1

0D , s25S 0
1D .

In this representation, the operatorT̂ ~9! can be treated as a
operator acting on direct productn and pseudo-spin (s[
6) spaces,

T̂5A12t2Ŝeipasz^ e4ipan̂

1 i t(
6

Ŝs6 ^ e2ipan̂R̂6e2ipan̂. ~14!

The operatorsR̂6 and n̂ are defined as

R̂6un,s&5un71,s&, n̂un,s&5nun,s&,

a is the fractional part of the quantityA5D/2eE introduced
above, whiles65(sx6 isy)/2.

The most interesting situation is the case of weak rel
ation,nt0!1. This inequality means that the relaxation tim
is much longer than the interval between success
Landau–Zener transitions. It can be shown by a direct
culation that if this inequality is met then the operatorsĴ and
F̂ acquire the form17

Ĵ5I 0V̂^ dn,n8 ,

F̂ 5V̂^ d0,nd0,n8 ,

where I 05ueuD/\ is the amplitude of the persistent curre
while

V̂5
1

2
~sz2ŜszŜ

1!5t2sz2tA12t2sy . ~15!

Under the same conditions TrĴ15I 0t2.
The unitary operatorT̂ ~as it can be shown by direc

calculation! possesses the properties:

R̂2T̂R̂15e24ipaT̂, syT̂* ~2n̂!sy5T̂~ n̂!.

These properties result in the following relations between
eigenstates of the operatorT̂

cb~n1m!5cb24pam~n!, m50,61,...,
~16!

sycb* ~2n!5c2b~n!.

At irrational values ofa these relations allow one to gene
ate a complete set of eigenstates providedcb0

is known~see

Appendix A!. Hence, in this case the spectrum ofT̂ can be
expressed in the form exp(ibr

6), where
g

-

e
l-

e

b r
656b0~a!24par, r 50,61,62,... .

At the same time it is evident that at rational valu
a5p/q the operatorT̂, according to~14!, possesses the
translational symmetry,R̂6

q T̂R̂6
2q5T̂. Consequently, the

eigenstates of the operatorT̂ have the Bloch form while the
spectrum ofT̂ can be represented by a band structure. In t
case the relations~16! also generatea complete setof eigen-
states provided structure ofone bandis known.

Using ~10! and~12! one can express the average curre
in terms of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the operatoT̂

I

I 0
52t21 (

b,b8,n

~cb~n!,V̂cb8~n!!~cb8~0!,V̂cb~0!!

12exp@22ñ1 i ~b82b!#
,

~17!

where we denote~a,b! the scalar product in pseudo sp
space.

Using the equalityV̂25t2 originating from the defini-
tion ~15! and the properties~16! of the eigenfunctionscb(n)
we can express the constantt2 in the form

2t25 (
b,b8

u~cb~n!,V̂cb8~n8!!u2,

~for any n,n8). In the limit ñ!1 we get the following ex-
pression for the average current

I

I 0
5(

b
uVbu2

ñ

ñ21sin2 Fb
, ~18!

where

Vb5(
n

~cb0
~n!,V̂cb~n!!, Fb5

1

2
~b2b0!

andcb0
(n) is any solution of the Eq.~12! ~as follows from

~16!, the expression~18! does not depend on the choice
b0).

To find the eigenstates and eigenvalues of the operatT̂
explicitly it is convenient to introduce the operators

Û65 Î 1
2eipa/2

t
s6 ^ sinS 2pan2

b6pa

2 D ,

~19!
L̂5s2s1 ^ eipan1Ŝs1s2 ^ e2 ipan1 ib/2.

As follows from the definition~19!

Û6
215 Î 2

2eipa/2

t
s6 ^ sinS 2pan2

b6pa

2 D ,

L̂215
1

A12t2
~s2s1Ŝ1

^ e2 ipan1s1s2 ^ eipan2 ib/2!.

By direct calculations one can show that the operatorT̂
2eib can be rewritten in the form

T̂5eib5Q̂@R̂1Û11Û2#L̂21, ~20!

where the operatorQ̂ is
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Q̂5~ i tŜs2 ^ e2ipanR̂2e2ipan!L̂Û2
21

1~ i tŜs1 ^ e2ipanR̂1e2ipan!L̂Û1
21R̂2 .

From the definition~20! and Eq.~12! one obtains the equa
tion for the auxiliary functiondb(n)5L̂21cb(n),

@R̂1Û11Û2#db~n!50,

which is equivalent to the set of equations for the com
nentsd6,b(n)[(s6 ,db(n)). The set reads as

d6,b~n!1d6,b~n71!

1
2eipa/2

t
sinF2pan2

b6pa

2 Gd7,b~n!50. ~21!

Introducing the function

B~m!5H d1,bS m

2 D if m is even

d2,bS m11

2 D if m is odd

~22!

one can reduce the set of difference equations~21! to a single
equation forB(m)

B~m11!1B~m21!

1
2eipa/2

t
sinS pam1

b2pa

2 DB~m!50. ~23!

Thus, the vector equation~12! is reduced to the scalar equ
tion ~23! for B(m). Its solution allows one to determine bo
the eigenstates and eigenvalues ofT̂ ~see Appendix B!.

The results are different for the cases of rational a
irrational a.

1. Case of irrational a-values.According to our analysis
~see Appendix B!

b5b r
656pa24par, r 50,61,62,... . ~24!

At b5pa the eigenstate has the form

cpa5
e7 ipan~2n61!

2p E
0

2p

dke2 ik~2n21!S e2 ik1 ix~k!

e2 ix~k2pa!D ,

~25!

where

x~k!52(
l 51

m1
t l

l

cos l ~k2p/2!

sin pal
. ~26!

The infinite series~26! converges for almost all irrationa
values ofa, andx(k) is an analytic function~see Appendix
B!. Consequently, all eigenfunctions are exponentially loc
ized, the localization lengthRloc in energy space being

Rloc
2 5D2@^bun̂2ub&2^bun̂ub&2#

5S D

2 D 2F(
l 51

`
t2l

sin2 pal
1O~1!G .

One can see that in the vicinity of rational valuesp/q of a
the localization lengthRloc diverges asDtq/(2pqua2p/qu)
in agreement with the qualitative estimates given above.
-

d

l-

2. Rational values of a(5p/q). Since the problem is
translationally invariant inn-space the eigenstates can be
beled by a quasi momentumK (0<K ,2p/q). The spec-
trum is now given by18 b[b r

6(K ),

b r
6~K !52paS r 1

1

2D
6

2

q
arcsinH tq sin

q

2
~K 22par1p!J , ~27!

wherer 50,1,...,q21.
An expression for the Bloch functioncb(n) for the case

of rationala-values is given in Appendix B.

D. Final results

In the strong localization limit( ñ→0) one obtains the
following expression from Eq.~18! for the current~and di-
mensionless conductance! ~see Appendix C!

I 5I 0ñS 2

D
RlocD 2

, g5phn
D

~eE !2 S 2

D
RlocD 2

. ~28!

Consequently, in the ‘‘irrational’’ case the average curre
tends to zero, whenñ→0.

In the ‘‘rational’’ case the current can be expressed a

I

I 0
5

12A12t2q

ñ
1 (

6,r 50

q21

dK uV r K
6 u2

ñ

ñ21sin2 F r
6 ,

~29!

F r
65

b0
1~K !2b r

6~K !

2
, V r K

6 5 (
n50

q21

~fb0
,V̂fb

r
6!

with the help of~16! and ~27!. Here fb
r
6(n) is the Bloch

amplitude corresponding to the eigenstatec r K
6 (n). The first

term in Eq.~29! determines the contribution from the intra
band transitions to the average current. Formally, it tend
infinity when ñ→0. Consequently,the intraband transitions
determine the singular behavior of the currentin the rational
case. These conclusions are in agreement with the resul
numerical calculations in Ref. 13.

An exact expression for the eigenfunctionfb
r
6(n)

shows the limiting transition to the expression~25! as q,
p→`, p/q5const. The current calculated according to E
~29! also remains continuous. Thus, Eq.~29! ~with large
enoughp and q! can be used as a good approximation
irrational a-values. The results of such a calculation a
shown in Fig. 2.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The following two assumptions have been implicit
made in our consideration:~i! the electron dynamics are gov
erned by a linear dispersion law;~ii ! the energy gaps as we
as the scattering matricesŜ are the same for all the energ
levels involved.

Assumption~i! is valid if the number of involved state
~limited by the relaxation rate! is much smaller thanNF .
This is the case if (\n/D)2(D/eE)NF@1. The first factor in
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this product is small while the two others are large. Ho
ever, it can be concluded that the criterion can still be m
under realistic experimental conditions.

Assumption~ii ! is valid if the Fourier component of th
impurity ~barrier! potential, Vn[*V(w)e2inwdw, is essen-
tially n-independent for the relevant interval ofn, dn
<1/nt0 . This is the case if the scattering potential is co
fined to a region of widthdw!2pnt0 . Note that the in-
equalitynt0!1 is essential for maintaining a noticeable e
ergy pumping.

If there are two point scatterers in the system the d
tance between them may be treated as the width of one
rier potential. So in the case of well separated impurit
(dw;1) the interference from different point scatterers w
generate a quasiperiodic dependence of the gapsVn

}cos(ndw). This circumstance will generate an addition
quasiperiodic disorder in scattering~nondiagonal disorder!.
The problem whether this type of disorder is enough
localizing electrons in energy space at any value of the
rate needs further considerations. Nowever, for an increa

FIG. 2. The normalized currentI /I 0 as a function ofa5p/q for different
Landau–Zener tunneling amplitudest, I 05ueuD/\. The valuesñ50.05~up-
per panel!, 0.2 ~middle panel!, 0.5 ~lower panel! for the dimensionless re-
laxation rate was used. Arrows indicate the positions of maxima.
-
t

-

-

-
ar-
s

l

r
x
ng

number of scatterers the randomness in the energy gap
tribution will increase tending to make the distribution tru
random. This would strongly affect the ‘‘fractional’’ regim
of energy pumping and presumably suppress the absorp
peaks in Fig. 2. This crossover from the picture considere
this paper to a case of more than one scatterer is a wa
introduce disorder into the problem.6

Another approximation is that we have allowed for r
laxation in the simplest possible way by using a single rel
ation time in the Eq.~4! for the density matrix. This assump
tion is adequate if the relaxation is caused by a transfer of
electrons inreal spacebetween the ring and a surroundin
reservoir. If the electron energy spectrum in the reservoi
continuous, then the lifetime of an electron state in the r
with respect to this mechanism is almost independent of
quantum numbers. The mechanism discussed above al
us to describe electron states in the ring as pure quan
states, the relaxation rate being the decay through escap
the reservoir. The exact results obtained above are rele
for the case when such an «escape» mechanism domin
Internal inelastic relaxation processes in the ring can in p
ciple lead to a significant difference between phase- and
ergy relaxation rates. Such a situation requires a sepa
treatment. However, in the most interesting case of effici
Landau–Zener tunneling, the intrinsic inelastic proces
must involve large momentum transfer and therefore they
strongly suppressed.8

In conclusion, the quantum electron dynamics probl
in a single-channel ballistic ring with a barrier, subjected to
linearly time-dependent magnetic flux has been solved
actly. Exponential localization in energy space has be
proven. Finally, we have shown that the dc-current exhibit
set of peaks with fractional structure when plotted as a fu
tion of the induced electromotive force. This structure
strongly sensitive to the barrier height, as well as to the
laxation rate.

This work was supported by the Swedish Royal Aca
emy of Sciences~KVA !, The Swedish Research Council fo
Engineering Sciences~TFR! and by the Research Council o
Norway. We also acknowledge partial financial support fro
INTAS Grant No 94-3862.

APPENDIX A

To prove that the functions$cb(n)% form a complete set
it is necessary to check the Parseval identity

(
r ,6

@c r
6~n!#* ^ c r

6~n8!5dn,n8 Î . ~A1!

As it follows from Eq.~16!,

c r
6~n!5cn

6~r !, c2r
1 ~r !5sy@c r

2~2n!#* .

Therefore, one arrives at the set of equalities
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(
r

@c r
2~n!#* ^ c r

2~n8!5sy(
r

c r
1~2n! ^ @c r

1~2n8!#* sy

5sy(
r

c r
1~n8! ^ @c r

1~n!#* sy

5syH(
n

@c r
1~n!#* ^ c r

1~n8!J T

sy .

Having in mind, that

X̂1syX̂
Tsy5 Î Tr X̂,

one finally obtains

(
r ,6

@c r
6~n!#* ^ c r

6~n8!5 Î(
r

Tr@c r
1~n!#* ^ c r

1~n8!

5 Î(
r

~cn
1~r !,cn8

1
~r !!5dn,n8 Î .

In this way the Parseval identity~A1! is proved.

APPENDIX B

We search for a solution of~23! in the form

Bb~n!5e2 ipan2/2E
0

2p

dk e2 iknub~k!. ~B1!

Substituting~B1! into ~23! one gets the following equatio
for the 2p-periodic functionub(k):

ub~k1pa!5eil1 iG~k1l/2!ub~k2pa!, ~B2!

where

G~k!52 i ln
12 i te2 ik

11 i teik , l[b2pa. ~B3!

The ways to solve~B2! are different for irrational or rationa
a.

a… Irrational a

In this case one can look for the solution of~B2! in the
form

ub~k!5exp@ ikr 1 ixb~k!#

wherexb(k) is 2p-periodic continuous function andr is the
arbitrary while number.xb(k) is determined by the follow-
ing difference equation with constant coefficients:

xb~k1pa!2xb~k2pa!5l22par1G~k1l/2!.
~B4!

This equation has solutions if and only if the right part
orthogonal to all the solutions of uniform equation

f ~k1pa!2 f ~k2pa!50. ~B5!

If a is an irrational number one can easily check that ther
only one solution of Eq.~B5! within the class of integrable
functions, namelyf (k)5const. Keeping this fact in mind we
integrate both parts of~B4! over the variablek from 2p to p
to find the value ofl at which the solution of~B4! exists.
is

Substituting~B3! for G(k) we getl5l r52par and, as a
consequence, the expression~24! for the eigenvalues of op
eratorT̂.

Solving Eq.~B4! at l5l r by the Fourier method, one
gets the following expression for the functionx(k)5x r(k)

x r~k!52(
l 51

`
t l

l

cos l ~k2par2p/2!

sin pal
. ~B6!

It is known ~see, e.g., Ref. 19! that for almost all irrational
numbersa ~that means excluding a set of irrational numbe
of zero measure! the inequalityua2p/qu.C/q2 can be sat-
isfied. Herep, q are integer numbers, whileC depends only
on a. One can show that this inequality leads to a conv
gence of the series~B6! for almost all a. As a result, the
function ub(k) can be analytically continued into the regio

ln t,Im k,2 ln t.

Because of that the functionBb(n) given by~B1! decays as
a t2unu at n→6`, and therefore the eigenstates of opera
T̂ areexponentially localized.

b… Rational a5p /q

In this case Eq.~23! is symmetric with respect to trans
lation n→n12q. Therefore its solution has the Bloch form
and as a consequence the functionub(k) defined by~B1!
appears singular. Thus at rationala5p/q one can look for
the solution of~B2! in the form

ub~k!5exp@ ikr 1 i z~k!#

3 (
m50

q21

dS sinF k

2
1

K

4
2pam1

pa

2 G D , ~B7!

d(x) is a delta function. Substituting this anzatz into the~B2!
and using the relationship

(
m50

q21

dFsinS x

2
2pamD G5 (

m50

q21

dFsin
x

2
1pa2pamG ,

we reconstruct it as

D$z% (
m50

q21

dS sinF k

2
1

K

4
2pamG D50,

D$z%[exp i z~k1pa!

2exp i Fz~k2pa!1l22par

1G0S k1
l

2D1LS l2K

2 D G , ~B8!

where

G~k!5G0~k!1L~k!,

L~k!5
1

2p (
m

E
0

2p

dk8e2 imq~k2k8!G~k8!

5
2

q
arctan

tq sin q~k2p/2!

12tq cosq~k2p/2!
.
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To obtain~B8! we used the fact, that

H exp iLS k1
l

2D2exp iLS l2K

2 D J
3 (

m50

q21

dFsinS k

2
1

K

4
2pamD G50.

From Eq.~B8! one can see that it is enough to findz(k) to
satisfy the equationD$z%50 and therefore, similarly to the
case of irrationala, the problem is reduced to a differenc
equation with constant coefficients,

z~k1pa!2z~k2pa!

5l22par1G0S k1
l

2D1LS l2K

2 D . ~B9!

At rational a5p/q Eq. ~B5! has the solution f (k)
5exp ilqk, l 50,61,62,... Consequently, the r.h.s. part
Eq. ~B9! must be orthogonal to this function rather than to
constant as in the case of irrationala. One can check that th
integral of the r.h.s. part of~B9! times f (k)5exp(ilqk),
lÞ0 vanishes for anyl. Integrating Eq.~B9! overk one gets
the dispersion equation forl~K !,

l22par1LS l2K

2 D50. ~B10!

If l~K ! satisfies this equation, the solution of~B9! is

z r~k!52(
l 51

`

8
t l

l

cos l ~k2par2p/2!

sin pal
. ~B11!

Here the prime indicates that the terms withl 5mq,
m51,2,... are omitted.

From ~B10! one gets the following expression fo
l5l r(K ):

l r~K !52par1
2

q
arcsinFtq sin

q

2
~K 22par1p!G ,

~B12!

for r 50,1,...,q21 and, as a consequence, the express
~27! for b r(K ).

The expression for the Bloch functionc(n) correspond-
ing to the eigenvaluel r 50(K )[l(K ), has the form

c~n!5ei K n7 ipan~2n61!

3 (
m50

q21

e24ipamn1 i jm
2S f 1~K !e2 i jm

2
1 i z~jm

1
!

f 2~K !e2 i z~jm
2

2pa! D ,

~B13!

where

jm
6~K !52

K

2
12pam6

l~K !

2
,

f 6~K !5F16tq
cosq~K 1p!/2

cosql~K !/2 G1/2

and z(k)[z r 50(k) is defined by Eq.~B11!. In the limit p,
q→`p/q5const one gets the expression~25! for the case of
irrational a.
n

Thus, the expressions~B11!, ~B12!, and ~B13! together
with ~22! provide 2q eigenstates of the operatorT̂ for a
given value ofK which plays the role of quasimomentum
Consequently, one obtains the complete set of eigenfunct
of operatorT̂ while K scans the interval 0<K ,2p/q.

APPENDIX C: LIMIT OF STRONG LOCALIZATION

To provide the strong localization limit (ñ→0), one for-
mulates the following statements.

Lemma 1:For unitary operatorP̂, defined according to

P̂5Ŝs1 ^ e2ipan̂1Ŝs2 ^ eipan̂R̂2eipan̂,

there is the following operator equality

P̂1T̂P̂5e2ipaT̂.

Consequently, operatorP̂ translates one of the eigenstates
the operatorT̂(ub&) to another state,ub12pa&.

Lemma 2:The operatorsT̂, n̂, P̂, V̂ defined above, mee
the operator equality

V̂5 P̂1n̂P̂2T̂P̂1n̂P̂T̂1

~the proof can be obtained by direct substitution!.
Basing on these statements one can express the m

elementVb in Eq. ~18! as

Vb5^b0 ,V̂b&5@12ei ~b02b!#^b0 ,P̂1n̂P̂b&

5@12ei ~b02b!#^~b012pa!,n̂~b12pa!&.

Consequently, we can rewrite the Eq.~18! for the average
current in the form

I

I 0
54(

b
uṼbu2

ñ sin2 Fb

ñ21sin2 Fb
, ~C1!

where

Ṽb5(
n

~cb0
~n!,n̂cb~n!!.

Therefore, in the strong localization limit one has

I

I 0
54ñ (

n,bÞb0

~cb0
~n!,n̂cb~n!!~cb~n!,n̂cb0

~n!!

5 ñS 2

D
RlocD 2

.
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We have carried out low-temperature x-ray diffraction studies on C60 fullerite polymerized by
low quasi-hydrostatic pressure of 1.1 GPa atT5563 K. It is established that at room
temperature in freshly prepared samples three phases mainly coexist, viz. a compressed cubic
phase with the lattice parametera513.94 Å, an orthorhombic O8 phase with the lattice
parametersa59.12 Å, b59.82 Å, c514.60 Å, and a rhombohedral phase of symmetryR3m
with the parametersa59.20 Å andc524.27 Å. Mechanical grinding or annealing at
573 K entails depolymerization of sintered samples and restoration of the fcc structure of pristine
C60. During annealing in air, intercalation of fullerite lattice by oxygen molecules occurs as
well as a substantial amount of some new phase is formed, most probably with tetragonal
symmetry, the chemical composition and structure of which have not been determined. The
microhardness of polymerized C60 is higher than that of single crystal samples roughly four-fold
at room temperature and by a factor of 2.6 at liquid nitrogen temperature. Analysis shows
that polymerization and grain boundaries give contributions to the microhardness of sintered
samples but we did not succeed in separating these two contributions. The temperature
dependence of the microhardness of polymerized samples exhibits a jump in the vicinity of
260 K, where pristine C60 fullerite undergoes the fcc-sc phase transition. We think that this jump
is due to a partial destruction of the polymerized state under indentor as a result of shear
straining in inhomogeneous stress fields. Annealing of polymerized C60 at a temperature of 573
K, which restores the fcc phase, leads to a considerable decrease in microhardness, the
hardness ‘‘jump’’ near the fcc-sc transition extends in temperature and shifts to lower
temperatures. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00912-8#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Pure fullerite C60, the molecules of which are bound b
weak van der Waals forces, is orientationally disordered
room temperature and normal pressure with a face-cent
~fcc! lattice of space symmetryFm3m. At T5260 K, a
phase transition occurs to a partially ordered phase wit
cubic lattice of lower symmetry,Pa3.1

Exposure of thin C60 films to visible or ultraviolet
radiation2,3 as well as to high pressures and temperature
bulk samples of C60

4–10 results in polymerization of C60. In
the polymerization process the nearest neighbor molecule
C60 connect into linear chains, four- or six-member rings
double bonds of the hexagonal faces through 2,2 cycloa
tion reaction.4,8–10This gives rise to one-dimensional orth
rhombic, two-dimensional tetragonal and two-dimensio
rhombohedral phases, respectively. The samples can dev
one or more phases depending on external factors. Qua
tive analysis, whichper seis not a simple problem, is quite
8961063-777X/98/24(12)/8/$15.00
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often even more difficult because of a pronounced textur
of the separate phases.10 The polymeric phases formed su
vive, when irradiation is turned off or external pressure
relieved. Also, a rather short annealing~2–3 hours! at com-
paratively low temperatures (T5523 K) leads, as a rule, to
depolymerization and restoration of the fcc structure typi
of pristine fullerite C60.

Despite the great number of research works on the
velopment of polymerization technology in bulk polycryst
specimens, the properties of each of the polymeric pha
and theP–T diagram of fullerite, and many other importan
questions still remain to be answered. In particular, these
the influence of thermobaric conditions in the preparation
sintered samples on their final phase composition and ph
structures, homogeneity of the polymeric state at differ
stages of its formation@especially, under low pressures~;1
GPa! and at moderate temperatures up to 573 K#, mechanical
and other physical properties.

In this paper we used powder x-ray diffraction an
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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structure-sensitive microindentation to study C60 fullerite
samples polymerized by low pressure and then depolym
ized by mechanical destruction or thermal treatment~low-
temperature annealing!. The structure, the lattice paramete
of separate phases, the surface morphology and microh
ness are studied within the range from liquid-nitrogen
room temperature.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The samples under consideration were prepared f
99.98% pure pristine fullerite C60 by sublimation. The
sample powder was subjected to hydrostatic compressio
to 1.1 GPa using the technique close to that of Ref. 11. A
that it was kept at 563 K for five hours, then cooled down
room temperature and the pressure was removed. As it
lows from the results in Ref. 11, such a treatment must l
to polymerization of fullerite. Indirect evidence that the p
lymerization of the samples was fairly complete was th
insolubility in solvents~for example, in benzene!, where
pristine C60 dissolves.

The x-ray diffraction studies and the measurements
microhardness were carried out on fragments of the sinte
materials. The flat surfaces of these samples of typical
535 mm served as the reflecting surface in the x-ray stud
These were also used to measure microhardness at
temperature.

The initial macroscopic flat surface of a sample was
tually somewhat rough. Therefore, for low temperature m
surements, when there was no possibility of finding an a
suitable for indenting and the pricks were to be made blind
the sample surface was polished. The polishing was rep
edly conducted in a mechanochemical way with benze
wetted suede. The layer removed from the sample in a si
run of polishing was 5–15m thick, i.e., several times large
than the depths of indentation dips in the preceding exp
ment. The total number of microhardness measurements
formed on a sample at different temperatures was appr
mately 200.

The next cycle of measurements was carried out
samples subjected to mechanical or thermal treatment wh
as suggested in,12 should produce destruction of the polyme
ized state. To measure the microhardness and to perform
preliminary x-ray diffraction studies, a sinter fragment w
annealing in air atT5573 K for three hours. For anothe
series of x-ray experiments some samples were powd
and measured without any annealing or after annealin
573 K for two hours.

The x-ray diffraction experiments were made in CuKa

radiation. The polymerized samples of C60 were studied at
temperatures ranging from 80 to 300 K, the stabilization
every temperature point being better than60.05 K. To ob-
tain reliable data on phase composition, phase structure,
lattice parameters at separate reference points~80, 120, 175,
293 K!, the x-ray diffraction patterns were recorded ove
wide range of reflection angles (2Q58 – 150°). At other
temperatures the records were taken within a limited an
range covering the most intense x-ray reflections. In addi
to the reflections from the samples, the x-ray patterns con
r-
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lines from the reference material~electrolytically pure cop-
per!. Use of the reference material made it possible to red
the error in the lattice parameters of separate phases, w
is particularly important when studying their temperature d
pendencies. However, because of the multiphase state o
samples studied the error in the lattice parameters of
phases observed was somewhat higher~60.05%! than that
for pristine fullerite.

The microhardness was measured in the 80–300 K t
perature range by the technique described in Ref. 13.
Vickers microhardnessHV was calculated from the expres
sion:

HV51.854P/~2a!2, ~1!

where 2a is the diagonal length of an indentation,P is the
indentor load. At room temperature the indentor load w
0.01 and 0.2 N. The temperature dependence ofHV was
studied atP50.1 N. The results obtained were produced
standard statistical methods.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. X-ray diffraction studies

Phase composition and phase structure. The range of
pressures 1 to 2 GPa and temperatures 500–650 K is
intermediate one as far as the polymerization conditions
fullerite C60 are concerned. Usually, several phases star
form here simultaneously~orthorhombic, tetragonal, rhom
bohedral, and other!, which can be strongly disordered i
polymer chain length and orientation. The extent of polym
ization and the structure of the respective phases, in add
to temperature and pressure, are controlled by other fac
viz., hydrostaticity, the rates of heating and/or compress
exposure time at the extreme conditions, grain size, and
forth. The randomness of the forming phases are to a la
measure determined14 by the fact that the polymerization
process takes place in the fcc phase where, due to the al
free molecular rotations, there are no preferable directi
for establishing covalent bonds. Owing to the joint effect
all the above-enumerated factors, the orthorhombic ph
that forms at relatively low pressures differs in structure a
lattice parameters from that found at higher pressures~the
low-pressure orthorhombic phase is now conventiona
called O814!. We shall return to this intermediate phase wh
discussing our own results. According to Agafonovet al.,15

the lattice parameters of the O8 phase area59.1 Å,
b59.8 Å, c514.7 Å for polycrystal samples and, accordin
to Moret et al.,16 a59.14 Å, b59.90 Å, c514.66 Å for
single crystals.

Below we analyze our x-ray powder diffraction resu
taking into account the above facts. A general view of t
most typical diffraction patterns obtained at room tempe
tures, is shown in Fig. 1. The sample contains several cry
phases and a minor amount of highly dispersed or am
phous phase~;10% of the total sample volume!, as evi-
denced by the broad halo at reflection angles 2Q
514– 26°, ~which corresponds to sinQ/l5(7–13)•1022).
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FIG. 1. Experimental powder x-ray dif-
fraction pattern of polymerized C60

sample under study and calculated x-ra
pattern ~the peak positions! for the
simple cubic ~C!, simple orthorhombic
(O8), tetragonal~T! and rhombohedral
~R! of space group symmetriesImmm
andR3m, respectively, phases. The la
tice parameters for C, O8, R, T phases
are taken from Refs. 4, 8, and 14.
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No detailed analysis of the dispersed phase has been ma
should be noted that the amount of this phase remained
most unchanged in all the experiments.

The coherent reflections of the diffraction pattern
formed by the scattering from at least three phases, v
orthorhombic (O8), rhombohedral~R!, and cubic~C!. At the
same time we do not rule out the tetragonal~T! phase, whose
reflections in angular positions coincide partially with tho
from the O8 and R phases. Such a composition of t
samples polymerized as indicated above corresponds
‘‘mix’’ region in the ~P,T! space where all the phases i
volved can coexist, as suggested by Sundqvist,14 on the basis
of all the currently available experimental data. It is rath
difficult to separate and analyze reliably every individu
phase, with the exception perhaps of the cubic one, in v
of the fact that a very large number of broad reflections fr
these phases are superimposed one on another. Amon
whole set of reflections, only a few weak ones can be rea
assigned as pertaining to the cubic and no other phase.
mation of lattice parameter of this phase yields a low val
a513.94 Å, which corresponds to a lattice strongly co
pressed as compared to pristine fullerite. A possibility
such a phase was previously discussed in the literature
samples subjected to high-pressure treatment;4,5,11,14 this
phase is presumably a partially polymerization state w
randomly distributed dimers, short chains, etc. Partial po
merization leads to enhanced interaction and smaller la
parameters; we estimate the corresponding effective inte
pressure to be about 0.1 MPa.

Separation of other phases was carried out by compa
the room-temperature patterns with the line-spectra ca
lated for all the phases known for polymerized fullerite. T
relevant line spectra are given in Fig. 1. As the source d
we took calculated lattice parameters for the R and T pha
from,8 for the O8 phase from,14 and for the cubic phase
from.4 Then the lattice parameters were refined, using
whole set of experimental reflections. The calculated l
diagrams for the R and T phases were constructed using
specific models8 for the structures of space group symmetr
R3m andImmm, respectively, which are commonly accept
for the ‘‘high-pressure’’ polymeric phases. Since the spa
groups for both C and O8 phases have not been clear
. It
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established, the line diagrams for these phase in Fig. 1
plotted without any absence rules. The line spectra in Fig
correspond to the refined lattice parameter values, whic
room temperature are:a59.12 Å, b59.82 Å, c514.60 Å
for the orthorhombic O8 phase, and a59.20 Å,
c524.27 Å for the rhombohedral phase~in hexagonal set-
ting!. These values are in reasonable agreement with
available data known in the literature for partially or com
pletely polymerized phases. An additional indication that
polymerization of the samples was sufficiently complete w
the lack of any peculiar features in the temperature dep
dencies of the x-ray diffraction reflection angles or the int
plane separations within the 80–293 K range that could
signatures of the phase transition observed in pristine C60.

A major part of the structure results presented here
previously been reported at the 1997 Joint Internatio
Meeting in Paris.17 When indexing the diffraction pattern
there we used the assumption that, in addition to the rho
bohedral phase, our samples contain a tetragonal compo
One of the arguments for that conclusion was the fact t
the formal statistic of the r.m.s. procedure for the T pha
was noticeably better than for the orthorhombic~O! one.
And moreover, according to accepted notions, the T phas
situated much ‘‘closer’’ to the sample preparation conditio
than the complete O phase. However, we must admit that
samples correspond to a certain intermediate polymer
state with far from complete phases~or phase!, which are
clearly understood ‘‘limit’’ phases with complete polyme
ization within planes~111! or ~100!, or along directions
~110!. To all appearance, the ‘‘path’’ from the fcc phase
the tetragonal one inevitably ‘‘passes’’ the orthorhomb
stage, the gradual crossover from the O to T phase be
implied as the appearance of ‘‘closing jumpers’’ across
polymeric chains within plane~100!.1! The polymeric
‘‘jumpers’’ will be randomly distributed so that the phas
will remain orthorhombic on the average, approaching
tetragonal one as the number of crossing jumpers increa

The relative content of the polymerized phases w
evaluated from the intensity ratios and the angular positi
of the observed set of reflections and under the assump
of no texture in the samples under study. To within 5% t
relative amount of the O8 and R phases are 0.55:0.45.
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Temperature effect. The lattice parameters of the O8
phase obtained at room temperature allow us to conclude
polymerization entails a considerable shrinking within t
basal plane, the lattice parameter on the average diminis
by 8.9% as compared to the pristine fcc phase. Polymer
tion makes change the volume per molecule C60 approxi-
mately by the same quantity~8.6%!. In such hard crystals
with stronger intermolecular interactions, one could expe
rather weak temperature dependence of the lattice pa
eters. We do not give the lattice parameters of the O8 phase
as a function of temperature since, as mentioned before,
phase is an intermediate one exhibiting instabilities up
thermocycling. Nevertheless, it is necessary to note that
smoothed lattice parametera increases over the range 80
293 K as a monotonic very weak function, the net relat
increment not exceeding 0.03%. The lattice parameters a
axesb andc change by 0.1% and 0.09%, respectively. T
elementary volume of the orthorhombic polymer O8 changes
insignificantly with temperature: within the same tempe
ture range the overall change is about 0.23%.

The temperature dependence of the lattice paramete
the rhombohedral phase is shown in Fig. 2. The effect
temperature on the lattice parametera ~and the thermal ex-
pansion in basal plane of the polymerized state! is vertually
unobservable belowT;150 K and shows a very weak ten
dency of expansion at higher temperatures. The overall
crement of the parametera from 80 to 293 K does not excee

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the lattice parametersa andc ~plots a
and b, respectively! of the rhombohedral phase of polymerized C60. The
values of parameters are given in hexagonal setting.
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0.2%. The lattice parameterc varies noticeably over the
whole temperature range, especially near room tempera
Figure 3 shows relative variations of the elementary cell v
umes with temperature for the rhombohedral and prist
fullerites, both normalized against the values at 80 K. T
data for the latter phase are taken from o
measurements.20,21 As seen in Fig. 3, in contrast to pristin
fullerite, for which distinct discontinuities are present at t
phase transition point~260 K! and during the orientationa
glassification (T,100 K), the volume of the R phase exhib
its a weak uneventful increase with temperature. The ove
R-phase volume change from 80 to 300 K, 0.98%, althou
being smaller then for pristine fullerite~5.75%21!, neverthe-
less exceeds the volume increment for the O8 phase. This
means that the thermal expansion of the R phase is no
ably larger than that of O8. As polymerization progresses
the anharmonisms of lattice vibrations and, hence, the t
mal expansion are expected12 to decrease. The ‘‘inverse’
effect obtained here for the temperature-related variation
the volumes of the R and O8 phases might reflect the fac
that our samples were not equilibrium states, possibly ow
to the peculiarities of the polymerization procedure~pressure
nonhydrostaticity and relatively low temperatures!. Tem-
perature can initiate relaxation processes in such samples
provide an extra contribution to the volume increase.

Depolymerization. Mechanical grinding of a part of the
initial polymerized sintered sample led to recovery of the
structure of pristine C60. This can be inferred from the dif
fraction patterns taken on powder samples. Of interest are
appreciable broadening and the low intensity of the refl
tions, which are typical of strongly strained samples. Sub
quent annealing atT[473 K relieved the stresses caused
the grinding.

The structure studies on large-size sintered sam
show that annealing at 573 K in air leads to depolymeri
tion and formation of the equilibrium fcc phase. We prese
in Fig. 4 part of a diffraction pattern from an anneale
sample. Note that the reflections of all the phases beco
appreciably narrower than in the source polymerized sam
and the characteristic halo disappeared~cf. Fig. 1!.

FIG. 3. Relative variation of the elementary cell volumes with temperat
for the rhombohedral phase and pristine fullerite C60, both normalized
against their own valuesV at temperature 80 K. The data for pure C60 are
taken from.21
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We attribute these changes to the relieving of a part of in
phase stresses and crystallization of the amorphous~or fine-
grain! component. The indexing refers in Fig. 4 to the plan
of the cubic~fcc! phase that re-emerges upon annealing. T
respective lattice parameter,a514.21 Å, turns out to be
somewhat larger then in pristine fullerite. Such an expans
can be due to air components penetrated into the sam
during annealing, which in turn must decrease the orien
tional phase transition (fcc-Pa3) temperature. Intercalatin
oxygen molecules O2 are known22 to occupy octahedra
voids, whereas the transition point can vary within 3 to 20
depending on the O2 concentration. As inferred from micro
hardness data, the orientational phase transition in anne
samples decreases by roughly 15 K.

However, under our annealing conditions, part of t
sample can interact with the air components thereby help
a new phase to form~Fig. 4!. The reflections of this phas
~marked with asterisks! are seen in the diffraction pattern
The nature of this new phase or compound was not de
mined in these experiments. Attempts to index reflections
the new phase within cubic, hexagonal, or rhombohedral
tices were unsuccessful. The best fit was attained for a
tragonal lattice with parametersa59.08 Å, c524.69 Å,
which however does not add much to our understanding
the nature of the new phase.

Examination of annealed fragments of sintered samp
as well as the measured microhardness give evidenc
phase inhomogeneity which develops during annealing.

3.2. Microhardness

Histograms. Since the studied polymerized C60 samples
are multiphase ones, we might expect a polymodal distri
tion of impressions in size~and microhardness!. The histo-
grams of impressions of various diagonals and microha
ness based on 57 measurements atP50.1 N and
T5263– 295 K~where temperature variations of microhar
ness are typically very slight! are shown in Fig. 5. It is see
that the distribution is actually single-modal. This may
because the impressions produced by the indentor w
larger in size than the single phase regions. It is also s

FIG. 4. X-ray diffraction pattern of depolymerized C60 after annealing at
573 K in air. The indices of the reflections~hkl! correspond to the fcc phas
of the initial C60 sample. The asterisks indicate reflections from the n
tetragonal phase.
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that the relative scatter of the impression diagonal goes
beyond the measurement error~;0.15 m!. The scatter may
be due to the inhomogeneous structure of the sample.
relative scatter~coefficient of variation!, which is the ratio of
the standard deviationsd to the average value, amounts
6.3% for impression diagonals (sd2a)'0.96m, (2ā)
515.2m and 11.8% for microhardness (sdHV

590.2 MPa,

H̄V5764.7 MPa).
For single crystal C60

20 the coefficient of microhardnes
variation is lower~9%!, which suggests a higher degree
inhomogeneity of our polymerized samples.

The error can be reduced appreciably~which is very im-
portant to estimation of the temperature dependence of
crohardness! if we used microhardness averaged overn im-
pressions rather than its individual values. For the avera
microhardness the standard deviation decreases inve
with the number of measurements runs assdH̄V

5sdHV
/n1/2. In Fig. 5b sdH̄V

511.9 MPa and the relative
error of the average value drops to 1.6%.

The temperature dependence of microhardness was s
ied on the surface with no fewer than 5 to 10 impressions
each temperature. The values averaged over these im
sions were used to plot temperature dependencies of m
hardness. At low temperatures the error of the average
crohardness was two to three times higher,;3–5%~because
of the smaller number of measurement runs! than it is in Fig.
5b.

Loading effect. The typical correlation between the loa
applied to the indentor and the squared diagonal of

FIG. 5. Histograms for impression diagonal~a! and microhardness~b! on
the basis of 57 impressions on the polymerized C60 surface under a load of
P50.1 N at 263–275 K~the temperature effect onHV is negligible in this
range!.
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polymerized C60 is shown in Fig. 6. It is seen that in th
range of load studied~0–0.2 N! microhardness was constan
Microhardness was independent of load both on the in
~non-polished! and on the polished surfaces. The avera
values of microhardness varied slightly after polishing
sample, i.e., the sample studied was quite homogeneous
micromechanical properties over its depth. This helped u
derived the temperature dependence of microhardness on
sample.

Temperature effect. The temperature dependence of m
crohardness of polymerized C60 is shown in Fig. 7b For com-
parison, Fig. 7a shows the dependenceHV(T) obtained ear-
lier on single-crystalline fullerite C60.

20,21 Both the
dependencies are shown in the relative coordinates in
7c. Of interest are the following basic features.

~i!. In the whole temperature range studied the mic
hardness of polycrystalline polymerized C60 was higher than
that of nonpolymerized single crystals C60: 3.8–4.5 times
higher at room temperature and 2.6 times higher at liq
nitrogen temperature. A two-fold increase in microhardn
at room temperature was observed by the authors16 on C60

samples under high (P52 GPa) pressure atT5623 K.
~ii !. The temperature dependencies of microhardn

taken on non-polymerized crystals and on polymeriz
samples of C60 display a sharp increase in microhardness
240–260 K, i.e. in the temperature region of the fcc-sc ph
transition in pure C60. The fact seems to be surprising. A
cording to x-ray diffraction data, there is no phase transit
in polymerized samples at this temperatures. The studie
acoustic and dissipative properties of the polymeric C60

phase did not detect any visible anomalies at these temp
tures either.23 This behavior of microhardness may be attr
uted to destruction of the polymerized state in the region
the indentor impressions due to high stresses. This confo
with the above discussed depolymerization caused by gr
ing of polymerized fullerite. As shown in,24 for Si crystals
under high pressures phase transitions are possible in a
row layer of the material beneath the indentor. In the cas

FIG. 6. Typical correlation between the squared impression diagonal
the load on indentor. The microhardness is inversely proportional to tana ~a

is the angle between the straight line and the abscissa!, H̄V5766 MPa~room
temperature!.
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fullerite, depolymerization beneath the indentor might be d
to non-uniform shear strains.

The slope of the microhardness versus temperature c
for polymerized samples within the 77–175 K range w
only one half of that observed for C60 single crystals~cf. Fig.
7c!. This is in agreement with the data23 on the temperature
dependence of the elastic modulus of polymerized C60 and
cubic fullerite in the low temperature region.

Annealing effect. Measurements at room temperature
a non-polished surface of annealed samples show that
average value of microhardness decreased from 765 to
MPa. When a thin surface layer was polished off, the va
of microhardness was even lower,HV5337 MPa.

Optic microscopic observation of a polished surface

nd

FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the average microhardness for
single crystal C60 ~indentation in the~100! plane!20,21 ~a!, and polymerized
~j! and annealed~h! polycrystalline C60 ~b!. The error bars are r.m.s

deviations forH̄V . The results for polymerized C60 ~j! and single crystal
C60 ~s! in relative units ofHV(T)/HV ~295 K! is shown in figure~c!.
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an annealed sample revealed regions of differ
reflectivity—light and dark. This suggests phase inhomo
neity of the sample caused by annealing. The light and d
regions differ in microhardness and have oppositeHV—load
dependencies~see Fig. 8!. The latter is accounted for by th
fact that under high loading onto the indentor, the impr
sions become comparable in size with the single-phase
gions. In this case the formation of the impression is infl
enced by the neighboring phase.

One of the phases~the light regions! was close in micro-
hardness to single crystalline C60. According to x-ray dif-
fraction data, this is the ordinary fcc phase. The other ph
~the dark regions!, still not identified, was harder. The tem
perature dependence of the average microhardness of sa
also changed after annealing: the region of growingHV

shifted towards low temperatures~Fig. 7b!. It should be
noted that securing data for each of the two phases ove
the temperature interval is very difficult.

The higher microhardness of polymerized polycryst
line C60 can be attributed to two factors—the fine-grain
structure and polymerization. It is known that the correlat
between the yield pointsp of a polycrystal and the grain siz
d is well described by the Hall–Petch relation:25

sp5s01Ksd20.5, ~2!

wheres0 is the yield stress of a single crystal, andKs is the
material constant. According to Friedel,26 Ks'0.2mb0.5 for
brittle materials~m is the shear modules,b is the Burgers
vector!. Friedel’s estimate agrees well with experimental
sults taken on polycrystals of some fcc metals.27 Hall
assumes28 that the dependence of microhardness on the g
sized can be described with a similar relation:

FIG. 8. The effect of load on the microhardness of two different pha
formed after three hour annealing of a polymerized sample in air at 57
undentified phase~a!, fcc phase of C60 ~b!.
t
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HV5HV0
1KHd20.5, ~3!

whereHV0
is the microhardness of a single crystal,KH is the

material constant. The measurement shows29 that the depen-
dence~3! hold for Al, Cu and their alloys. The constantKH

is three to five times higher thanKs .29

Using the above relations and the values of microha
ness measured on poly- and single crystals of C60, we can
estimate the grain size ensuring the difference postulate
the assumption: the higher hardness of the polycrystal C60 is
only due to the hardening effect of the grain structure. F
C60 crystals only Young’s modulus and the bulk modul
were found experimentally: E520 GPa,30

B512– 14 GPa.31,32

Hereafter, the estimation is based on the va
B512 GPa. The shear modulus can be calculated fr
m5E/(32E/3B)'8.2 GPa. Estimation from Friedel’s re
sults gives Ks;0.5 MPa•cm0.5 and KH'4Ks

'2 MPa•cm0.5. To obtain the experimentally observed di
ference in microhardness (DHV'600 MPa) of poly- and
single crystals, the grain size should bed5(KH /DHV)2

'1025 cm. This corresponds to the lower limit of grai
sizes in x-ray diffraction studies on polycrystal samples.

Note thatKs was calculated by the formula for brittl
materials. For plastic C60 the Ks value may prove overesti
mated. Then, the grains ensuring the above difference in
crohardness of poly- and single crystals should be e
smaller.

The above analysis shows that fine-grained structure
polymerization contribute to hardening of fullerite subject
to thermobaric treatment. So far, it is hardly possible to se
rate the effect of these two factors. It is pertinent to note t
possible depolymerization beneath the indentor makes a
controllable contribution to hardness.
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Internal friction peak in CsI single crystal at liquid helium temperatures
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Acoustic relaxation in undeformed and plastically deformed CsI single crystals is studied using
the composite oscillator technique at frequencies (1 – 7)3105 Hz in the temperature range
2–15 K. Plastic deformation leads to the emergence of an internal friction peak localized in the
temperature range 4–5 K. It is shown that the peak is shifted towards higher temperatures
upon an increase of the vibrational frequency and corresponds to a thermally activated relaxation
process with very low values of activation energyU'1.931023 eV and the attack frequency
n0'6.73108 s21. The interaction of sound with dislocation kinks migrating in the second-order
Peierls relief is considered as a possible mechanism of peak formation. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01012-3#
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INTRODUCTION

The study of crystalline materials by acoustic spectr
copy methods at liquid helium temperatures and in the s
kelvin temperature range makes it possible to detect lo
structure rearrangements limited by overcoming poten
barriers of very small height of the order of 1022– 1023 eV.
Relaxation peaks on temperature dependences of inte
friction and smeared step-like changes of elastic modul
functions of temperature are experimental evidences of th
processes. Such peculiarities were detected in the inves
tion of a number of metallic crystals like Nb,1–6 Mi,7 and
aluminum8 at temperaturesT,10 K. Another type of
anomalies also associated with low-temperature rearra
ments of atomic structure were observed in an analysis of
temperature dependences of elastic moduli of amorph
solids ~glasses!9 and crystals with a large number o
defects.10–14 We are speaking of a linear increase in elas
moduli upon cooling, a logarithmic run up to a peak at te
peratures of the order of 0.1–1 K, and a logarithmic decre
in the subkelvin temperature range.

Atomic mechanisms of these rearrangements and ac
tic anomalies associated with them are apparently diffe
for different crystalline and amorphous materials. Howev
both type of anomalies can be successfully interpreted on
basis of the phenomenological model of double-well ene
states and two-level tunneling systems. This model assu
that individual elements of the structure~groups of atoms!
distributed densely over the volume of a solid have differ
configurations with close values of potential energy, wh
are separated by low energy barriers. Transitions betw
such configurations can occur through thermal activation
through quantum tunneling and are stimulated by elastic
brations. An analysis of relaxation and resonant interac
of elastic vibrations with these rearrangements taking i
account thermal fluctuations and quantum tunneling as w
9041063-777X/98/24(12)/4/$15.00
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as the statistics of barriers~in the case of strongly disordere
structures! makes it possible to obtain a unique and nonco
tradictory description of all the main peculiarities in acous
properties of solids at very low temperatures.

Low-temperature singularities in thermal properties
crystalline and amorphous materials are also closely rela
to the acoustic anomalies under consideration. For this
son, the problem of low-energy structure rearrangement
interesting not only from the point of view of fundament
solid state physics, but also for many important applicatio
e.g., for the development of methods of precision lo
temperature measurements and detectors of gravitati
waves.12

In some cases, it was possible to impart a microsco
meaning to the phenomenological model of low-ener
structure rearrangements applied for interpreting specific
perimental observations by using the concepts and term
dislocation physics.5,6,8,10 In the physics of dislocation, we
often encounter elementary structural processes limited
overcoming low energy barriers, e.g., the formation and d
placement of kinks on dislocation lines. This facilitates t
application of dislocation models for interpreting low
temperature acoustic and thermal anomalies. The authe
ity and unambiguity of an interpretation in this case can
considerably improved by using a controllable change in
volume density and parameters of dislocation kinks, which
possible under special types of thermal5 and acoustic10 load-
ing or preliminary plastic deformation.8

So far, acoustic anomalies of dislocation origin were d
tected in the regions of very low temperaturesT,10 K only
in metallic crystals. In this communication, we prove that t
introduction of dislocations in alkali-halide crystal CsI als
leads to the emergence of an internal friction peak at liq
helium temperatures. The peak is localized in the tempe
ture range 4–5 K for vibrational frequencies (3 – 7
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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3105 Hz. A displacement of the peak on the temperat
axis upon a change in vibrational frequency indicates tha
is a result of resonant interaction of elastic vibrations with
thermally activated low-energy relaxation process with a
vation energyU'1.931023 eV.

1. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Low-temperature acoustic properties of a CsI crys
were studied using the method of a two-component comp
ite piezoelectric vibrator. The samples were in the form o
right parallelepiped with cross section 2.232.2 mm and
length 11–13 mm. The longitudinal axis of the samples h
the crystallographic orientation̂110& with a possible devia-
tion not exceeding 2°. The samples were cut by the sp
erosion technique from a CsI single crystal grown in vacu
and were polished on a soft wet cloth to attain the requi
geometrical size. The end faces were polished by fine a
sive to make them plane-parallel and to attain good acou
contact after gluing with the piezoelectric vibrator. Final fi
ishing of the surface was carried out by chemical polish
in methanol. The orientation of single crystals was det
mined by using Laue diffraction patterns. After annealing
8 hours at 500 °C and polishing, the samples were glue
quartz piezoelectric resonators.

Acoustic measurements were made in the freque
rangev/2p'(1 – 7)3105 Hz. Longitudinal standing wave
were excited in the samples at frequencies close to 1, 3
and 7 harmonics of quartz. The resonance frequency
forced oscillations of the vibrator and the active electric
sistance at resonance were measured. The results of mea
ments were processed by the method proposed by
earlier:15 the logarithmic decrementd of vibrations and
Young’s modulusE of the samples were measured at diffe
ent harmonics of the vibrator after preliminary testing of t
parameters of quartz resonators.

The temperature dependences of the decrement and
nance frequency were measured in the temperature r
2–15 K at a constant amplitude of ultrasonic deformation
the order of 1026 in the region of amplitude-independe
absorption of ultrasound. The measurements were made
helium cryostat with evacuation of4He vapor to a pressure o
290 Pa. The sample with the quartz transducer was mou
in the heater of the working chamber immersed in liqu
helium at a temperature approximately equal to 1.4 K. H
transfer between the walls of the chamber and the sam
was ensured by gaseous helium under a pressure
23103 Pa. Temperature was measured by a gallium-arse
resistance thermometer TSAD-2. Such experimental co
tions made it possible to cool the samples to 2 K. Interm
diate temperatures in the interval 2 K,T,15 K were at-
tained with the help of an electric heater and were stabili
by a semi-automatic temperature control system.

The measurements were first made on an undefor
sample, which was subsequently subjected~without detach-
ment from quartz! to plastic strain of the order of 3% b
compression along its longitudinal axis at a rate of 1024 s21

at room temperature in a specially designed microdefor
tion machine. Plastic deformation was carried out along
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easy slip systemŝ100&$110% typical of CsI. Undeformed
samples had the initial dislocation density of the order
104 cm22, the average density of dislocations after deform
tion being of the order of 106 cm22.

2. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows temperature dependences of the de
mentd for one of the samples, obtained at different freque
cies. The decrement of the undeformed sample~curve 1 in
Fig. 1! had a very small magnitude of the order
231025, indicating a perfect initial structure of the sample
In this case, a weak monotonic increase ind is observed
upon cooling.

After deformation, ultrasound absorption increases c
siderably and acquires a strong temperature dependence
decrement increases monotonically upon cooling at the f
damental harmonic (v/2p'105 Hz), displaying a tendency
to saturation below 3.2 K, after which absorption becom
almost temperature independent in the temperature ra
2.2–2.6 K ~curve 2!. The absolute value ofd at T'2.2 K
attains the value 531024, indicating a considerable inelasti
deformation in the sample. As the frequency of vibratio
increases, thed(T) dependences for a deformed sample
quire clearly manifested peaks whose positions on the t
perature axis depends on frequency: with increasing

FIG. 1. Peaks on temperature dependences of decrementd of vibrations of
a CsI monocrystalline sample initiated by plastic deformation and their
placement upon a change in the vibrational frequency: undeformed sa
~curve 1! and deformed sample~curves2–5!. The values of resonant fre
quency v/2p and temperatureTm of the peak: 13105 Hz ~curve 1!,
13105 Hz, Tm5? ~curve2!, 33105 Hz, Tm53.9 K ~curve3!, 53105 Hz,
Tm54.2 K ~curve4!, and 73105 Hz, Tm54.5 K ~curve5!.
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quency, the temperatureTm corresponding to the peak i
shifted regularly towards higher temperatures.~curves3–5!.

It should be noted that the presence of a peak on cur2
~Fig. 1! remains disputable since technical potentialities
the experiment did not allow us to study the temperat
interval T,2 K.

Figure 2 illustrates the effect of deformation on the te
perature and frequency dependences of the dynamic You
modulusE(T,v). As a result of deformation in the vicinity
of temperaturesTm corresponding to absorption peaks, te
perature dependences of the Young’s modulus acquire
gions in which the modulus increases sharply upon cool
These anomalies can be interpreted as fragments of sme
step-like changes corresponding to relaxation absorp
peaks.

Thus, a significant increase in dislocation density in
CsI single crystal as a result of plastic deformation leads
the emergence of an acoustic relaxation peak at liquid hel
temperatures. Going over to the interpretation of the pe
we assume that it is a consequence of resonant interactio
sound with a system of uniform thermally activated rela
ators for which the temperature dependencet(T) of relax-
ation time is described by the standard Arrhenius formul

t~T!5n0
21 exp~U/kT!, ~1!

whereU is the activation energy andn0 is the effective at-
tack frequency. In this case, the frequency depende
Tm(v) of the temperature corresponding to the peak is
termined by the conditionvt(Tm)51 which leads to the
relation

ln v5 ln n02U/kTm . ~2!

FIG. 2. Effect of plastic deformation on the temperature and freque
dependences of the Young modulusE of a monocrystalline CsI sample
undeformed sample~curve1! and deformed sample~curves2–4!. The val-
ues of resonant frequencyv/2p: 13105 Hz ~curves1 and 2!, 33105 Hz
~curve3! and 73105 Hz ~curve4!. For the sake of visualization, the mea
sured values of the Young’s modulus are reduced to the temperature
corresponding to the upper limit of the temperature interval under inve
gation.
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Figure 3 shows that the values ofTm recorded at three high
est harmonics of the piezoelectric vibrator are correctly
scribed by relation~2!. For the parameters of relaxation pro
cess, we obtain from Fig. 3 the following empiric
estimates:

U'1.931023 eV, n0'6.73108 s21. ~3!

A low-temperature relaxation process with paramet
~3! appears in a CsI crystal as a result of plastic deformat
and hence it is connected with fresh dislocations in a cer
way. Such low values of activation parameters of the proc
reduce considerably the range of possible dislocation me
nisms which can be used for interpreting the observed ac
tic absorption peak. In our opinion, the most probable rea
behind the observed anomaly in acoustic properties of Cs
resonant interaction of sound with a chain of dislocati
kinks participating in thermally activated diffusion in th
second-order Peierls relief. With such an interpretation,
energyU has the meaning of the height of the lattice pote
tial relief for dislocation kinks. The operation of this mech
nism is described in detail in Refs. 5 and 6, where it w
used for interpreting the low-temperature peak of acou
relaxation in niobium.

It should be noted in conclusion that an unambiguo
physical interpretation of the low-temperature anomaly in
acoustic properties of a CsI crystal observed by us here
quires additional acoustic experiments in the tempera
rangeT,2 K extended towards low temperatures as well
the detection and analysis of dislocation structures emerg
in the crystal as a result of plastic deformation. Such exp
ments are planned for nearest future.

This research was carried out under partial support
the Ukrainian Fund for Fundamental Research~Project No.

y

K
i-

FIG. 3. Frequency dependenceTm(v) of the temperature corresponding t
the acoustic absorption peak: points correspond to experimental data
sented in Fig. 1, and the straight line is the plot of the function~2! corre-
sponding to the values of the parameterU'1.931023 eV and n0'6.7
3108 s21.
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Mössbauer detection of photoinduced effects in HTSC YBa 2„Cu12x
57Fex…3O61d

V. V. Eremenko, D. V. Lukashev, and V. L. Ponomarchuk

B. Verkin Institute for Low Temperature Physics and Engineering, National Academy of Sciences of the
Ukraine, 310164 Kharkov, Ukraine*
~Submitted July 27, 1998!
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Photoinduced changes of the effective magnetic field on57Fe nuclei at the Cu~2! site are detected
by the Mössbauer technique in YBa2(Cu0.92

57Fe0.08)3O6.3. The effect is found to be
reversible for several hours in the temperature range 100–300 K. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01112-8#
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In recent years, a large number of papers have been
voted to investigations of the effect of light on HTS
samples. To study this effect, various optical techniq
were used and measurements of conductivity, magnetiza
etc., were made~see the review by Yu and Heeger.1 Möss-
bauer spectroscopy is used extensively for studying the p
erties of HTSC~see reviews in Refs. 2 and 3!. However, this
technique has not been used, to our knowledge, for stud
photoinduced effects in HTSC. In this communication,
present the results of investigation of the Mo¨ssbauer spectra
of the YBa2~Cu0.92

57Fe0.08!3O6.3 samples exposed to light i
the temperature range 100–300 K.

The YBa2~Cu0.92
57Fe0.08!3O61d sample, which was pre

pared by the standard ceramic technology and anneale
vacuum, was found to be in the semiconducting tetra-ph
(O61d.6.3). Weassume that the sample contains oxyg
defective regions that are characteristic of nonstoichiome
compositions. The initial sample~pellet! was crushed into a
powder of grain size;10 mm to increase the area of th
material being exposed to light. In order to improve the h
removal, the powder was wetted with paraffin and plac
between a mica film and an aluminum foil reflecting ligh
The effective57Fe thickness was less than 0.2 mg/cm2.

We measured the Mo¨ssbauer spectra of samples befo
illumination, during illumination with a flux density 13 an
40 mW/cm2, as well as after illumination. Samples were e
posed to radiation from a He–Ne laser with radiation wa
length 632.8 nm in the CW mode. The thermal stabilizat
of the sample was carried out in a cryostat. Storage of
spectra ‘‘after illumination’’ was carried out at the temper
ture of illumination ~without warming!. Before storing the
spectrum, the sample was warmed to room temperature p
to illumination and kept at this temperature for more th
two days. As a result of illumination, the sample temperat
~measured by a differential thermocouple! did not rise by
more than 1.1 K atT5290 K for an optical flux density
13 mW/cm2.

The Mössbauer spectrum of YBa2~Cu0.92
57Fe0.08!3O6.3

samples~Fig. 1! is a superposition of a Zeeman sextet a
three quadrupole doublets. The sextet is characteristic o
9081063-777X/98/24(12)/3/$15.00
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tetra phase and is observed in the spectra of oxygen-defic
samples of YBa2(Cu12x

57Fex)3O61d .4,5 The three quadru-
pole doublets correspond to three nonequivalent Cu~1! sites
occupied by iron, and are analogous to the doublets in
spectra of samples with 61d.6.5.6

In order to identify the sextet, we made Mo¨ssbauer mea-
surements on samples aligned in a magnetic field. It is w
known6 that finely disperse YBa2(Cu12x

57Fex)3O61d powder
in a viscous filling acquires a cylindrical texture in a ma
netic field, so that thec-axis of the crystallites is oriented
along the applied magnetic field. If the effective magne
~we shall use the terms effective or hyperfine in the follo
ing! field at the nucleus has the same probability of be
oriented relative to the direction ofg-quanta ~nonaligned
sample!, the ratios of areas of the sextet components
3:2:1:1:2:3~Fig. 1b!.7 If the effective field at the nucleus is a
right angles to the direction ofg-quanta, the sextet compo
nent areas are in the ratio 3:4:1:1:1:4:3.7 The areas of sexte
components in an aligned sample~Fig. 1a! are nearly in the
same ratio if thec-axis in the experiment is parallel to th
direction of theg-quanta so that the magnetic moments
the antiferromagnetically ordered iron atoms lie in the~ab!-
plane.

The results of measurements at temperatures 260–30
were analyzed according to the technique described in Re
~the quadrupole splitting at these temperatures practic
does not change in comparison with the magnetic splittin!.
It was found that for a given site, the electric field gradie
~EFG! tensor componentVZZ is positive and parallel toc.
The asymmetry parameterh of the EFG tensor is;0.2.
Hence this position corresponds to57Fe which occupies the
Cu~2! site. This result is in accord with those obtained
Refs. 4 and 5.

The electric quadrupole interaction energy is an orde
magnitude lower than the magnetic dipole interaction
ergy, the EFG asymmetry parameter is small, and hence
energy-level diagram can be described correctly by a form
for the axially symmetric EFG with its symmetry axis
right angles to the magnetic axis:7
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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EmQ52gImnHnmI2~21! umI u11/2
eQVZZ

8
,

where gI is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio for the give
nuclear level,mn the nuclear magneton,Hn the effective
field at the nucleus,mI5I ,(I 21),...,2I ~I is the nuclear
spin,I g51/2 for the ground state, andI e53/2 for the excited
state!, Q is the nuclear quadrupole moment, andVZZ the
EFG tensor component. The separation between the line
the sextet can be used to calculate the effective field at
nucleus and the value of the quadrupole splitting.

It was found that the illumination of a YBa2

~Cu0.92
57Fe0.08!3O6.3 sample leads to a decrease in the sex

splitting, and hence a decrease in the effective field at57Fe
nuclei occupying the Cu~2! site. The insets to Fig. 1b show
the displacement of the first and sixth sextet lines unde
lumination. Figure 2 shows the temperature dependenc
the effective field at the nucleus in the temperature ra
100–300 K. The values of the field are for samples in
dark and upon illumination in the optical flux of densi
13 mW/cm2. The splitting of a sextet does not change duri
continuous illumination for three days. It is found that
increase in the flux density of the optical radiation incide
on the sample causes a further decrease in the effective
at the nucleus~see inset to Fig. 2!.

The variation of the effective field, determined from th
line shift, occurs over an hour. This is indicated by the a
sence of broadening of the lines during storage of the sp
trum in the first few hours after beginning of the exposu
Moreover, a decrease in the magnetic splitting as a resu
exposure is accompanied by a decrease in the width of

FIG. 1. Mössbauer spectra of YBa2~Cu0.92
57Fe0.08!3O6.3: powder aligned in

a magnetic field at 295 K~a! and nonaligned powder at 290 K~b!. The
insets show the first and sixth lines of the sextet in the dark~curve1! and
under illumination~curve2!. Spectral decomposition is shown in the mod
of three quadrupole doublets and a magnetic sextet.
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sextet lines. Thus, the mean values of the line width dep
upon the optical flux density as follows: 0.50 mm/s for u
exposed samples, 0.48 mm/s for a flux density 13 mW/c2,
and 0.47 mm/s for 40 mW/cm2. Hence the effective field a
the iron nuclei decreases at this site over the entire volum
the crystallite, while the light penetration depth is of th
order of the wavelength. This points towards the migrat
of photoinduced excitations over the volume of the cryst
lite.

Measurements made after the termination of the illum
nation show that the effect is reversible. Unlike persist
photoconductivity,9 where the effect is preserved at low tem
peratures for several days, the hyperfine field at Fe nucle
the Cu~2! site is restored in less than an hour.

We assume that the mechanism of decrease in the e
tive field at57Fe nuclei occurring as a result of illuminatio
is identical to the mechanism proposed for explaining per
tent photoconductivity. It is believed1,9,10 that electron-hole
pairs are created in the CuO2 plane upon illumination. Elec-
trons are transported and localized in CuOx chains, while
hole charge carriers in the CuO2 plane enhance the conduc
tivity of the material. The localization of electrons at th
traps in CuOx chains is responsible for the emergence
long-lived ordering of oxygen in chains, stretching
chains,11–13photoinduced separation of the sample into tet
and ortho-phase regions,14 and an increase inTc associated
with the formation of a secondary potential relief in th
CuO2 plane by charges in CuOx chains.13 We believe that the
electrons participating in indirect exchange interaction wh
leads to the antiferromagnetic ordering of atomic moment
Cu~2! sites are excited upon illumination. Hence a decre
in the number of these electrons leads to a decrease in
exchange interaction parameter resulting in a lowering of
magnetization of sublattices and Neel temperature, an
manifested in a decrease in the hyperfine field at the nucl
Thus, it can be assumed that the change in the hyperfine
at the nucleus is proportional to the change in hole conc
tration.

Attributing the small decrease in isomeric shift of th
sextet upon illumination to the second-order Doppler effe
we obtain the value of heating~1.3 K!. The quadrupole

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of effective field at57Fe nuclei at the
Cu~2! site for a YBa2~Cu0.92

57Fe0.08!3O6.3 sample in the dark~s, solid line!
and under He–Ne laser irradiation~h, dashed line!. The inset shows the
dependence of effective field at 273 K on the density of luminous fl
incident on the sample.
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splitting of the sextet in the investigated temperature ra
remains practically unchanged in the dark and under illu
nation (eQVZZ/25(0.5060.04) mm/s). The relative area o
the sextet remains unchanged during illumination. Hence
tical radiation does not create long-lived local distortions
the crystal structure in the nearest coordination sphere
these iron nuclei since new lines in the spectrum wo
emerge otherwise. This leads to the conclusion that phot
duced holes are distributed uniformly over the crystal v
ume and the time of their localization at57Fe nuclei at Cu~2!
sites is less than 1027 s ~lifetime of the 57Fe nucleus in the
excited state!. Hence the effect of illumination on57Fe at
Cu~2! sites is manifested only in a decrease in the effec
field at the nucleus. Note that the observed decrease in
magnetic splitting upon illumination is equivalent to heati
by 8.5–11 K, i.e., much larger than the real heating wh
amounts to just 1.1 K.

The width of the sextet lines decreases upon exposur
light. The higher the irradiation intensity, the narrower t
lines. Since the photoelectric effect occurs only in a th
surface layer, it must be admitted that electron–hole p
migrate over the bulk of the crystallite to a depth of the ord
of 5 mm. Otherwise, the Mo¨ssbauer spectrum would sho
the superposition of sextets with different magnitudes
splitting, resulting in a broadening of lines. The mean wid
of sextet lines~0.50 mm/s! is larger than the typical value
~for example, it is equal to 0.21 mm/s for metallic iron. Th
most likely reason for such a broadening of lines for Cu~2!
sites is the spread of local fields due to nonuniform distri
tion of oxygen vacancies in CuOx chains. Hence it is appro
priate to associate the decrease in the line width under
mination to redistribution of oxygen in chains, whic
decreases the number of nonequivalent positions.

A nearly linear dependence of hyperfine field on the
diation flux density~see inset to Fig. 2! indicates the pres
ence of a large number of free electron traps, which lead
linear dependence of hole concentration on the numbe
photons incident per unit time. This dependence must
come sublinear upon an increase in illumination, when
hole concentration exceeds considerably the number
traps.15

It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the decrease in hyper
field caused by illumination in the temperature interval 10
300 K is constant to within experimental error. Cons
quently, the relative variation (DHn /Hn) in the field at the
nucleus induced by irradiation decreases with temperat
Hence it can be concluded that the thermally activated p
cess of liberation of localized electrons slows down upo
decrease in temperature. On the other hand, the field a
nucleus at 100 K is restored to its initial value in about
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hour ~characteristic storage time for the Mo¨ssbauer spec
trum! after the termination of irradiation. According to ou
earlier results on a considerable departure of the tempera
dependence of the spectral area from the Debye–Wa
curve below 100 K,6 the energy of coupling of an electron t
a trap can be assumed to be of the order of 100 K.

Thus, we conclude that the photoinduced variation
hole concentration is a reversible phenomenon. Hence if
sistent photoconductivity exists in samples of a given co
position, it is apparently due to an increase in the mean
path of carriers caused by an ordering of oxygen in
chains.

Hence the Mo¨ssbauer studies of the effect of photoirr
diation on HTSC samples show that the effective hyperfi
interaction field at Cu~2! sites decreases in proportion
illumination, which is associated with a decrease in excha
interaction caused by an increase in the hole concentra
The effect is reversible in the temperature interval 100–3
K, and the hole concentration is restored within an hour a
the termination of illumination. The width of the Mo¨ssbauer
spectral lines decreases as a result of irradiation due to
ordering of oxygen vacancies and an elongation of Cux

chains. Apparently, the ordering of oxygen distribution lea
to an increase in the mean free path of the carriers and
be responsible for persistent photoconductivity.

*E-mail: lukashov@ilt.kharkov.ua
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On the mechanism of critical temperature enhancement in cuprate high- Tc

superconductors under pressure
E. A. Pashitski 
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The results of experiments@C. Y. Hanet al., Low Temp. Phys.24, 305 ~1998!# on the influence
of quasi-hydrostatic pressureP on the superconducting transition temperatureTc in
polycrystalline samples of cuprate compounds Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3Ox ~Tl-2223! with the initial value
of Tc5129 K and the maximum valueTc5255.4 K atP54.3 GPa are considered. A
hypothesis on the existence of two mechanisms of the effect of pressure onTc is proposed on
the basis of an analysis of the nonmonotonic dependence ofTc on P. The first mechanism
operating in the pressure rangeP,3 GPa is connected with the anisotropic deformation of the
crystal lattice of individual grains~crystallites! in the plane of cuprate layers CuO2 and
with a change in the oxygen doping of layers. The second mechanism operating in the pressure
rangeP.3 GPa is due to hydrostatic compression of the ionic lattice and an increase in
the bulk concentration of charge carriers~holes! in view of the electroneutrality condition.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01212-2#
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1. Han et al.1 reported recently on a nearly two-fold in
crease in the superconducting transition temperature
high-Tc superconductor~HTSC! Tl1.8Ba2Ca2.6Cu3O101d ~Tl-
2223! under pressure from the initial valueTc5129 K under
zero applied pressure (P50) to Tc

max5255.4 K at
P54.3 GPa~'400 kbar!. This sensational result naturall
requires an additional independent verification and confirm
tion ~or denial! in other laboratories. It is reasonable, ho
ever, to carry out a preliminary analysis of the experimen
data obtained in Ref. 1 and to compare them with the av
able numerous results on the dependence ofTc on P for
various cuprate metaloxide compounds~MOC!.

It is well known that the dependence ofTc on hydro-
static ~isotropic! pressure for cuprate MOC such as La22x

(Ba, Sr)xCuO4, YBa2Cu3O61x , Bi2Sr2Can21CunOx , is very
weak,2–5 while for the ceramics HgBa2Can21CunOx with the
maximum value ofTc5135 K ~for n53!, the derivative
dTc /dP51 K/GPa. As a result, it has become possible
attain for Hg-1223 the values ofTc'(150– 155) K in the
pressure rangeP'(5 – 10) GPa,6,7 and later the record-high
value ofTc5164 K atP531 GPa.8

The pressure dependence ofTc in Tl–Ba–Ca–Cu–O
compounds was also investigated intensely,9–12 but the value
of Tc for Tl-2223 could be elevated only by 5 K from
Tc5128 K to Tc5133 K at P513 GPa. Nevertheless, a
anomalously high value of the derivativedTc /dP
'2.5 K/GPa was observed for polycrystalline samples of
2223 in the pressure rangeP&2 GPa.9,10

At the same time, experiments on anisotropic uniax
compression~or extension! of single crystals of YBa2
Cu3O72d

4 and Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox
5 demonstrated anomalous
9111063-777X/98/24(12)/3/$15.00
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strong anisotropy in the dependence ofTc on Pi in the di-
rection of different crystallographic axes. For example,
derivatives ]Tc /]Pi for an optimally doped layer-chain
single crystal of YBa2Cu3O72d ~Y-123! along different axes
have different signs: ]T/c /]Pa52(1.9– 2.0) K/GPa,
]Tc /]Pb51(1.9– 2.2) K/GPa, and]Tc /]Pc /]Pc52(0.1
– 0.3) K/GPa. Anisotropy in the planeab of the layers is
associated with the presence of ordered 1D CuO chains
along theb-axis, which serve as an oxygen reservoir f
doping 2D cuprate layers of CuO2 with free holes.4

On the other hand, according to experimental da5

]Tc /]Pa'1.6 K/GPa, ]Tc /]Pb'2.0 K/GPa, and]Tc /
]Pc'22.8 K/GPa. for layered crystals Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d

~Bi-2212!. This is due to nearly isotropic properties of the
crystals in theab plane of the layers and a change in t
conditions of doping of cuprate layers CuO2 with holes from
the side of intermediate oxide layers BiO and SrO un
pressure. The same type of anisotropy is apparently obse
for ]Tc /]Pi of layered crystals Tl–Ba–Ca–Cu–O an
Hg–Ba–Ca–Cu–O. The application of an isotropic hyd
static pressure must lead to almost complete compensatio
the effect dTc /dP5( i]Tc /]Pi'0, for single crystals of
these cuprate MOC.

However, polycrystalline samples~pressed powders an
ceramics! with arbitrarily oriented crystallographic axes i
different grains~granules! can exhibit anisotropic propertie
in individual crystallites~i.e., contributions of different com-
ponents of]Tc /]Pi! under certain conditions of compres
sion and stacking even under the action of quasi-hydrost
pressure. This follows from a quite large value ofdTc /dP in
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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HgBa2Ca2Cu3Ox ceramics up to P531 GPa8 and in
Tl2Ba2Ca2Cu3Ox up to P52 GPa.9

2. The dependence ofTc on P presented by Hanet al.1

indicates the existence oftwo different mechanisms of in
crease in Tc under pressure. The first mechanism leads to
monotonic increase inTc from Tc05129 K at P50 to
Tc'175 K at P53 GPa, the increase inTc in the pressure
range 1.6 GPa<P<3 GPa being nonlinear. The secon
mechanism comes into play under high pressu
P.3 GPa and leads to a nonmonotonic~bell-shaped! depen-
dence ofTc on P with a peakTc

max'255 K at P'4 GPa
~taking into account the spread of experimental points!.

Since the slopedTc /dP51.7 K/GPa for lowP virtually
coincides1 with the derivatives]Tc /]Pa and]Tc /]Pb in the
plane of the layers of a Bi~2212! crystal,5 we can assume tha
the linear increase in Tc for P&1.6 GPaoccurs due to elas-
tic deformation by compression in the ab planesof the grains
~crystallites! oriented in a definite way relative to the dire
tion of the maximum valuePmax of incompletely isotropic
~quasi-hydrostatic! external pressure. The finite residual r
sistance belowTc can be due to the fact that optimally or
ented crystallites are separated by fragments with a nono
mal orientation of crystallites with lower values ofTc or with
normal metal-type conductivity.

Nonlinearity in the pressure dependence of Tc in the
region 1.6 GPa,P,3 GPacan be due to lattice anharmon
ism in crystallites compressed to the maximum possible
tent. Thus, theTc(P) dependence atP,3 GPa can be pre
sented in the form

Tc~P!5Tc~0!1
dTc

dP
P1

1

2

d2Tc

dP2 P2. ~1!

The corresponding dependence ofTc on elastic strain
~dilatation! «5«xx1«yy of the lattice~where«xx and«yy are
the strain tensor components in thexy plane of the layers! for
«}P has the form

Tc~«!5Tc~0!1C«1q~C«!2, ~2!

where the coefficientC is close to the absolute values
Ca52]Tc /]«xx andCb52]Tc /]«yy in a Y-123 crystal or
to Ca'Cb'300 K in a Bi-2212 crystal, wheredTc /dP
'1.7 K/GPa andC«5(dTc /dP)P'5 K at P53 GPa.
The value of the coefficientq in ~2! corresponding to the
value ofTc'178 K atP53 GPa and matching to the resul
of experiments,1 is equal to 1.7, and the maximum strain
small ~«50.016!, which corresponds to the applicability con
dition for the theory of elasticity.14

In the pressure rangeP.3 GPa,the deformation mecha
nism of increasing Tc attains saturation at Tc'(175
– 180) K due to complete isotropization of external pressu
~for extremely close packing of grains of the cuprate Tl–B
Ca–Cu–O and the working substance! and due to almos
complete compensation of anisotropic positive and nega
contributions from]Tc /]Pi along different crystallographic
axes to the average~total! derivative dTc /dP. ~A similar
saturation ofTc at P.2 GPa was observed by Linet al.9 at
the levelTc5133 K.!
s

ti-

-

e

3. The bell-shaped dependence Tc(P) in the pressure
range (3–5) GPa1 is similar to the concentration dependenc
of Tc in cuprate MOC of the hole type, which can be
approximated by a parabolic function of the number of ho
xh per copper atom, which is universal for all MOC:15,16

Tc~xh!5Tcm@12A~xh2xm!2#, ~3!

where xm50.16, and the coefficientA is chosen from
the condition of vanishing ofTc(xh) for xh50.05 and
xh50.27, i.e.,A'82.6.

It was proposed earlier17 that the concentration of free
charge carriers~including doped holes! in the ionic crystal
lattice of cuprate MOCis redistributed by virtue of the elec
troneutrality condition in fields of elastic deformationwith a
nonuniform dilatation«~r ! near macroscopic defects. Spati
inhomogeneity of the hole concentrationnh(r )5n0@1
2«(r )# leads, in accordance with~3!, to inhomogeneity of
the local critical temperatureTc(r ) if the characteristic size
of defects ~dislocation walls and piles, noncoherent gra
boundaries, microcracks, etc.! is much larger than the screen
ing length l D and the coherence lengthj0( l D'j0

'15– 20 Å). In this case, the dependence ofTc on the strain
tensor« ik in an anisotropic crystal is also quadratic and c
be presented in the isotropic approximation in the form17

Tc~«!5Tc01C«2~C«!2/4DTm , ~4!

whereDTm5T̃cm2Tc0 , and the maximum value ofT̃cm is
attained for the dilatation«m52DTm /C.

In Ref. 17, we assumed thatTc0 corresponds to the valu
of Tc in an undeformed crystal, andTc0 and the parameterC
~see Ref. 18! noticeably depend on the doping level, and t
value ofT̃cm does not necessarily coincide with the value
Tcm in formula ~3! for Tc at «50 in the general case, bein
an unknown free parameter for each type of cuprate MO
We used for the parameterC the empirical valuesCi in the
low pressure limit (P→0), which correspond to the defor
mation mechanism of the effect of anisotropicPi on Tc con-
sidered above.13

We assume that a quadratic dependence ofTc on « andP
similar to formula~4! is also valid under higher pressure
~but within the limits of elastic deformation«}P! in the case
of hydrostatic compression, when the average bulk concen
tration of charge carriers (holes) increases by virtue of t
electroneutrality condition. Taking into account the para
bolic concentration dependence~3!, which can be due to the
nonmonotonic dependence ofTc on the position of the Ferm
level relative to extended saddle-type singularities with a
ant Van Hove~root! singularity in the density of states on th
one hand,19,20 and on the other hand, due to effects of stro
coupling leading to renormalization of the electron-electr
interaction constant,21,22we present the dependence ofTc on
P in the region ofP5(3 – 5) GPa in the form

Tc~P!5T̃c01~ T̃cm2T̃c0!@12B~P2Pm!2#, ~5!

where Pm54 GPa, T̃cm5255 K, and T̃c0 is the value of
Tc(P) at P53 GPa andP55 GPa, which is equal to 178 K
i.e., the coefficientB51 GPa21. Figure 1 shows the com
bined dependence ofTc on P composed from~1! or ~2! for
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P,3 GPa and~5! for P.3 GPa. This curve provides
qualitatively correct description of the experimental dep
denceTc(P) obtained in Ref. 1 and requiring additional ver
fication.

4. Thus, according to the theoretical concept propo
by us here, the anomalously high maximum value ofTc

'255 K observed by Hanet al.1 in Tl-2223 under pressure
can be the result of joint action of two different mechanis
of increasingTc in cuprate MOC of the hole type:aniso-
tropic deformation mechanismin the pressure rang
P,3 GPa, which is associated with a change in the natur
doping of cuprate layers upon an increase inP, anduniversal
pressure mechanism of bulk compressionof the crystal, in
which the bulk concentration of holes and the nonmonoto
variation of Tc associated with it increase according to t
parabolic law ~3!. The latter is confirmed not only by
quasi-parabolic dependence ofTc on P in the range of
P5(3 – 5) GPa, but also by the absolute increase inTc in
this region, which is equal toT̃cm2T̃c0'77 K and is typical
of HTSC materials under doping. It should be noted in co
clusion that in all previous measurements of the depende

FIG. 1. Semi-empirical combined dependence ofTc on P corresponding to
the anisotropic deformation mechanism~taking into account lattice anhar
monism! described by formulas~1! and ~2! in the pressure range
P,3 GPa and the hydrostatic compression mechanism~following the satu-
ration of the first mechanism! described by formula~5! for P.3 GPa. Dark
circles and triangles correspond to experimental results obtained in Re
-

d

s

of

ic

-
ce

Tc(P), the experimenters apparently ‘‘missed’’ a compa
tively narrow interval of intermediate pressures~3–5! GPa.
For this reason, new ‘‘surprises’’ can be expected in t
pressure range for other types of HTSC materials~including
the compound HgBa2Ca2Cu3Ox characterized by the highes
superconducting transition temperature!.
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